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ABSTRACT 
Traditional Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) are the cornerstone of the software development method­
ology known as "Structured Analysis" (SA), and they are probably the most widely used specification 
technique in industry today. DFD's are popular because of their graphical representation eind their 
hierarchical structure. Thus, they Jire well-suited for users with non-technical backgrounds and are 
commonly used to depict the static structure of information flow in a system. Numerous attempts to 
formalize DFD's have appeared in the technical literature. We focus on the FormeJized Data Flow 
Diagrams (FDFD's) developed by Coleman, Wahls, Baker, and Leavens. 
This dissertation analyzes and extends FDFD's with respect to their usefulness in specifying the 
qualitative and qusmtitative properties of real systems. Prior to this dissertation, there existed no well-
founded knowledge about the computational power of FDFD's nor ciny formail model in FDFD's of the 
timing behavior of real systems. 
The dissertation is organized as a collection of five independent papers. Briefly, the main results 
of each paper are as follows: (i) Reduced FDFD's are Turing equivalent, (ii) Stores, persistent flows, 
tests for empty flows, and infinite domains are not essential for FDFD's. (iii) Subclasses of FDFD's 
are equivalent to known subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets, immediately furnishing the decidability results 
for subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets to the corresponding subclasses of FDFD's. (iv) A general stochastic 
model of time for FDFD's (called Timed Data Flow Diagrams — TDFD's) is defined, allowing not only 
a description of the relative likelihoods of various execution times, but also descriptions of the possible 
joint firing behavior of transitions, (v) An aggregation principle can be used for an efficient stochastic 
analysis of periodic TDFD's with Markovian transition times. 
The results in this dissertation provide a firm theoretical foundation for further cidvances in Com­
puter Science and Statistics, leading to practical and expressive tools for the specification and analysis 
of real systems. 
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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Problem Statement 
Traditional Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) are the cornerstone of the software development method­
ology known as "Structured Andysis" (SA) ([DeM78], [WM85a]), and they are probably the most 
widely used specification technique in industry today ([BB93]). DFD's zire popular because of their 
graphical representation and their hierarchical structure. Thus, they are ideally suited for users with 
non-technical bcickgrounds and are commonly used to depict the static structure of information flow in 
a system. 
Traditional DFD's consist of a set of bubbles and a set of labeled flows. Bubbles represent either 
processes in a concurrent system or sequential procedures jmd are usually drawn as circles, ovals, or 
boxes. Flows represent data paths and are drawn as arrows connecting the bubbles. Flows coming into 
a bubble are called inflows and flows leaving a bubble are called outflows. Informally, a bubble reads 
the information on its inflows, and produces new information on its outflows. There are two types of 
flows. Persistent flows are like shared variables whose values are written by the source bubble Eind read 
by the destination bubble. Consumable flows are modelled as unbounded FIFO queues with the source 
bubble enqueueing values on the queue and the destination bubble dequeueing values. 
Even though traditional DFD's are popular, they lack formality and do not provide a rigorous 
definition of system functionality. Numerous attempts to formalize DFD's have appeared in the technical 
literature, e. g., in [DeM78], [VVM85a], [WM85b], [Har87], [TP89], [You89], [Har92], and [Har96]. We 
focus on a computational model known as Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) developed by 
Coleman. VVahls, Baker, and Leavens in [Col91], [CB94], [WBL93], and [LWBL96]. 
The main intent of this dissertation is to extend the knowledge about FDFD's, with respect to 
interesting qualitative (e. g.. deadlock, reachability, termination, finiteness, liveness) and quantitative 
(e. g., performance, throughput, average load of a bubble) properties of real systems. We decided to 
restrict the research done in this dissertation to five loosely related topics on Formalized Data Flow 
Diagrams and a certain model, Timed Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's), introduced in this dissertation 
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for the purpose of modeling timing in FDFD's. Prior to this dissertation, there existed no well-founded 
knowledge about the computation^ power of FDFD's nor any formal model in FDFD's of the timing 
behavior of red systems. These are the two main aspects dicussed here. However, many questions 
that could not be answered in this dissertation, because of time eind space limitations, deserve future 
consideration. 
In particuleir, we answer the following questions about the computational power of FDFD's: Do 
FDFD's have the same computational power as FIFO Petri Nets (introduced in [MM81]), another 
specification technique for concurrent and distributed systems? If so, to which class of FIFO Petri 
Nets are FDFD's equivdent? Are FDFD's Turing equivalent? Finally, do features of FDFD's like 
persistent flows, stores, infinite domdns for flow values, and the ability to test for empty flows eidd to 
the computational power of FDFD's? 
.A.re there subclasses of FDFD's that are equivalent to other computational models? Can we solve 
decidability questions for FDFD's by mapping the FDFD onto other computationsJ models? 
We next address Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's). Our model of 
time allows each transition of the TDFD to depend on a different deterministic (or stochastic) firing 
time, conditional on the previous history of transitions and on the current state. For these generd 
models, simulation is the only available means to ajialyze the associated stochastic process. However, if 
we restrict the type of distributions and the execution policies used, we Ccin base our statisticcd analysis 
of the TDFD on methods developed for (semi) Markov processes or Mzirkov chains, to mention only a 
few. In particular, we show how an efficient stochastic analysis can be done for periodic TDFD's with 
Markovian transition times. 
1.2 Dissertation Organization 
The main idea of this Ph.D. research is (i) to establish a framework for comparing FDFD's with other 
computational models and for determining those features of FDFD's that are essential and (ii) to define 
a time behavior for FDFD's. In (i), we compare FDFD's with Turing Machines, Program Machines, 
and FIFO Petri Nets. We will see that some features of FDFD's only improve the expressive power but 
not the computational power of FDFD's. Finally, we will be able to relate some subclasses of FDFD's 
to some well known subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets, i. e., Monogeneous, Linear, and Topologically Free 
Choice FIFO Petri Nets. This comparison of FDFD's with other computational models helps to get a 
more sound understanding of the relevant features of FDFD's. For example, prior to this work it was 
not obvious that the test for empty flows does not raise the power of FDFD's, whereas it is known that 
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Petri Nets with so-called inhibitor axes (a transition may fire if a place is empty) have the computational 
power of Turing Machines. 
In (ii) we define a general model of Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's) 
that cillows many types of deterministic and stochastic time behavior in combination with different basic 
execution policies. Applications of TDFD's and SDFD's axe given. 
This dissertation is organized as a collection of five papers (Chapters 2 to 6). The papers are 
preceded by a general introduction (Chapter 1) and followed by a general summairy (Chapter 7). All 
references cited in the dissertation (including the collected papers) follow the general summary. As 
the collected papers eire self-contEiined, similar motivational material appears in several of the papers. 
However, the technical content of each paper is different, since each paper focuses on a different aspect 
of FDFD's and TDFD's — the first three papers on computational aspects and the last two papers on 
the timing behavior, respectively. A short summary (i. e., the abstract) of each of the papers follows in 
the next section. 
1.3 Dissertation Summary 
Paper 1: Formalized Data Flow Diagrams and Their Relation to Other Computational 
Models 
One approach to the formalization of Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) is presented by Coleman ([Col91], 
[CB94]) and Leavens, et al., [LWBL96]. These Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) Ccin be viewed 
as another model of computation. This paper contains an cinalysis of the computational power of these 
FDFD's. We first consider the issue whether certciin features of FDFD's affect their computational 
power. A Reduced Data Flow Diagram (RDFD) is an FDFD with no stores, finite domains for flow 
values, and no facility for testing for empty flows, but it may contain persistent flows. An RDFD 
without persistent flows is called a persistent flow-free Reduced Data Flow Diagram (PFF-RDFD). 
We show that PFF-RDFD's are Turing equivalent. The other features of FDFD's only add to the 
e.Kpressive power of FDFD's ([SB96b]). Therefore, any FDFD can be expressed as an PFF-RDFD. Our 
proof that PFF-RDFD's are Turing equivalent procedes as follows. We first show that any RDFD can 
be simulated by a FIFO Petri Net. We then show that any Program Machine can be simulated by an 
PFF-RDFD. It is known that FIFO Petri .Nets and Program Machines both are Turing equivalent. 
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Paper 2: Non—Atomic Components of Data Flow Diagrams: Stores, Persistent Flows, and 
Tests for Empty Plows 
It has been shown in [SB96a] that a particular subclass of Formjilized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) 
is Turing equivalent. We call this Turing equivalent subclass of FDFD's persistent flow-free Reduced 
Data Flow Diagrams (PFF-RDFD's). PFF-RDFD's do not contain persistent flows, reference only 
values whose types have finite domains, and have enabling conditions that contain no tests for empty 
flows. In Eiddition, FDFD's do not conteiin (direct) representations of stores. This raises the question 
whether any of these common features of traditional Data Flow^ Diagrams elevates the e3q)ressive power 
of FDFD's, or whether the various subclasses have the seune expressive power as FDFD's with these 
features. This paper addresses this issue of whether persistent flows, arbitrary domains, tests for empty 
flows or stores are essential features with respect to the expressive power of Formalized Data Flow 
Diagrams. 
Please note that we are using a different (in comparison to Papers 1, 3, 4, and 5) but equivalent 
notation for FDFD's in this paper. This is intentional since this paper addresses a more prcicticjilly 
oriented readership and therefore uses the somewhat more intuitively understandable notation while 
the other four papers focus on theoretical aspects where the operational notation is more appropriate. 
Paper 3: Subcleisses of Formzilized Data Flow Diagrams: Monogeneous, Lineeir, and Topo-
logically Free Choice RDFD's 
Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) and, especially, Reduced Data Flow Diagrams (RDFD's) 
are Turing equivalent ([SB96a]). Therefore, no decidability problem can be solved for FDFD's in general. 
However, it is possible to define subclasses of FDFD's for which decidability problems can be answered. 
In this paper we will define certain subclasses of FDFD's, which we call Monogeneous RDFD's, Linear 
RDFD's, and Topologically Free Choice RDFD's. We will show that two of these three subclasses of 
FDFD's can be simulated via isomorphism by the correspondingly named subclasses of FIFO Petri 
N'ets. It is known that isomorphisms between computation systems guarantee the same answers to 
corresponding decidability problems (e. g.. reachability, deadlock, liveness) in the two systems ([KM82]). 
This means that problems where it is known that they can (not) be solved for a subclass of FIFO Petri 
iS'ets it follows immediately that the same problems can (not) be solved for the correspondingly named 
subclass of FDFD's. 
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Paper 4: Timed Data Flow Diagrams 
Data Flow Diagrcims (DFD's) are widely used in industry to express requirements specifications. 
However, as used in practice, there has been no precise semantics for DFD's, let alone an incorporation 
of a model of time. In this paper, we augment the Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) defined 
in [LWBL96] by adding a deterministic (or stochastic) time behavior for the consumption of values 
from in-flows to processes and the production of values to the out-flows from processes. We call our 
new FDFD model Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's). We identify two 
factors in determining how time can affect the choice of how an FDFD can change state. The first 
factor has to do with when the decision is made as to which state transition will be nejrt occur. The 
two possibilities are a Preselection Policy and a Race Policy. The other timing factor is the past history 
of an FDFD execution. We identify three alternatives: Resampling, Work Age Memory, and Enabling 
Age Memory. Certain combinations of these alternatives allow us to model systems where components 
are competing for limited resources. Other combinations allow us to model systems where components 
work concurrently. Preemption can also be modeled using these alternatives. Major results for the 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of TDFD's Ccin be borrowed from the literature on Timed Petri 
Nets. 
Paper 5; Stochastic Analysis of Periodic Timed Data Flow Diagrams with Markovian 
Transition Times 
Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's) introduced in [SB96d] are an 
extension of the Formcilized Data Flow Diagrams, defined in [LWBL96]. This extension allows us to 
assess the quantitative behavior (e. g.. performance, throughput, average load of a bubble, etc.) as 
well as the qualitative behavior (e. g.. deadlock, reachability, termination, finiteness, liveness, etc.), 
eventually depending on different types of transition times, for the system modeled through the TDFD. 
In this paper, we consider Markovian transition times for the consumption of in-flow items and for the 
production of items on the out-flow. Moreover, we require the TDFD to be periodic and irreducible 
and it must have a finite reachability set. For these models, we have been able to apply an aggregation 
principle of [Sch84], extended for periodic .Markov chains by [Woo93], to efficiently determine stationary 
probabilities, e.vpected waiting times, and limiting process probabilities. 
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2 FORMALIZED DATA FLOW DLVGRAMS AND THEIR RELATION 
TO OTHER COMPUTATIONAL MODELS 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Computer emd System Sciences 
Jiirgen Symanzik^ and Albert L. Baker-
Abstract 
One approeich to the formalization of Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) is presented by Coleman ([Col91], 
[CB94]) and Leavens, et al., [LWBL96]. These Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) cam be viewed 
as another model of computation. This paper contains an analysis of the computational power of these 
FDFD's. We first consider the issue whether certain features of FDFD's affect their computational 
power. .A. Reduced Data Flow Diagram (RDFD) is an FDFD with no stores, finite domains for flow 
values, and no facility for testing for empty flows, but it may contain persistent flows. An RDFD 
without persistent flows is called a persistent flow-free Reduced Data Flow Diagram (PFF-RDFD). 
We show that PFF-RDFD's are Turing equivalent. The other features of FDFD's only add to the 
expressive power of FDFD's ([SB96b]). Therefore, any FDFD can be expressed as sin PFF-RDFD. Our 
proof that PFF-RDFD's are Turing equivalent procedes as follows. We first show that any RDFD can 
be simulated by a FIFO Petri Net. We then show that any Program Machine can be simulated by an 
PFF-RDFD. It is known that FIFO Petri Nets and Program Machines both are Turing equivalent. 
Keywords 
Computational Power. Turing Machine, FIFO Petri Net, Program Machine. 
' Primarj' researcher and author. 
'Professor, Department of Computer Science, Iowa State University. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Traditional Data Flow Diagrsims (DFD's) are the cornerstone of the software development method­
ology known as "Structured Analysis" (SA) ([DeM78], [WM85a]), and they are probably the most 
widely used specification technique in industry today ([BB93]). DFD's are popular because of their 
graphical representation and their hierarchical structure. Thus, they are idecilly suited for users with 
non-technical backgrounds and are commonly used to depict the static structure of information flow in 
a system. 
Traditional DFD's consist of a set of bubbles and a set of labeled flows. Bubbles represent either 
processes in a concurrent system or sequential procedures and are usually drawn as circles, ovals, or 
boxes. Flows represent data paths and eire drawn as arrows connecting the bubbles. Flows coming into 
a bubble are called inflows eind flows leaving a bubble are called outflows. Informally, a bubble reads 
the information on its inflows, and produces new information on its outflows. There are two types of 
flows. Persistent flows are like shared variables whose values sire written by the source bubble and read 
by the destination bubble. Consumable flows are modelled as unbounded FIFO queues, with the source 
bubble enqueueing values on the queue and the destination bubble dequeueing values. 
Even though traditional DFD's are popular, they lack formality and do not provide a rigorous 
definition of system functionality. Numerous attempts to formalize DFD's have appeared in the technical 
literature, e. g., in [DeM78], [WM85a], [WM85b], [Har87], [TP89], [You89], [Har92], and [Har96]. We 
focus on the Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) developed by Coleman, Wahls, Baker, and 
Leavens in [Col91], [CB94], [WBL93], and [LWBL96]. We answer the following questions about the 
computational power of FDFD's. Do FDFD's have the same computational power as FIFO Petri Nets, 
another specification technique for concurrent and distributed systems? If so, to which class of FIFO 
Petri Nets are FDFD's equivalent? Are FDFD's Turing equivalent? 
.A.fter definitions of FDFD's, Reduced Data Flow Diagrams (RDFD's), persistent flow-free RDFD's 
(PFF-RDFD's), FIFO Petri Nets, and Program Machines are given in Section 2.2, we answer the 
above questions in Section 2.3. Indeed, we will show that PFF-RDFD's eind Turing Machines are 
equivalent. Actually, we will not directly compare PFF-RDFD's and Turing Machines, but instead 
provide simulations of RDFD's by FIFO Petri Nets and simulations of Program Machines by PFF-
RDFD's. A summary and a preview of future work concludes this paper in Section 2.4. 
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2.2 Computational Models 
In this section we define FDFD's, RDFD's, eind PFF-RDFD's, summarize the definitions of FIFO 
Petri Nets and Program Machines, ajid introduce the overall concept of a Computation System. 
2.2.1 FDFD's and RJDFD's 
We will use the formed definitions from [LWBL96] to introduce Formalized Data Flow Diagrams 
(FDFD's). The cited paper contains a more detailed expleination of the underlying operational semantics 
of FDFD's and an extended example. 
In all our definitions, we use the notation A'x for the set X U {±}, where ± means no information. 
Defmition (2.2.1.1): .A. Formalized Data Flow Diagram (FDFD) is a quintuple 
FDFD = {B, FLOWN AMES, TYPES, P,F),  
where 5 is a set of bubbles,  FLOWNAMES is a set of flows, TYPES is a set of types,  P is the set 
{persistent, consumable} and F = B x FLOWNAMES x TYPES x B x P. The following notational 
convention for members from these domains is used: 6 g B,fn € FLOWNAMES,T G TYPES,p 6 
P , / e F .  •  
Definition (2.2.1.2): We define the following auxiliary functions for describing the structure of 
an FDFD: 
Function : Type 
Source : F B 
FlowName : F FLOWNAMES 
TypeOf: F TYPES 
Target : F-^ B 
Consumable : F —>• Boolean 
Inputs : B —¥ PowerSet{F) 
Outputs : B —> PowerSet(F) 
TypeMeamng : TYPES Set 
In the previous definition, we think of a type as describing a set of objects. The set of objects 
associated with a type T is given by Type Meaning (T). By Set, we mean the class of all recursive sets. 
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Definition (2.2.1.3): We define the following domains describing the coniiguration of an FDFD: 
Notation for Members 6 Name = description 
m € MODES = {idle,  working} 
bm 6 BubbleMode = B —¥ MODES 
o 6 OBJECTS = UrgTyPBS TypeMeaning(T) 
s  6 WhatRead = {F OBJECTSi.)  
r  6 Read = B WhatRead 
fs £ FlowState = F —>• OBJECTS' 
7 = (6m,r,/s) £ r = BubbleMode x Read x FlowState 
We call 7 = (6m, r,/s) £ F a sfafe (or a configuration) of an FDFD. • 
Definition (2.2.1.4): Sequences of objects, i. e., elements of {OBJECTS') j_,  are treated as FIFO 
queues using the following constants and operations: 
0 : OBJECTS' 
Enq : {OBJECTS') OBJECTS ^ (OBJECTS')  ^  
IsEmpty : {OBJECTS')^Boolean 
Head : {OBJECTS')^ OBJECTSx. 
Rest : {OBJECTS'){OBJECTS')^ 
These operations are defined to satisfy the following equations for all q £ OBJECTS' and o £ 
OBJECTS. 
Enq{L,o) 
[sEmpty{l .)  = i. 
IsEmpty{())  = true 
lsEmpty{Enq{q, o)) = false 
Head{l.)  = 
Head{{)) = 
Head{Enq{q, o)) = if lsEmpty{q) then o else Head{q) fi 
/?esf(±) = 
Rest{{))  = 
Rest{Enq{q, o)) = if lsEmpty{q) then () else Enq{Rest{q),o) fi 
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The things that the bubbles in an FDFD can do are defined through three curried functions Enabled, 
Consume, and Produce defined as follows: 
Definition (2.2.1.5): Enablement of a bubble can depend on both the presence of values on 
input flows as well as on the values on such flows: 
Enabled : B —)• {FlowState -+ Booleanx_) 
A bubble that is enabled can change its mode from idle to working. It reads some of its inflows, and 
consumes some of these. Only consumable flows may be consumed and consumption means removing 
the head of the sequence associated with the flow: 
Consume : B —f ([FlowState x Read) —)• PowerSet[FlowState x Read)).  
A bubble in working mode can produce some output in the transition from working to idle: 
Produce : B —)• {[FlowState x Read) —¥ PowerSet[FlowState x Read)).  
The notation [i y]g is an update to a function, g, emd it is defined by the following equation. 
[r i-f 1= Ar . if r = X then y else g[z) fi 
The curried function ln[f.b) represents the changes that 6 makes to the flow state and read function 
by reading the flow /, and it is defined as follows: 
/n  :  (F  x  S)  —»• [{FlowState x Read) —> [FlowState x Read)) 
/n( / ,6 ) ( / s .r )  =  
let rb = [f^ Head{fs{f))]{r{b)) 
in (if Consumable{f)  then [/ Resl{fs{f))\fs else fs fi, 
[6 ^ rj]r) 
By analogy, the curried function Out[o,f ,b) represents the changes that b makes to the flow state and 
read function by producing o on the flow /. and it is defined as follows; 
Out : [OBJECTS y. F X B) [[FlowState x Read) —»• [FlowState x Read)) 
Out[o,  f ,  b){fs.  r) = 
let Tb = A/'. ± 
in (if Consumable{f)  then [/ >-)• Enq{fs{J),o)\Js else [/ >-> £n9((),o)]/s fi, 
[6 >->• rb]r) • 
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Two kinds of transitions cire allowed between configurations: an enabled bubble can go from idle 
to working, and a working bubble can go to idle. We use the symbol —y to state the binary relation 
between configurations. 
The transition rule 
6m (6) = idle,  
Enabled {b){fs) = true, 
bm' = [6 working]bm, 
(fs' .r')  £ Consume{b){fs,r)  
{bm,rjs) —¥ {bm',r' ,fs')  
states that if b is idle and enabled, then it may change its mode to working and consume some of its 
inputs. Finally, if the conditions above the horizontal line hold, then the transition below the line may 
take place. 
The transition rule 
bm{b) = working, 
bm' = [6 !-)• idle]bm, 
{fs' .r')  G Produce{b){fs,r)  
(bm.r.fs)  —i- (bm',r' ,fs')  
states that if 6 is working, then it may change its mode to idle and produce some outputs. 
We next define what we mean by a Reduced Data Flow Diagram (RDFD). We do not explicitely 
state that there are no stores in RDFD's since stores are considered as an addition to, but not as a part 
of the FDFD's defined in [LWBL96j. 
Definition (2.2.1.6): An FDFD thai obeys to the following restrictions is called a Reduced Data 
Flow Diagram (RDFD); 
(i) The set OBJECTS, that contains ail types of objects that may appear on flows, is finite. 
(ii) The mappings Enabled. Consume, and Produce contain no higher logical constructor than First 
Order Predicate Calculus (FOPC) assertions over the values on the inflows and outflows of the 
bubble. Each assertion must be computable ([WBL93]). 
(iii) The mappings Enabled(b) and Consume(b) do not make use of the positive form of the operation 
IsEmpty.  Instead, it  only occurs with a negation, i .  e . .  -<lsEmpty(fs(f)] ,  where /  6 Inputs(b).  
(iv) The mappings Enabled(b) and Consume{b) only make use of the Head element of a flow / g 
Inputs(b). Constructions such as "if H€ad{Rest{fs(f))) = x then ... fi" are not allowed. 
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(v) Every flow is initialized, i. e., V / G F : G {TypeOf{f))' .  Also, = A6 . idle 
^initial — g 
The finiteness of OBJECTS = [J TypeMeaning{T) claimed in (i) guarantees that each simple 
TeTYPES 
primitive type and each structured primitive tjrpe only has a fixed number of elements. E. g., we can 
enumerate TypeMeaningilNTEGER) = {MININT,..., MAXINT} and assimiing that T satisfies 
this criterion, then 
Type Meaning {Sequence ofT) = {s | length{s) < c,V k < c : s[fc] £ T) 
for some constant c. 
By (ii), we can determine the result of each expression for every possible combination of inputs for 
this expression. Especially,  we can reformulate every expression in the mappings Enabled, Consume, 
and Produce as finite many if - then - fi-statements that cover possible combinations of inputs. 
However, these statements may be nondeterministic. 
Therefore, we can rewrite the mappings Enabled, Consume, and Produce of any RDFD in the fol­
lowing normal form. Later, we will use this normal form to simulate RJDFD's by FIFO Petri Nets. If 
not otherwise stated, we use this normal form for all examples throughout this paper. 
Definition (2.2.1.7): The normal form of an RDFD (nf-RDFD) is defined as follows: 
BFDFD = {61,.  - . ,66} 
FLOWNAMESfdfd = {/i  / /}  
A bubble 6,- can be never enabled (case Eq below), it can be always enabled (case E\),  or it is enabled if 
at least one of its m,- enabling conditions of its enabling rule yields true (case E2). An enabling condition 
j will yield true if the niji consumable inflows ffji,- • •, are not empty, the head elements of these 
inflows are the values ofji,.. and the data on the n,j2 persistent inflows ffj i ,  • •  •  > f i jn„3 
the values o?.,,... ,of,„ . .\n enabling condition mav access onlv consumable flows (then n,-,-2 = 0), t j  I  ^  
only persistent flows (then n,ji = 0), or consumable and persistent flows (then n.-ji > 0 and n,j2 > 0)-
.A.lso, ffjf. and as well as and may be identical for some combination of (j,k) and (/,m) 
pairs. 
V6.- G B : 
Enabled(bi) = Xfs .  false (EQ) 
or 
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Enabled(bi) = Xfs .  true (Ei) 
or 
Enabled{bi) = Xfs .  (£'2) 
{-•[sEmpty(fs{ffi i)]  A  . . .  A  - ' l s E m p t y ( J s {fan , iJ )  
AHead{fs[ffii)) = A ... A Head(Js[ff^„^J) = 
AW(/s(/fiJ) = ofi, A ... A Head{fs{ff ,„^J] = 
V  . . . V  
{-<IsEmpty{fs(ff^^i)) A  . . .  A  ^ I s E m p t y { f s U i m . n , ^ , ^ ) )  
Affea(f(/s(/f„,i)) = A ... AJ) = 
Ai7earf(/5(/f:„.J) A...A W(/5(/L.„.„,J) 
where Vi € {1, -. .,6} : 
m,- > I, n,ii, TIJ"i2, -. . 7  ^0 
• ^ i  ~  { / t i l  1  •  •  • '  / i l n , i i '  •  •  • '  A m , l I  -  -  •  i  / i m , }  
pP — f tP fP fP fP l 
'  I  i J t ' l l '  •  •  • '  J i l n a j '  •  •  • '  J i m i l '  •  •  • '  
F,- = Ff U Ff = lnputs(bi)  
V / " ^  6 F f  :  Consximable[f'^) 
P E Ff : ->Consumable[P') 
{ " i l  1 '  •  •  • '  " i l n . i i '  •  "  • '  ® t m , l  >  •  •  • '  i  }  
=  { ' ' f l l '  •  •  -  •  •  • '  ° i m , l '  •  •  • '  }  
O. = Of U Of 
[J FI c FFDFD 
(=1  6  
U Of C OBJECTS 
A bubble 6, may consume nothing if it is never enabled or always enabled (case Ci below). Otherwise, 
if several of the m,- enabling conditions of its enabling rule are true, bi nondeterministically selects one 
of these Consume cases, say j, and it consumes from the niji consumable inflows ffjit • • •< fijn„i 
the n,j2 persistent inflows /^i. • • •>/^n„2 referred to in this Consume case (case C2). This implies 
that the head elements of the consumable inflows are removed from their queue. The persistent inflows 
are not modified at all. 
V6f e S : 
Consume(bi) = A(/s.r) . {(/s.r)} (Ci) 
or 
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Consume(bi) = X{fs,r) .  {Cn) 
{if ^IsEmpty{Js{fin)) A ... A -'IsEmpty{Js{ff^^^^^)) 
AHead{fs(fr, ,))  = of„ A ... A Head(fsiff ,„^J) = 
^Head{fs{ff , ,))  =  A  . . .  A  Head{fs{ff ,„^J) = 
t h e n  / n ( / f n . 6 . ) ( -  •  - 6 . ) ( / 5 , r ) ) . . . ) ) )  -  -  • )  
fi, 
if -'IsEmptyifsiff^^i)) A ... A -./s£mpfy(/s(/?„_„_^ J) 
Ai?earf(/s(/f„_i)) = of„ _ i  A ... A Fead(/s(/f„,„,^ J) = 
AW(/5(/f^. J) = A ... A W(/s(/?„.„.„_J) = J 
then /n(/^.i, 6,)(. - - ,6.)(/"(/La.6.)(- • - (/"(/L.a.™.,. 6.)(/s, O). -.)))...) 
fi 
} 
bubble bi may produce nothing and simply reset its internal status independently from what it has 
read (case PQ below). It may nondeterministically select one of its s,- Produce cases, say j, producing 
objects Uiji,. ..,Uijk,j on its outflows (case Pi). Otherwise, if it has read some input 
that matches one of the m,- Consume cases, say j ,  it nondeterministiccdly selects one of the Produce 
subcases, say k, and produces objects Uijki,. • -, Utjfcq„k on its outflows hijki, • ••,hijkq,ji, (case P2). We 
use the symbol • to indicate that any of the Z,j Produce subcases Ccin be selected nondeterministically 
if Produce case j has been selected (nondeterministically). 
V6. € B : 
Produce(bi) = X{fs,  r)  .  {(/s, [bi  ^  Xf .  ±]r)} ( P o )  
or 
Produce(bi) = X{fs,  r) . (Pi) 
{Out(uin,hin,bi){ . .  .{Out(uiik„.hiik„,bi)(fs,r)) . . . ) ,  
Out(u„.i, /i„,i, bi)[. .  .(Out{ui, ,k, .^,  ,  bi){fs,  r))...)} 
} 
or 
Produce(bi) = A(/s. r) .  ( P o )  
{ i f ' - ( & . ) ( / f i i )  = 0 ? ! !  A . . . A r ( 6 . ) ( / f i „ . . J  
Ar(6 . ) ( / f„)  =ofn'^--Ar(6 . ) ( / f i„_^J 
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then (9ui(u,iii, A.ui,6f)(.. -(Ouf(utiiq.ii, Am?.,!.^«)CA. *")) • • •) 
•... 
bi){fs,r)) . . . )  
fi, 
'  '  '  1 
if KM(/^.i) =''fm.i A - - - A J = 
A r ( 6 . ) ( / ? „ . i )  =  A  . .  -  A  r(6.)(/L. n . „ . , )  =  
then Out^Uifji^ii ,  ) ( •  -  •  ( 1 1  * * ) ) • - • )  
• ... 
fi 
} 
where Vi € {1, • - - , 6} : 
^ 1? ^il 1 • • •, 1 9ill> • - -, ^0 
Hi =  { / i f l l l i  / i f l l q . u  T  -  •  • !  him,l,„^ 1 .  •  •  •  •  }  
Oi =  { U f l l l ,  -  -  - .  " t l l q . i i '  •  •  •  •  m ,  I t  •  -  •  •  }  
[J C  F f d f d  
i=l b 
U  Ui C  OBJECTS 
• = 1 , . . . , 6  
• 
We assume Consume(bi) and Produce(bi) are finite enumerable and ordered sets for every 6,- € B. 
Thus, we can access the jth element of Consume{bi) through {Consume{bi)}j and the ^th element of 
Produce(bi) through {Produce{bi))k-
Dsfinition (2.2.1.8): .\n RDFD that does not have any persistent flows is called a persistent 
flow-free Reduced Data Flow Diagram (PFF-RDFD). This implies that F = B x FLOWNAMES x 
TYPES X S X {consumable}.  •  
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Definition (2.2.1.9): A firing sequence (computation sequence) of an FDFD is a possibly infinite 
sequence (6,-, a,-, j,) 6 5 x {C, P} xN,i> 0, such that, if transition (6,-, a,-, j,-) is fired in state (6m, r,/s), 
then 
We incroduce the notation (bm,r,fs)[{b,a,j)]  to indicate that transition {b,a,j)  is fireable in state 
(6m,r,/s) and {bm,r,fs)[(b.a,j)]{bm',r',fs') to indicate that state {bm',r',fs') is reached upon the 
firing of transition (b,a,j)  in state {bm,r,fs) .  
By induction, we extend this notation for firing sequences: 
is used to indicate that transition (6„,a„,j„) is fireable in state (6m„_i,r„_i,/s„_i), given that 
(6mo,ro,/so)[(6i,ai,ji), ( 6 n -i. O n -i, J n -i)](6m„_i, r„_i,/s„_ J 
holds. By analogy, we use 
(bmo, ro,/so)[(6i. ai, ji),..., (6„, a„, j„)](6m„, r„,/s„) 
to indicate that state (6m„, r„,/s„) is reached upon the firing of the sequence {bi,ai , j i) , . . . ,  {bnjan,jn)-
• 
Definition (2.2.1.10): The set of f iring sequences (set  of computation sequences,  language) of 
an FDFD. denoted by FS{FDFD,tinittai]. is the set containing all firing sequences that are possible 
for this FDFD, given ~tinitiai = (bminitiat^r,nitiai,fsinitiai) = if>mo,ro,fsQ), i. e.. 
(Consume(bi))_,- ,  (fs , r), if a,- = C 
(Produce (6,-))j, (/s, r), if a,- = P 
working, if  a,-  = C 
bm'(b) = bm(b) V 6 G 5 - { 6 f }  
and 
(bm,r,fs)  —>• (bm' ,r'  , fs') .  
( b m o ,  ' ' O i  . / ^ o ) [ ( ^ l  l i  l i  J n — l )  I  i ^ n  i  ® n i  J n ) ]  
FS(FDFD,-rinitiai)  = {s | s G (B x {C. P} x N)' A 
Definition (2.2.1.11): The Reachabili ty Set of an FDFD, denoted by RS(FDFD,iinitiai)^ is 
the set of states 7 = (bm.rjs) that are reachable from i. e., 
RS{FDFD.~iin,t ,al)  = { 7  I " £  F  A  3s e  FS(FDFD.-(init ial)  • 7 i n i t i a / [ s ] 7 } -  •  
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2.2.2 FIFO Petri Nets 
In some sense, FIFO Petri Nets (introduced in [MM81]) are Petri Nets where places conteiin words 
instead of tokens and arcs are labelled by words. More formally, we make use of the definition of FIFO 
Petri Nets as given in [Rou87]. 
Defimtion (2.2.2.1): A FIFO Petr i  Net  is a quintuple FPN = (P,  T ,  B,  F,  Q)  where P is a finite 
set of places  (also C c i l l e d  queues) ,  T is a  f inite  set  of  t ransi t ions  (disjoint  from P) ,  Q is  a  f inite  queue 
alphabet, and F : T x P -¥ Q' and B : P x T Q" are two mappings called respectively forward and 
backward incidence mappings .  •  
Definition (2.2.2.2): A marking M of a FIFO Petri Net is a mapping M : P  ~^Q' .  
\ transition t  is f i reable  in M, written M(t  >, if Vp € P : B{p. t )  <  M[p)  (where u <x means u is 
a prefix of x). 
For a marking M, we define the firing of a transition t ,  written M[t  >  M',  i f  M{t  > and the following 
equation between words holds Vp G P : B(p,t)M'{p) = M(p)F(t,p). That means, the firing of a tran­
sition t removes B{p, t) from the head of M(p) and appends F{t,p) to the end of the resulting word. • 
Definition (2.2.2.3): A FIFO Petri Net FPN together with an initial marking Mo : P  -¥  Q'  
is  cal led a  marked FIFO Petr i  Net  and is  denoted by {FPN.  Mo) .  
As usual, the firing of a transition can be e.xtended to the firing of a sequence of transitions. We 
denote by FS{FPN, Mo) the set of firing sequences of this FIFO Petri Net. The firing of a sequence u 
of  transit ions from a marking M to  a  marking M' is  written as  M(u > M'.  
The set of makings that are reachable from A/Q is called Reachabi l i ty  Set  and it is denoted by 
.4cc(FPiV,Mo). • 
2.2.3 Program Machines 
We introduce Program Machines as given in [.\Iin67]. using the formalism of [VVN81]• 
Definition (2.2.3.1): Program .Machine is given by a finite set R = {ri,.... Pp} of regis ters ,  a 
finite set Q = [qo,  gr} of labels ,  and a finite set I  of ins truct ions .  Eeich instruction is labelled by an 
element of Q and no two instructions have the same label. A Program Machine has exactly one "start 
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instruction" 
qo :  start goto qi;  
and exactly one "halt instruction" 
qj  :  halt. 
The other instructions are of the type "increment register r," 
q,  •• r, := r,- + 1 goto qm\ 
or "test and decrement register r," 
q,  :  if Ti  = 0 then goto qi  else r, := r,- — 1 goto qm-
The registers have nonnegative integers as vcdues. First the start instruction is executed. Then the flow 
of control is determined by the goto contained in each instruction, until the halt instruction is reached. 
• 
Definition (2.2.3.2): A computat ion sequence of a Program Machine is a possibly infinite 
sequence 
90 ,  (A:} , . . . ,  k{ ,q i ) ,  q i , ) , . . (Arj,. . . ,  9,-J,. . . ,  [k^,  ?,v) 
with = ?/, i- e., the halt statement is reached. is the actual instruction to be executed in step j  
and kj is the content of register r, just before the e.xecution of instruction in step j. In computations, 
arbitrary initial values {k \ , . . . ,k^)  G are allowed. .Note that computations may be of infinite length. 
• 
2.2.4 Computation Systems and Homomorphisms 
Now we will introduce the overall concept of a Computation System. All the definitions and results 
in this subsection are drawn from [KM82]. However, there exist similar approaches in the literature, 
e. g., in [Jen80], where the terms "transition system", "simulation", and "consistent homomorphism" 
have been defined with respect to a formal method that allows comparisons of the descriptive power of 
different types of Petri Nets. 
For any set E, we denote by E* the set of finite sequences of elements of E including the null sequence 
A. The set of infinite sequences of elements of E is denoted by and we define E" = E°° U E*. 
Definition (2.2.4.1): A computat ion sys tem S = (E,D, i, ) consists of a set D, an element x 
of D. a finite set E of operations, and a function " " from E to the set of partial functions from D to 
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D. That is, for each a € E, a is a partial function from D to D. The function " " is extended to E" 
by A = identity, a0[y) = a • 0{y) = I3{a{y)), a • /? 6 S*,y € /?- • 
Here D is intuitively thought of as the set of states (or configurations) of the computation system, 
where a state includes control information as well as data for synchronization. The element i is then 
considered to be the initial state of the system. The performance of an operation will create a new 
state, as defined by the function , and a sequence of operation performances can be thought of as a 
computation (or firing) sequence of the system. 
Definition (2.2.4.2): Let S = (S,D,i, ) be a computation system. Let y ,z  €  D,  and a 6 S*. 
We define: 
a{y)  =±, if Q(y) is undefined 
a{y) if Q(y) is defined 
y-^=.  i ia(y)  =  z  
if3a€S- : • 
Definition (2.2.4.3): Let S = (E, D,i, ) be a computation system. For each y  €  D,  a.  
computation sequence from y is a (finite or infinite) sequence aiOo... of elements of S such that 
Vj : aiQT.. -at(y) ^-L. We denote by C5(y) the set of all computation sequences from y and by 
Cs(y)  =  {q I Q 6  E' ,Q(y)  ^.L} the se t  of  a l l  f in i te  computat ion sequences  from y .  For each y  £  D,  
we denote by Rsiy) = {^(y) | a € E',Q(y) ^1.} the reachability set from y. When y = x, we simply 
write Rs. Cs, and C5 instead of Rs{x), Cs(r), and Cs(x), respectively. • 
Note that for an q G E*^, o is in C^iy) if, and only if, every prefix of a is in Cs(y). 
The following definitions give some ideas about possible relations between different computation 
systems. 
Definition (2.2.4.4): Let Si = (Ei.Di,j:i, ) and So = (Y,2, D2,X2, ) be computation 
systems. A homomorphism h = (r,p) : Si ^ So consists of a homomorphism r : Ej ^ E?, and an 
injection p : Di —)• Do which satisfies the following conditions: 
p(xi)=xo (2.2.4.4.1) 
Vy, r G /?5, Vq € Ej :  { y  z  => p{y)  ^  p(;)) ( 2.2.4.4.2) 
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• A homomorpbism is said to be in jec t ive  if r : Sj —»• E? is injective. 
• A homomorpbism is said to be surjec t ive  if the following conditions hold: 
V y , 6  R s ,  € Sj : { p { y )  A p { z )  => 3a 6 : (/3 = r(a) A y -^ =)) ( 2.2.4.4.3) 
Vy € fls. V.-' 6 D n  : { p { y )  ^ z '  p(.-)) ( 2.2.4.4.4) 
• A homomorpbism is said to be bi jec t ive  if it is surjective and injective. • 
The injection p  relates elements of D \  to elements of Do, where condition (2.2.4.4.1) states that the 
starting state of Si maps into the starting state of S2. By condition (2.2.4.4.2), if a is any computation 
sequence in Si then there is a related computation sequence r(Q) in So. with appropriate state mapn 
pings using p. Condition (2.2.4.4.3) means that any computation from p{y) to p{z) in So is the image 
of a computation from y to r in Si- Condition (2.2.4.4.4) means that any computation from p(y) in So 
is an initisJ segment of the image of some computation from y in Si. 
Definition (2.2.4.5): Let S = (E, Z?,x, ) be a computation system. Let q,/3 6 S". We write 
Q ~ if Q is a permutation of 0. Let h = {T,P) : SI —>• SO be a homomorpbism. h is said to be 
spanntng if the following conditions hold: 
V y.; € R s i  V 5 6 So : (p(y) p(;) => 3 q G Sj : /? ~ r(a) A y -) ( 2.2.4.5.1) 
3^-€ i^rVy€i?s .Vy'GDoV/?€So  :  {p(y)  A y' => 3q 6 3r 6/?i 3r'6 Do3/?',/3" G So : 
Piy)  ^  p(-) ^z'  Ay'  ^ z '  A r(Q)/3" ~ 38'  A | 8" |< k)  ( 2.2.4.5.2) 
(c u in Si) => 3 u' € Do 3 7', 7" € So : z '  u '  A p(u) u' A r(7)7" ~ 0 " - f '  ( 2.2.4.5.3) 
• 
Condition (2.2.4.5.2) means that any computation 8 from p ( y )  of So is a prefix of a permutation of 
a computation of the form T{Q)8",A € Sj, | 8" 1< K. If Q7 is a computation from y of Si, then there 
must be a computation of the form 80'f' such that r(Q)r(7) is a prefix of a permutation of 80't'• 
Intuitively, 8 is an initial segment of a simulation of r(Q). and if 07 is a computation of Si, then 0 can 
be followed by a computation to simulate ^(7). 
Theorem (2.2.4.6): Every surjective homomorpbism is a spanning homomorpbism. 
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Definition (2.2.4.7): Let h = (r,p) : 5i —)• be a homomorphism. h is said to be length 
preserving a 6 Ei : | r(a) |= 1. • 
Definition (2.2.4.8): Let S be a finite set. For each u; S E", let L { W )  be the subset of S defined 
by i(u;) = {a | aa/3 = u;, q,/? 6 £*, a € S}. 
Let h =  { T , P )  : Si —)• So be a surjective homomorphism. h is Sciid to be principal  if for each a and 
6 in El, either r(a) = r(6) or t(T(a)) n t(r(6)) = 0, and a ^  6 implies t(r(a)) n t(r(6)) = 0. • 
Theorem (2.2.4.9): Let h =  (r, p)  :  S i  - i -  S2 be a bijective homomorphism. For each y ,z  €  flsi 
and a € Sj it holds that 
y  ; if, and only if, p(y)  p(z) .  ( 2.2.4.9.1) 
Definition (2.2.4.10): Let h = (i",p) : Si —)• Sj be a homomorphism. h is called an i somorphism 
if there is a homomorphism h' = {t",p') : St —Si such that hh' : Sj —»• S2 and h'h : Si —>• Si are 
identities, i. e., rr' : E^, t't : EJ -)• EJ, pp' : Do -i- Do, and p'p : D\ -¥ Di are identities. • 
Theorem (2.2.4.11): Let Si = (Ei,Di,ri, ) and Si = (Eo,Do,zo,  ) be computation 
systems. Let r : Ej —>• E? be a homomorphism and p : Di —> Do be a function. Then h = (r,/>) is an 
isomorphism from Si to So if, and only if. r and p are bijective and satisfy conditions (2.2.4.4.1) and 
(2.2.4.9.1). 
Definition (2.2.4.12): A computation system S = (E, D, x.  ) is said to be reduced if D = Rs-
For each computation system S = (E, D, r, ), the computation system S = (E, Rs, x, ) is called the 
reduced form of  S, where for each a G E, the partial function a in S is the restriction a | fls of a € S. 
• 
Theorem (2.2.4.13): Let Si and So be reduced computation systems. Let h =  (r ,p)  :  Si  —f So 
be a homomorphism. h is an isomorphism if. and only if, h is length preserving and bijective. 
2.3 Equivalence of PFF-RDFD's and Turing Machines 
In this section, we will show that PFF-RDFD's and Turing Machines are equivalent with respect to 
their computational power. Since we know that Turing Machines, Program Machines, and FIFO Petri 
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Nets are equivalent ([Min67], [FM82], Eind [MF85], respectively), it is sufficient to show that we can 
simulate each RJDFD, and hence each PFF-RDFD, by a FIFO Petri Net and each Programa Machine 
by a PFF-RDFD. Actually, the first simulation could be omitted and instead, we could simply invoke 
Church's Thesis to deduce that PFF-RDFD's have at most the computational power of Turing Machines 
(and thus of FIFO Petri Nets). However, we will show a little bit more than only the existence of a 
simulation, but also that the simulation of RDFD's (and thus of PFF-RDFD's) by FIFO Petri Nets is 
based on an isomorphism. For the other direction, a PFF-RDFD is sufBcient to simulate a Program 
Machine. 
Now, we will formally state our main result of this paper. The proof follows by the above and 
Theorems (2.3.1.1) and (2.3.2.1). 
Theorem (2.3.1): PFF-RDFD's and Turing Machines have the same computational power. 
2.3.1 Simulation of RDFD's by FIFO Petri Nets 
Theorem (2.3.1.1): Every RDFD can be simulated by a FIFO Petri Net with respect to an 
isomorphism h. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that our RDFD is given as a nf-RDFD {BRJJFD,  
FLOWN AMES RDFD ,  TY'PESRDFD,  PRDFD- FRDFD] with mappings Enabled,  Consume,  and Produce 
and with initial values (bminitiaij^initiai^fSiniuat)- We consider the computation system 
We now construct a marked FIFO Petri Net FPN =  ( {PFPNFFPN^QFPN)^  ^ O.FPN)  
as follows: 
For each flow in the RDFD we generate a place in the FIFO Petri Net. For cui easier reference we 
assume that Vz = 1 /,/, 6 FLOWNAMESRDFD ' •  F lowName(f i )  =  /,. For each bubble in the 
RDFD we require additional places in the FIFO Petri Net to store the bubble's working mode and 
the values that have been read. Whenever we refer to type C\,C2. Po, Pi, and P2, we mean that the 
Consume or Produce case is in the related normal form, introduced in Definition (2.2.1.7). 
SrdFD — {{BrdFD I  {C,  P} ,  A' ) .  (6m.  r . fs ) ,  {bmini t iai  • ^ ini t ial ,  fs  ini t ial) '  
—RDFD 
Ppps =  { / l  / / }  
b( )  i d le  } 
u u  
•  € {1  6)  
ing 1 I Consume(bi)  is of type Ci} 
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^{^i^workingilj ' • ' 1 ^i,working:Tnt \ CotlStlTnG{hx) IS of type C^i 
m, = (# of cases in CoasuTne(6, ))}^ 
For each case (subcase) in the mappings Consume and Produce,  we generate a transition in the FIFO 
Petri Net. 
TfPN = 1^ ( {c,i I Consume(bi)  is of type Ci}  
U{c,i, • - 1 Consume(bi)  is of type Co, m,- = (# of cases in Consume (6,-))} 
U{p,i, -. I Produce{bi) is of type Pi, s,- = (# of cases in Produce(6,-))} 
I Produce{bi )  is of type P2, 
m,- = (# of cases in Produce{bi ) ) ,  Uj  — (# of subcases in case j  in Produce {b i ) ) }  
For each 6,-  G BRDFD ,  def ine the mappings BFPN and FPPS in accordance with the mappings Consume 
and Produce.  
If Consume{bi)  is of type Ci, then upon firing of transition c,i the idle token I  is removed from place 
bijdie and the working token W is queued at place bi^working-.i- We define: 
B{bi^icUe 1 C i i )  — I  
P(Ct lT  6 |  u;orfc ing: l )  — 
If Consume(bi)  i s  of type C2, then upon firing of transition c,j the idle token I  i s  removed from place 
bi . id ie ,  the tokens 0?^^, "fjn.,, removed from the places fijn„i representing consumable 
flows, the tokens o^^j,...,are removed from the places representing persistent 
flows, the working token W is queued at place bi  a ,orking j  and the tokens o^^^, ° t jn„3 are queued at 
places ffji,.. •, fijn„3 representing persistent flows. We define; 
• Ci 1) = / 
B{bi  id le '  c i r j i^ )  — / 
S(/fin....ca) 
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B(/fu,c,-i) = 
^(/iln,ia>'"'l) ®fln>i2 
1T'•fnit) "iin,! 
^ ( / i m , 7 1 , m , 1 ' ~  
~ "im,! 
n , m , 2 ^  
^{^i l i^ i , i vork ing: l )  — 
^(C{ni, 1 ^i.tuorfctngtm,) — ^ 
f{c. i , / fu)  = ofi i  
f i cn ju j  = 
f fm. l )  ~  °im,I 
If Produce(bi )  is of type Pi, then upon firing of transition pij the working token W is removed from 
place bi_working:j, the idle token / is queued at place bi rdie, and the tokens Ufji, • - -, Utj/t., are queued 
at places hiji We define: 
^{^i ,working:l  1 Pi l]  — 
^{bi ,working:l  ^  P is t )  ~  ^  
of. t m t n im, 3 
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F(Pil , l>i . idle)  = I  
^{p i s , ib i , i (ue )  — ^ 
P(Pi l . '» t l l )  =  " i l l  
F(Pil<hiik.i)  = UflA;.,  
F{Pis„hu, i )  =  Uis , i  
F{pis , ,hi , ,k . .^)  = "w.Jc. . .  
If Produce{hi)  is of type Pt, then upon firing of transition pi jk  the working token W is removed from 
place bi_u,orking-j, the idle token I is queued at place bi^idie, and the tokens Uijki, • • - are queued 
at places hijki, • • ^hijkq,,,.- Also, if place hijk represents a persistent flow, any value that is currently 
queued at this place will be removed upon firing of this transition. We define: 
^(bi^working:l i  Pi l l )  ~  
^(^i.ujorfcmy.l 1 Pil/,i) — 
^(^t.u;or/:ing:m,» Ptm, I) — 
b{b i^uiork ing:m, i  p im^l tm^)  — 
P(Pt 111 ^ 
f (p i l t , i , b i ,d ie )  = / 
F(Pim, 11 ) / 
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I ^i.frfte) = I 
(P«11T/»«11i) = "<111 
^(Pill 1 — "illqai 
p' {p iu , i ,h iu ,^ i )  =  U,U„i 
^(Pil'tf' 'fl '.ig.ll.i ) ~ "»l'il<7tll,i 
•^(Pim,l» ^tmtll) ~ Wtm,il 
^(PiTn.li ^im.lij.m.i) ~ "•m.lq.m.i 
1 l )  —  1  
B(/i,-iii,Ptu) = any, if-'Corjsuma6/e(/i,iu) 
S('«.nq.ii.P<n) = any, if-•Corjsuma6/e(/i,iig..J 
TPirn.f.m,) = any, if-'ConsuTna6/e(/i,m,/.ra.i) 
,Pim.i.„.) = any, if-'Consuma6ie(/ii,„.i.„^,.„^,__) 
If nothing is produced for a particular combination of reads (case Pq). only the equations that involve 
bi.working and bijau are defined in that case. 
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The queue alphabet of the FIFO Petri Net is defined as follows: 
Q fpn  = OBJECTSrdfd  u  { />  
The initial marking MQ ,PPN is such that; 
Mo , fp f f {f>i , idle)  = I  Vl G 
^oyepni^ i fwork ing i j )  — J  € { ! » • • • »  t t l {  }  
Mo . fpnU j )  VJ €  6  Frdfd  
—fpn 
Then, the computation system S fpn  = {TPPF^ ,  MPPFF ,  Mo , fpn< ) is rejdized by the FIFO Petri 
Net FPN. Consider the homomorphism h = (r,p) : Srdfd SPPFF where the homomorphism 
r • iBRDFD,{'^'F},N)' and the injection p : {bm,r,fs) Mfp\ are defined as follows: 
r ( { b i ,a . T i ) )  =  <  
if a = C 
if a = P and Produce{bi )  is of type Pi  
Pinarn, U a  =  P. Produce(bi) is of type P2. and n = ^ /,j + ni 
Cin T 
Pin 1 
no —I 
j=i 
\I fPN {bi ,uiorking:j)  — 
p(bTn,r , f s )  is such that Vi € {1,....6} Vj € {1,...,m,} 
I ,  if bm{bi)  =  idle  
Mppnf  {bi^idle)  = 
<>, if 6m(6,) = working 
<>, if bm(bi)  =  idle  
W, if bm(bi)  =  working,  (Consume(bi ) ] j  has been executed 
<>, if bm(bi)  =  working,  3  k .  k  ^  j  :  {Consume{bi] )k  has been executed 
and Vj 6 {I, G Frdfd  
MFPS'(f j )  =fs( f j ] .  
Obviously, r and p are bijective. Also, h satisfies (2.2.4.4.1) and (2.2.4.9.1). Hence, h is an isomorphism 
by Theorem (2.2.4.11). • 
•According to the Definitions and Theorems from [KM82]. here summarized in Subsection 2.2.4, the 
isomorphism h constructed in the previous proof is also a bijective (hence injective, surjective, hence 
spanning), length preserving, and principal homomorphism. 
Example (2.3.1.2); We will provide a small example how to construct a FIFO Petri Net for a 
given nf-RDFD. Our nf-RDFD only consists of three bubbles A, B, and C, two consumable flows / 
and out. and two persistent flows g and h (see Figure 2.1). Bubble .4 only produces combinations of A' 
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on flow / and 0 on flow g or V on flow / and 1 on flow g.  Bubble B can forward any value on flow h if 
i t  reads a  1 on f low g.  It  must  forward the same value i f  i t  reads a  0 on f low g.  Therefore,  bubble C 
Ccm read all possible combinations X/0, X/l, V/O, and V/l on its flows / and h. Initially, flows g and 
h both contain a 0. All other flows are empty. 
Figure 2.1: nf-RDFD. 
The mappings Enabled,  Consume,  and Produce for the nf-RDFD shown in Figure 2.1 are specified as 
follows: 
Enabled{A)  =  Xfs  .  t rue  
Enabled[B) = A/s . 
Head(fs[g])  = 0 V Head[fs[g))  = 1 
Enabled{C) = A/s . 
i^IsEmptyi f )  A Head(fs( f ) )  =  X A Head(fs(h))  = 0) 
V { ->IsEmpty(f )  A Head(fs{J))  = .V A Head(fs[h))  = 1) 
V (^[sEmpty(f )  A Head{fs( f ) )  =  Y A Head[fs[h))  = 0) 
V(- I [sEmpty(f )  A Head[fs( f ) )  = V A Head(fs{h))  =  1) 
Consume(A)  =  A(fs .r )  .  { ( / s . r ) }  
Consume(B)  =  X{fs .r )  .  
{if Head{fs{g)) = 0 
then In(g ,  B){fs . r )  
r .  
if Head{fs(g))  — 1 
then In{g,  B){fs ,  r )  
fi 
} 
Consume(C)  = A(/s, r) . 
{ i f  Head{fs( f ) )  =  X A Head{fs{h))  
then In{f ,C)[In{h,C){fs , r ) )  
fi, 
if Head{fs( f ) )  =  X A Head(fs{h))  
then /n(/,C)(/n(/»,C)(/5,r)) 
fi, 
if Head{fs{ f ) )  =  Ya  Head(fs{h])  
then In{f ,C)(In{h.C){fs . r ) )  
fi, 
if Head{fs{ f ) )  =  Ya  Headifs{h))  
then In(f ,C)(In{h,C)(fs , r ) )  
fi 
} 
Produce(A)  =  X(fs .  r) . 
{Out{XJ,A)(Out(0 ,g ,A)(fs . r ] ) ,  
Out{YJ.A){Out( l ,g ,A)(fs , r ) ) }  
} 
Produce(B)  =  X{fs ,r )  .  
{ifr(S)(g)=0 
then Out{Q.  h .  B)( fs , r )  
fi. 
ifr(S)(g) = 1 
then Out{Q.h.  B)( fs , r )  
aOut{ l .h .B)(fs . r )  
fi 
} 
Produce(C)  =  \ { fs .  r )  .  
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{ifr(C)(/)=XAr(C)(A) = 0  
then Ouf(XO, out ,  C){fs ,  r )  
fi. 
ifr(C)(/)=A-Ar(C)(/.) = l 
then Out{Xl, out, C){fs, r) 
fi, 
ifr(C)(/) = rAr(C)(/.)=0 
then Out{YO.  out ,C)(fs , r )  
fi, 
ifr(C)(/)=V-Ar{C)(/i) = l 
then Out(Yl ,  out ,C){fs , r )  
fi 
} 
According to Theorem (2.3.1.1), the given nf-RDFD treinsforms into the following marked FIFO Petri 
Net  FPN =  ( {PPPNTTPPF^,  BFPN,  FFPN,QFPN) ,  MO^FPN)-
PpPN ~  {. f  1 9 ,  out}  U Bi ,  Btoi l ,  5u;;2 ,  Ci ,  C^turl ,  ^ w .2 i  ^ w:3,  ^ u;:4}  
t fpn  = {ca i , cb i , cb2 ,cc i , cc2 ,cc3 ,cc4}  
U{ PA I ,  Pa 2,  Pen ,  Pb 21,  Pb 22,  Pen ,  Pc2i ,  Pc3i ,  Pc4i}  
The initial marking MQ.FPN is such that: 
-W'q ,FPA' (A, )  =  :V/o ,FPiv(S,) = Mo_FP.\{Ci)  = I  
MO,FP .^{A .W:I)  = MO^FPN(BW:I)  = MO.FPN(BW:2) =<> 
MO.FP!^{CUI: I )  = MO, F P . \ (CW:2)  =  MO,FPN (BWZ)  =  MO,FPN{ .BWA)  =<>  
MQ,FPs{ f )  =<> 
mo,fpn(g)  =  0 
Mo.FP.\'(h) = 0 
'^ fo . fpn iout )  =<> 
BFPS . PPPN,  and QFPS can be gained from Figure 2.2. In this figure, we use a double arrow to indicate 
that the forward and backward incidence mappings for a particular place/transition combination are 
identical, i. e., B(G,CBI) = P{CB\,9) = 0. This means, that transition CBI (if fired) removes the head 
element (1. e., 0) of place g and appends the same element to this place. Obviously, place g always 
contains only one element since it represents a persistent flow of the nf-RDFD. • 
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Figure 2.2: FIFO Petri Net. 
2.3.2 Simulation of Program Machines by PFF—RDFD's 
Theorem (2.3.2.1): Every Program Maciiine can be simulated by an PFF-RDFD. 
Proof: .\ssume we have a Program Machine with registers R = {r i , . .  . .Vp} ,  labels Q = {go. -  •  •  -  9r}  
and instructions I. We will partially follow the proof of how to simulate a Program Meichine by a FIFO 
Petri Net (given in [FM82] and [MF85]) when we indicate how to simulate a Program Machine by a 
PFF-RDFD. 
We define our PFF-RDFD RDFDpsi ,  given in the normal form of Definition (2.2.1.7). as follows: 
R D F D p \ t  = [BROPD,  FLOWNAMESRDFD^ TYPESRDFD<PRDFD^ FRDFD)-
where 
BRDFD = {90 ,?r} U {ri,.. .,rp} 
FLOWNAMES RDFD — {DOJQO.DOJJO-QI}  
U I instruction labeled q,  is an increment instruction} 
16 /  
U [^{doj] , jqm^doj] , jq i  I instruction labeled q,  is a test and decrement instruction} 
-9, J*,. o_r,-gj I instruction labeled q, accesses register r, } 
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U {next i ,ac t i ,val i }  
1=1,...,r 
TYPESRDFD = ENAB U ACTION U RESULT U FROM U YES U BIT 
where ENAB = {s tar t ,  go} ,  ACTION = {add,  sub} ,  RESULT = {done,  i szero} ,  
FROM = {I,. ..,r}, YES = {yes}, and BIT = {0,1} 
PRDFD — {consumable}  
FRDFD = {(90, doj jo ,  ENAB, ?o, consumable) ,  {qo,  doujo-qi ,  ENAB.gi, consumable)}  
Ll{{qs ,dojq , j jm,  ENAB, qm,  consumable)  \  VFLOWNAMES doJi ,J im} 
U{(g5,1-9,-Ti, ACTION, r,-, consumable)  \  VFLOWNAMES i_95_r,} 
U{(r,-, oj-{J?,, RESULT, g,, consumable)  \  VFLOWNAMESo^iJ} , }  
U [J {(r,-, nei t i ,  FROM, r,, consumable) ,  
(r,, act i ,  YES, r,-, consumable) ,  
(r, , val i ,  BIT, r,-, consumable)}  
We use a uneiry representation for nonnegative integers which are the only possible contents of the 
registers of the simulated Progrjun Machine. The vedue 0 stands for 0 cind the sequence of values 
{1,.... 1,0) represents n. Initially, the values on the flows are start on dojqo and the uneiry representation 
n 
of the initial contents of the registers rj rp, i. e., the values ..., on the flows val i ,  valp ,  
respectively. All other flows are empty. 
The mapping Enabled is defined as follows: 
If the bubble represents the start instruction (see Figure 2.3): 
Figure 2.3: Bubble qo. 
Enabled{qQ) = A/s . ( -<IsEmpty(do.qQ) A Head(fs(do.qo))  =  s tar t )  
If the instruction labeled q,  is an increment instruction accessing register r, and its corresponding 
bubble has inflows dojjmi-qs dojqm.-qs^ojTijq, (see Figure 2.4): 
Enabled{q , )  = A/s . 
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Figure 2.4: Bubble q,  for Increment Instruction. 
{ ->IsEmpty(do.qmi-qs)  A Head(fs(dojqmiJq,} )  =  go)  
V . . . V  
[ -^ i se tnp ty [do jqm. jq , )  A  head{ j s [do j im. - r s ) )  =  9°)  
^{-'IsEmpty^ojriJi,) A Head[fs[ojr iJ i , ) )  = done)  
If the instruction labeled q,  is a test and decrement instruction accessing register r,- and its corresponding 
bubble has inflows dojqmi-Rs^ • • idojjm.-qs-o-riji, (see Figure 2.5): 
Figure 2.5: Bubble q,  for Test and Decrement Instruction. 
Enabled[q , )  = A/s . 
{~i [sEmpty{do.qmi-qs)  A Head(fs(do^mi-q , ) )  =  go)  
V . .  . V  
( - ' IsEmpty[dojqm.jq , )  A Head(fs{doj]m,-q , ) )  =  go)  
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V( ->IsEmpty{ojr iJ j , )  A Head[fs{ojr iJ i , ) )  = done)  
V{->IsEmpty{o ^ iJ ls )  A Head(fs{o-r iJ] , ) )  = i szero)  
If the instruction labeled q,  is the halt instruction, i. e., q,  =  q/ ,  and its corresponding bubble has 
inflows dojimi-qj,---, dojim,-?/ (see Figure 2.6): 
Enabled{qj )  = A/s . fa lse  
If the babble representing register r,- has inflows next i ,  ac t i ,  val i  (see Figure 2.7): 
Enabled [ r i )  = A/s . 
[These lines are required for add:] 
[ - ' IsEmpty{ i jq ,^jr i )  A Head(fs( i -qa^j- i ) )  = add)  
V . . . V  
( - ' IsEmpty{ i jq ,^jr i )  A Head[fs{ i .q ,^ jr i ) )  = add)  
[These lines are required for sub:] 
\ / { ->IsEmpty( i j i ,^ jr i )  A Head(fs( i j f ,^jr i ) )  = sub 
A-i Is Empty [vali) A Head(fs(vali)) = 0) 
V . . . V  
( - • [sEmpty{ i j ] ,^j -i) A Head(fs( i .q ,^jTi) )  =  5u6 
A--IsEmptylvali) A Head(fs(vali)) = 0) 
V(-'/sEmpft/(i_9,, J-,) A Head{fs{iji,^.ri)) = su6 
A-^IsEmpty(vali) A Head(fs(vali)) = 1) 
V . . . V  
(~' lsEmpty( i .q , , . r i )  A Head(fs( i .q , , j - i ) )  = su6 
A-'IsEmpty{vali) A Head(fs(vali)) = 1) 
[This line is required to copy the tail of Is:] 
V(->IsEmpty(act i )  A Head(fs(act i ) )  = yes 
Figure 2.6: Bubble ?/. 
A- ' l sEmpty{val i )  A Head(fs{val i ) )  =  I) 
[These lines are required to activate the ne.xt instruction:] 
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y(- 'IsEmpty[act i )  A Head{fs{act{ ) )  =  yes  
A-^IsEmpty{val i )  A Head(Js{val i ) )  = 0 
A->IsEmpty{nexti) A Head{fs{nexti)) = si) 
V . . . V  
{ ->IsEmpty{act i )  A Head{fs{act i ) )  =  yes  
A-<IsEmpty{val i )  A  Head{fs{val i ) )  = 0 
A->[sEmpty{nexti) A Head{fs{nexti)) = s,) 
next i  
ac t i  
Figure 2.7: Bubble n. 
As usual, we assume that whenever a set of input conditions on flows enables a bubble, all the head 
elements on these flows will be consumed when this bubble actually goes from idle to working. Therefore, 
we omit  to  l ist  the mapping Consume.  We immediately continue with Produce.  
If the bubble represents the start instruction (see Figure 2.3): 
Produce{qo)  = A(/s, r) . 
{if r{qo){doj[ ]o]  =  star t  
then Out{go.doJiQjqi,qQ)(fs.r] 
fi 
} 
If the instruction labeled q,  is an increment instruction accessing register r, and its corresponding 
bubble has inflows dojimijq, dojqm,-qs-ojri.q, and outflows doJi,j}m, '-qs-Ti (see Figure 2.4); 
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Produce{q , )  = A(/s, r). 
{ i f  r {qs){doj jm^j]s}  =  go 
then Out{add, i jq , j r i ,q , ) {Js ,r )  
fi, 
li  r[q,){doJi,n.-q,) = go 
then Out{add, i j j ,^ i ,q , ) [ fs , r )  
fi, 
if r(9,)(o_r,_g,) = done 
then Out{go,  dojq ,^m,q, ) { fs , r )  
fi 
} 
If the instruction labeled q,  is a test and decrement instruction accessing register r,- cind its corresponding 
bubble has inflows dojim-qa ,dojim,-^3,o^iJ}, and outflows doji,uqm,dojj,jji,ijjs-''i (see Figure 
2.5): 
Produce{qs)  = A(/s, r) . 
{ i f  r {q , ) (do^}„,Jis) =  go 
then 0ut{sub, i j i s j ' i ,q , } i fs , r )  
fi. 
• * * T 
if r(q , ) {do.qm,jq , )  =  go 
then Out{sub. i ^s-r i ,qs) [ fs , r )  
fi, 
if r(q , ) (o^i^, )  =  done 
then Out(go,doj j , .qm,qs)( fs . r )  
fi, 
if r(q , ) {o^i^, )  =  iszero  
then Out[go.dojq , jq i ,q , ) { fs . r )  
fi 
} 
The ne.xt line is given only for formal reasons, but it will never be executed since the corresponding 
enabling condit ion is  always fa lse .  If  the instruction labeled q,  is  the halt  instruction,  i .  e . ,  q,  =  qj .  
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and its corresponding bubble has inflows (see Figure 2.6): 
Produce{qj )  =  Xijs ,  r) . { ( fs ,  [q j  ^  Xf  .  ±]r)} 
If the bubble representing register r,- has inflows . . . .  next i ,  ac t i ,  val i  and outflows 
ojr i jq ,^ , .  . . .o jTi jq ,^ ,  next i ,  ac t i ,  val i  (see Figure 2.7): 
Produce{r i )  = A(/s, r). 
[These lines are required for cidd:] 
{if r(ri)(i_9,, j-j) = add 
then Out{s i ,  next i ,  r i ) {Out{! /es ,  act,, r,)(0«f(l, val i ,  »*i)(/s, r))) 
fi, 
• • • T 
if r(r,-)(i.9,._r,) = add 
then Out{s i ,  next i ,  r i ) {Out(yes ,  acf,-,ri)(Ouf(l, val i ,  r i ) { fs ,  r))) 
fi, 
[These lines are required for sub:] 
if r(r,)(i_9,,_r,) = sub A  r{r i ) {val i )  = 0 
then Out{Q, vali, ri){Out{iszero, o^iJ},^,ri]{fs, r)) 
fi, 
if r(r.)(i_7,, J-,) = sub A r(r,)(t;a/,) = 0 
then Out{Q. r,)(Oui(is::ero, r,)(/s, r)) 
fi. 
if r(r,)(i.g,, J-,) = sub A r(r,)(t/a/,) = 1 
then Out(si, next;, r{](Out(yes, acti, '"i)(/s, r)) 
fi. 
if r(r,)(i_9,, J*,) = sub A r{r i ) (val i )  = 1 
then Out{s i ,  next i ,  ' • i ) (  Out(yes ,  ac t i , r i ) ( fs ,  r ) )  
fi. 
[This line is required to copy the tail of I's:] 
if r(r i ) {act i )  =  yes  A r(r,)(i;a/,) = 1 
then Out(yes. acti,ri){Out(l, vali, ''i)(/s. »*)) 
fi. 
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[These lines are required to activate the next instruction:] 
if r{r i ) {act i )  =  yes  A r(r,)(uaZ,) = 0 A r(r,)(nexf{) = si 
then 0ut{0 ,  val i , r i ) [Out{done,o^i jq ,^ ,r i ) {Js ,r ) )  
fi. 
• • • ? 
if r{r i ) {act i )  =  yes  A r(r,-)(t;a/,) = 0 A r(r,)(nexf,) = s, 
then Out(Q,  val i , r i ) {done,  Out(o^i jqs , , r i ) { fs ,  r)) 
fi 
} 
Example (2.3.2.2): Consider a Progreim Machine that initially has some nonnegative values 
its registers ri cind ro, while contains 0. The following code stores the sum of ri and ro in rj ai 
erases the original values: 
qo : start goto qi;  
q i  : if ri = 0 then goto qs  else ri := ri — 1 goto go; 
?2 : ra := ra + 1 goto qi; 
13 ; if ro = 0 then goto qj else rj := ro - I goto q^; 
?4 : ra := ra + 1 goto 73; 
qj  :  hedt. 
The graphiccJ representation of the equivalent PFF-RDFD is given in Figure 2.8. 
Based on this diagram, the formal definitions can be gained according to Theorem (2.3.2.1) as: 
BRDFD = {?o.91-92,93,94,?/} U {ri,7-2,ra} 
FLOWN AMES RDF D — {DOJIO,DOJQO-QI}  
u{do j j2 jq i ,do j j4 j }3 }  
U{doj] i^3,  do  J}  1  ^ 2 ,  do^3 jq  / ,  doj jz  }  
U{i-9i-ri, o.ri^i, J.92-»*3, o-ra-92,1-93-^2, ojr^ jqz ,  1.94-^a, o-ra-94} 
U{rjex<J, acfi, val i ,next2 ,  ac tn ,  vain,  next^,  ac tz ,  val^}  
TYPESRDFD (with FROM = {1,2,3,4}). PRDFD,  and FRDFD follow immediately. 
.Assume we want to add 2 and 3, then the initial values, i. e.. sequences of values, on the flows a 
dojjQ = start, vali = (1.1,0). ya/2 = (1.1,1,0) and vals = 0. .\11 other flows are empty. 
The mapping Enabled is defined as follows: 
Enabled [qo]  Xfs  .  
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Figure 2.8: PFF-RDFD. 
( - •IsEmpty(dojqo)  A Head{fs{do.qo))  =  s tar t )  
Enabled{qi )  =  Xfs  .  
{ ->lsEmpty(dojqojq\ )  A Head{fs{do^o-qi ) )  =  go)  
\ / { ->IsEmpty{doj i2-qi )  A  Head{fs{do.q2-q\ ) )  =  go)  
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y{->IsEvnpty(ojr iJ i i )  A  Head { fs (o .r i jq i ) )  =  done)  
W{- ' I sEmpty(ojriJii) A Head{fs{o .r i jq i ) )  =  iszero)  
Enabled{q2)  =  ^ fs  • 
{ ->IsEmpty{doJi i^2)  A Head(fs(dojqiJi2))  = go)  
y{ - ' l sEmpty{ojrz jq2)  A Head{fs{o .rzJi2))  = done)  
Enabled(93)  =  Xfs  .  
[ - ' IsEmpty{dojqiJiz)  A Head(fs{do^i jq3))  =  go)  
V(-<[sEmpty(d0J!iJj3)  A Head{fs(dojq^jq3))  = go)  
V[-<[sEmpty(ojr2jq3)  A Head{fs(o^2-R3))  = done)  
\ / { - ' IsEmpty(o^2- ' l3)  A Head(fs[ojr2Ji3))  =  iszero)  
Enabled{q^)  — Xfs  .  
{ -<IsEmpty(dojq3j j4)  A Head(fs(dojq3Jj j i ) )  = go)  
y{->[sEmpty(o^3Ji]4) A Head(fs[o-r3jq^)) = tfone) 
Enabled(qf) = A/s ./a/se 
Enabled{r i )  =  Xfs  .  
(->/s£mpty(i_gi j*i) A Head{fs{ i j j i j r i ) )  =  add)  
y{-<[sEmpty{i^i jTi) A Head(fs[ijji^\)) = su6 
A-<IsEmpty(vali) A Head(fs(vali)) = 0) 
V(->IsEmpty( i jq i j r i )  A Head(fs( i j j i j r i ) )  — sub 
A-'IsEmpty{vali) A Head[fs(val\)) = 1) 
V (- 'Is  Empty  {act  i )  A Head{fs{act i ) )  =  yes  
A- iIsEmpty^val i )  A  Head{fs(val i ) )  =  I )  
V(-<lsEmpty(act i )  A  Head(fs{act i ) )  — yes  
A- 'IsETnpty{val i )  A Head(fs(val i ) )  = 0 
A-iIsETnpty{neiti) A Head{fs[nexti)) — 1) 
Enabled[T2)  =  Xfs  .  
(-•lsEmpty(i.q3^2) A Head{fs(ijq3jr2)) = add) 
y(-<isempty(i.q3^2) A head{fs(i.q3^2)) = 5"^ 
A-'IsEmpty(val2) A Headlfsivaln)) = 0) 
\/(-'IsEmpty(i.q3j-2) A Head(fs(i.q3^2)) = su6 
A-<IsEmpty(val2) A Head(fs(val2)) = 1) 
y{->IsEmpty(act2) A Head(fs(acl2)) = yes 
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A->IsEmpty(val2)  A Head{fs{val2))  = 1) 
\ / { - ' l sEmpty(act2)  A Head{fs{act2))  =  yes  
A->[sEmpty{val2)  A Head[fs{val2))  = 0 
A-<IsETnpty{next2) A Head{fs{next2)) = 3) 
Enabled(rs)  = A/s . 
{ -<[sEmpty{ i jq2-r3)  A Head{fs{ i jq2-^z))  =  
V{->[sEmpty{i^4^3) A Head(fs{iji^^z)) = arfrf) 
\/(-'lsEmpty{ijq2-^3) A Head[fs(iji2^z)) = 
A->IsEmpty{valz)  A Head(fs[val2))  — 0) 
\ / { - i IsEmpty{ i .q^jrz)  A Head{fs( i .q: i^3))  =  sub 
A-'IsEmptyivals) A Head{fs{valz)) = 0) 
V(-<[sEmpty{i.q2-r3) A Head{fs(ij]2-^3)) = su6 
A-^IsETnpty{val3) A Head{fs{val3)) = 1) 
v( - ' i sempty ( t^4 j -3 )  A head( f s ( i j j4^3) )  = su6 
A-<IsEmpty{val3) A Head(fs{val3)) = 1) 
V{- 'IsEmpty{act3)  A Head[fs(act3))  = yes 
A->IsEmpty[val3)  A Head(fs(val3))  = 1) 
V{ -<[sEmpty(act3)  A Head{fs(act3))  = yes 
A-<IsEmptylvals)  A Head[fs{val3))  = 0 
A-<IsEmpty(next3) A Head[fs[neit3)) = 2) 
y{->IsEmpty[act3)  A Head(fs{act3))  = yes 
A-<IsEmptyivals)  A Headifs^vals) )  = 0 
A-iIsEmpty{next3) A Head{fs(next3)) — 4) 
As usual, we assume that whenever a set of input conditions on flows enables a bubble, all the head 
elements on these flows will be consumed when this bubble actually goes from idle to working. Therefore, 
we omit  to  l ist  the mapping Consume.  We immediately continue with the mapping Produce.  
Produce(qo]  =  X{fs ,  r) . 
{if r(qQ)[dojfo)  = s tar t  
then Out{go.doj: ]o-qi ,qo)( fs . r )  
fi 
} 
Produce(qi )  = A(/s. r]  .  
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{if r{qi ) (dojqo^i)  =  go 
then Out{sub, i jq iJr i ,q i ) { fs , r )  
fi. 
if r{qi ) {dojq2JIi )  = go 
then Out[sub, i jq iJr i ,q i ) [ fs , r )  
fi, 
if r(7i)(o_ri^i) = done 
then Out[go,dojqiJi2,<li){fS',r) 
fi, 
if r(5i)(o_ri_9i) = i szero  
then Out(go , d o J i i J i 3 ,q i } ( fs , r )  
fi 
} 
Produce(q2)  = A(/5, r) . 
{if r[q2){do^i^2)) = go 
then Out{add,ijq2-r3,q2)(fs,r) 
fi, 
if r{q2){o^3Ji2))  = done 
then Out(go,doJi2-qi,q2)(fs,r) 
fi 
} 
Produce(q3)  =  A(/s,r) . 
{if r(q3]{do.qi^3)  = go 
then Out(sub.ijq3-r2,q3)(fs.r) 
fi, 
if r(g3)(rfo^4j93) = go 
then 0«/(su6. j-93-r2,93)(/s, r) 
fi. 
i f  '*(?3)(o- '*2-93)  =  done 
then Out(go,doji3jq^,q3)(fs,r) 
fi, 
if '•(?3)(o-''2-93) = w;ero 
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then Out(go,dojq3jqf,q3){Js,r) 
fi 
} 
Produce{q4)  =  A(/s, r). 
{if r(g4)(rfo^3-94)) = 9 0  
then Out{add,i^4jr3,q4){fs,r) 
fi, 
if r(?4)(o_r3_?4)) = done 
then Out{go,dojq4^3,q4){fs,r) 
fi 
} 
Produce(qf)  =  A(/s, r) . {(/s, [9/ •->. A/ . ±]r)} 
Produce[r{)  =  X(fs ,r )  .  
{if r(ri)(i_gi_ri) = add 
then Out[ l ,  next i , r i } {Out(yes ,  ac t i , r i ) (Out{ l ,  val i , r i ) { fs ,  r))) 
fi, 
if r(ri)(i_9i_ri) = sub A  r(ri)(t;a/i) = 0 
then C>ut(0, vali, ri){Out{iszero. o^iJji,ri)(fs, r)) 
fi, 
if r(ri)(L9i_ri) = sub A  r(r i ) (val i )  =  I 
then Out (I. neiti, ri)(Out(yes. acti,ri){fs, r)) 
fi, 
if r(ri)(acfi) = yes  A r(r i ) {val i )  = 1 
then Out(yes, acti,ri)(Out(\, vali.ri){fs. r)) 
fi, 
if r(ri)(acti) = yes  A r(r i ) (val i )  = 0 A r(r i ] (nei t i )  = 1 
t h e n  0 u t ( 0 ,  v a l i ,  r i ) ( O u t ( d o n e , o . r i J j i ,  r i ) ( f s .  r ) )  
fi 
} 
Produce[r2) = A(/s. r) . 
{if r(r2)(i_g3_r2) = add 
then Out{3 .  nei t2 ,r2)(Out(yes .  ac tn ,  r2)(0uf(l, ya/2, r2)(/s, r))) 
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fi, 
if r(r2)(i-g3-r2) = sub A r(r2)(ua/2) = 0 
then 0ut{0, val^, r2){Out{iszero, ojrn-qz, r2){fs, r)) 
fi, 
if r(^2)(i-<}3-''2) = sub A r(r2)(ua/2) = 1 
then Out{Z, next^, r2)[0ut[yes, act2, r2)(/s, r)) 
fi, 
if r{r2)(act2) = yes A r{r2){val2) = 1 
then Out(yes, act^, r2)(0uf(l, ua/2, r)) 
fi, 
if r{r2){act2) = yes A r(r2){val2) = 0 A r(r2)(next2) = 3 
then 0uf(0, ua/2, r2){,0ut(done, o.r2-qz, r2){fs, r)) 
fi 
} 
Produce{rz) = A(/s, r) . 
{if r{rz)[i.q2jrz) = add 
then Out{2, next3,r3){Out{yes, act3,r3)[Out{l, ua/s, r3)(/s, r))) 
fi, 
if r(r3)(i_94_r3) = add 
then Ouf(4, next3, r3){0ut{yes, acts, r3)(0u<(l, ua/3, r3)(fs, r))) 
fi, 
if r(r3)(z_92-r3) = sub A r(r3){val3) = 0 
then 0uf(0, val3,r3}{Out{iszero,o^3Ji}2,r3){fs,r)) 
fi, 
if r{r3)(i-94_r3) = sub A r(r3)(t;a/3) = 0 
then 0ut{0, vals, r3){Out{iszero,o^3jj<i, r3){fs, r)) 
fi, 
if r(r3)(i.q2-r3) = su6 A r(r3](val3) = 1 
then Out(2. neitz, r3)(0ut(yes. actz. r3)(/s, r)) 
fi. 
if r(r3)(i_94_r3) = sub A r(rz)(valz) = 1 
then Ou<(4, nextz, r3)(0ut[yes. acts, ''aK/s, r)) 
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fi, 
if r(r3)(acf3) = yes A r(r3)(t;a/3) = 1 
then Out{yes, actz, r3)(0ui(l, vdz, rz){Js, r)) 
fi, 
if r(r3)(acf3) = yes A r{rz){val2) = 0 A r(r3)(nezi3) = 2 
then Out{Q, ua/s, r3)(Out(done, o-Ts^o.''ajCfs,*")) 
fi, 
if '•(''3)(acf3) = yes A r{r3){val3) = 0 A r(r3)(nexf3) = 4 
then Out{Q, valz, r3){Out{done, r3)(/s, r)) 
fi 
} 
2.4 Summary 
In this paper, we have shown that PFF-RDFD's have the computational power of Turing Machines. 
Therefore, all interesting decidability problems such as reachability, termination, deadlock eind liveness 
properties, and finiteness, that are undecidable for Turing Machines are undecidable for PFF-RDFD's, 
too. 
Future work will have two directions: (i) simulation of FDFD's that make use of persistent flows, 
stores, infinite domains for flow values, and the facility for testing for empty flows through PFF-RDFD's 
and (ii) further restrictions on RDFD's. Direction (i) should help to provide a mechanism such that 
existing FDFD's can be transformed into a basic model. Then, such a model might be used as input to 
computer software for formal analysis and execution of FDFD's such as the ML interpreter described 
in [\Vah95]. 
In direction (ii). we hope to find subclasses of RDFD's where some decidability problems can be 
solved. In particular, we would like to show that some of these subclasses can be simulated by Mono-
geneous FIFO Petri Nets, Linear FIFO Petri Nets, and Topologiceilly Free Choice FIFO Petri Nets, 
respectively, and that this simulation is still based on an isomorphism. Then, since this type of a homo-
morphism preserves some decidability problems ([KM82]), we could immediately apply the results cmd 
algorithms known for a subclass of FIFO Petri Nets ([FM82], [MF85], [Fin86], [Rou87], [FC88], [FR88], 
to mention only a few) to the corresponding subclass of RDFD's. 
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3 NON-ATOMIC COMPONENTS OF DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS: 
STORES, PERSISTENT FLOWS, AND TESTS FOR EMPTY FLOWS 
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Abstract 
It has been shown in [SB96a] that a particular subclass of Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) 
is Turing equivalent. We call this Turing equivalent subclass of FDFD's persistent flow-free Reduced 
Data Flow Diagrams (PFF-RDFD's). PFF-RDFD's do not contain persistent flows, reference only 
values whose types have finite domains, and have enabling conditions that contain no tests for empty 
flows. In addition. FDFD's do not contain (direct) representations of stores. This raises the question 
whether any of these common features of traditional Data Flow Diagrams elevates the expressive power 
of FDFD's, or whether the various subclasses have the same expressive power as FDFD's with these 
features. This paper addresses this issue of whether persistent flows, arbitrary domains, tests for empty 
flows or stores are essential features with respect to the expressive power of Formalized Data Flow 
Diagrams. 
Keywords 
Software Specifications. Data Flow Diagrams. .Models of Computation. 
' Primary researcher and author. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Traditional Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) are probably the most widely used specification tech­
nique in industry today. They are the cornerstone of the software development methodology commonly 
referred to as "Structured Analysis" (SA) ([You89]). Their popularity arises from their graphiced repre­
sentation 2md hierarchical structure, which allows users with non-technical backgrounds to work with 
them. 
One of the drawbacks of traditional DFD's as a specification tool is that they have no rigorous 
or standard interpretation. In particular, traditional DFD's are usually considered static roadmaps of 
information flow in systems in which the bubbles — data transformers — of DFD's are the cities and 
data flows are the roads. Thus, a DFD can not specify system fimctionality, i. e., a DFD can not define 
the I/O behavior of a system. (This would require modelling of car movement in the roadmap analogy.) 
But defining system functionality is one of the things specifications should do. 
Numerous formalizations of DFD's have appeared in the technictil literature, e. g., in [DeM78], 
[VVM85a], [WM85b], [HarST], [TP89], [You89], [Har92], and [Har96]. These attempts involve, in part, 
a more dynamic interpretation of data movement in DFD's. Given this type of rigorous and dynamic 
semantics, a DFD can serve as a formal specification of system functionality. 
The authors use the approach to formalizing DFD's developed originally in [Col91], [CB94], [WBL93] 
and refined more precisely in [WBL93] and [LWBL96]. These Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) 
are described more fully in the next section. The formalization is based on defining bubble behavior 
in terms of enabling conditions, which define the pre-state required for a bubble to "do its thing", and 
post-conditions, which define a bubble's outputs in terms of its inputs. The enabling conditions and 
post-conditions are defined assertionally using First Order Predicate Calculus (FOPC) over abstract 
types, and are refered to as firing rule^. 
In other recent work the authors have shown that a restricted class of FDFD's (we call them PFF-
RDFD's) is Turing equivalent ([SB96a]). The FDFD's used in this proof are those without persistent 
flows, without stores, and without enabling conditions that check that a flow is empty. Otherwise, 
we know that the problem of satisfiability in the predicate calculus is unsolvable ([LP81], p. 435). 
This poses the question whether these non-atomic components are fundamental to FDFD's, in that 
they might rise the computational power beyond that of Turing Machines, or whether they are simply 
^Wahls has developed an interpreter for an expressive subset of FOPC assertions over abstract types. The latest 
reference on this work is [WBL93]. This interpreter can be viewed as an executable semantics for what he refers to as 
constructive assertions. It can also be viewed as a prototype for a CASE tool providing direct execution of abstract 
model-based specifications. 
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syntzw:tic features included for expressive convenience. We show in this paper that FDFD's that use 
these features can be trzmsformed into equivalent PFF-RDFD's that do not contain these features. 
Section 3.2 provides an introduction to DFD's, FDFD's, Reduced FDFD's (RDFD's), and persistent 
flow-free RDFD's (PFF-RDFD's). In Section 3.3 we show that FDFD's with persistent flows, with 
stores, and with enabling conditions that check for empty flows can all be expressed as equivjJent PFF-
RDFD's without any of these features. Section 3.4 deals with the nature of the domains of values that 
can serve as types for values referenced in FDFD's. In the concluding Section 3.5 we stress that our goal 
is not to eliminate use of these features from FDFD's in actud development environments — they are 
e.xpressively quite convenient — but to, without loss of generality, use PFF-RDFD's in further analysis 
of the computation^ behavior of FDFD's. 
3.2 Formalized Data Flow Diagrams 
Traditional DFD's are composed from four basic components: bubbles, flows, stores, and terminators. 
Bubbles represent either processes or procedures cind are depicted as circles. In a more abstract sense, 
bubbles are viewed as data transformers. 
Flows represent the paths over which data may travel (i. e., the roads, not the cars, in the roadmap 
analogy). They can represent data flow from terminators to bubbles, bubbles to bubbles, bubbles to 
stores, stores to bubbles, or bubbles to terminators. If we view bubbles, stores and terminators as 
nodes, then a DFD is simply a directed graph in which the flows are the arcs. From the perspective of 
a bubble, flows into the bubble are called inflows and flows out of the bubble are called outflows. 
Terminators are the sources of input to and destinations of output from the system being specified. 
They are depicted as rectangles and can be viewed as processes that are not part of the system being 
specified. 
In traditional DFD's. stores are viewed as data at rest (whatever that means). Stores are often just 
thinly veiled abstractions for files. They are often depicted as rectangles with open sides. 
3.2.1 The Syntax of FDFD's 
Since [Col91] provides a formal syntax and [WBL93] provides a semantics for FDFD's, we refer to 
the language for e.xpressing FDFD's as DFD-SPECS. The presentation in the rest of this section is less 
formal than in the cited references and we continue to refer to FDFD's (rather than DFD-SPECS). 
•A.n FDFD consists of a directed graph and an associated textual peurt. As in traditional DFD's, the 
nodes of the graph are the bubbles, and the arcs are the flows. 
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Stores in traditioncil DFD's are represented with one or more inflows, representing the flow of data 
values to be stored, and one or more outflows, representing the flow of data values to be retrieved. 
This has always seemed a rather informal view of persistent repositories of data. Even if stores are just 
modelled as abstract data types, then a bubble adding a data value to a store would need to designate 
which constructor operation of the ADT is to be used. Similarly, a bubble obtaining a data value from 
a store would need to designate a particular selector operation. 
Coleman suggests modelling stores as persistent flows with multiple originating bubbles, representing 
bubbles eidding data vdues to a store, and multiple destination bubbles, representing bubbles obtzuning 
data values from a store [Col91]. This perspective on stores as flows with multiple origin and destination 
bubbles is adopted in the syntcix of FDFD's. 
Terminators are depicted simply as bubbles in which either they have no inflows, representing the 
data sources, or in which they have no outflows, representing the data sinks. These bubbles are at most 
only partially specified. 
Each bubble in the directed graph portion of an instance of 2in FDFD has a unique name label. 
Each flow is labelled with its name and type. Dashed arcs 2ire used for persistent flows, while solid arcs 
are used for consumable flows. (Persistent and consumable flows cire described in Subsection 3.2.2.) 
The textual peurt of an FDFD consists of the data dictionary of types and bubble firing rules. At 
this specification level, these types are viewed as abstract types. They are specified using a formai, 
model-based approach, similar to that of [GHG'''93] and [Jon86]. The firing rules defining the behavior 
of bubbles are expressed as assertions over the abstract types. The language for writing assertions is 
described in the following paragraphs and extended BNF grammar''. 
textual-part ::= [data-dictionary] process' 
The data dictionary defines the abstract types and abstract functions over these types used in the 
firing rules. The notation type-expr'^ refers to union types, i. e., type intOrReal = int | real;. 
data-dictionary ::= Data Dictionsiry : type-deer'•[;] abstract-function''-[;] 
type-decl ::= type var-name = type-expr 
type-expr int | real | bool | string | signal. | set of type-expr \ type-expr'^ 
secuence of fype-expr | tuple of iparam-decr ) \ type-name 
.\bstract functions just serve to help modularize the specifications. An abstract function that defines 
type bool is really just a predicate. However, the model-based specification language does support the 
definition of abstract functions that define other abstract types. 
^In this grammar, optional parts are enclosed in square brackets [ ], emd the notation eipr"' mesuis a ; separated list 
of zero or more exprs. 
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abstract-function ::=defiiie absfun-nameCparam-decf') as type-expr 
such that FOPC-expr 
param-decl ::= var-name : type-expr 
Each bubble is described by its name, initial state, and set of firing rules. The initial state specifies 
the initial values on the bubble's outflows. For flows with multiple source bubbles, the values specified 
must be consistent with respect to type. Each firing rule contains an enabling condition and post­
condition, as discussed previously. In the enabling condition and initial state, the assertion "^flow-name 
is true exactly when at least one value is present on flow flow-name, while ~flow-name is true when no 
value is present. An omitted pre-condition is equivalent to just true. 
process ::= Process bubble-name : [initial-state] ruZe''[:] 
initial-state ::= initi5J.ly flow-enabled-list [A FOPC-expi] 
rule :;= enabled when enabling-condition ensures post-condition 
enabling-condition true | flow-enabled-list [A FOPC-expr] 
flow-enabled-list [flow-enabled-list A] flow-enabled 
flow-enabled ::= "^flow-name | ~flow-name 
post-condition ::= FOPC-expr 
The First Order Predicate Calculus used in FDFS's is augmented with operations on the built-in 
types, e. g., set. Unprimed flow names refer to the values on inflows, while primed flow names (') refer 
to outflow values. For each field of a tuple, FDFD's provide a function with the Scime name to extract 
that field from the tuple. The symbol - is used for both arithmetic subtraction and set difference, and I 1 
denotes concatenation of sequences. The index function provides array-like indexing into sequences, 
header returns all of its argument sequence except the last element, and trailer returns all of its 
argument sequence except the first element. 
FOPC-expr true | false [ not FOPC-expr | FOPC-expr A FOPC-expr \ 
FOPC-expr V FOPC-expr \ FOPC-expr ^  FOPC-expr \ 
V var-name : type-expr [.FOPC-exprJ \ 
3 var-name : type-expr ZFOPC-expr] \ 
{.FOPC-expr 1 FOPC-expr} | {FOPC-expr): type-expr \ 
int-literal | real-literal | stjing-literal | bool-literal \ var-name | 
flow-name \ flow-name' \ absfun-nameiFOPC-expr'') \ 
unary-opiFOPC-expr) \ FOPC-expr binary-op FOPC-expr ( 
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iFOPC-expj^'y I <FOPC-expT^'> \ iFOPC-expi' ) \ 
indexCFOPC-expr, FOPC-expr) 
unary-op ::= field-name \ size | first | header | last | trailer | length 
b i n a r y - o p  : : = + | - | # l / | % | U | n i  I I  |  =  | < | < 1 > | > 1 G | C | C | d | D  
3.2.2 An Informal Semantics of FDFD's 
This informal description of FDFD's semeintics is based on the previously referenced works ([CB94] 
and [LWBL96]) emd on the interpreter developed by Wahls. The key concept in providing a meaning 
of FDFD's that allow them to serve as formal functional specifications is that of firing a bubble. 
Succinctly, firing is the process by which a bubble reads its values from its inflows and produces vdues 
on its outflows. 
Bubbles fire in two steps. In the first step, a bubble reads values from its inflows, and in the second 
step, it writes values to its outflows. We say a bubble is working when it has read its inflows, but not 
yet produced values on its outflows. A bubble is idle otherwise. We treat the transitions between these 
states as atomic. 
The efliect of reading values from a flow depends on the type of the flow. When a bubble reads from 
a consumable flow, the value read is removed from the flow. Thus, consumable flows can be viewed 
as first-in. first-out unbounded queues of values, where each value is of the type associated with the 
flow. Reading the value of a persistent flow does not affect the flow value. When a bubble "outputs" 
a value to a consumable flow, that value is just appended to the back of the queue of vzJues. Writing 
to a persistent flow overwrites any previous value. Thus, a persistent flow can be viewed as a variable 
shared between a process that writes the variable and a process that reads the variable. 
Bubble firing occurs as follows. Initially, all bubbles are idle. The flows may have initial values that 
are specified as part of the initial state. 
(i) Find the set of bubbles that may fire. This includes all bubbles in the working state, and any 
bubble in the idle state that hcis values on its infiows satisfying the enabling condition of at least 
one of its firing rules. 
(ii) Choose one of these bubbles to fire. 
(iii) Fire the bubble: 
• If the bubble is idle: 
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(a) Choose one of the bubble's rules whose enabling condition is satisfied by the inflow 
values. 
(b) Read the values referenced by this rule from the inflows. For consumable flows, remove 
the value. Otherwise, do not change the flow. 
(c) Change the state of the bubble from idle to working. 
• If the bubble is working: 
(a) Produce values onto the outflows. These values are defined by the post-condition of the 
rule chosen when the bubble changed to the working state. For consumable flows, the 
value is enqueued. For persistent flows, the new value overwrites the flow's contents. 
(b) Change the state of the bubble from working to idle. 
(iv) Repeat the above steps until the set of bubbles allowed to fire in step one is empty. 
3.2.3 Restricted Classes of FDFD's 
.A.S mentioned earlier, the authors have shown that a particular restricted class of FDFD's is Turing 
equivalent [SB96a]. In this section we define this class of FDFD's. 
The first restriction is on the nature of enabling conditions. The enabling condition must do more 
than test for the presence of a value on a flow. For each such presence test, it must also contain an 
assertion limiting the value on that flow. 
Definitioii (3.2.3.1): .A.n enabling condition with no tests for the absence of a value on a flow 
(i. e., no boolean expressions ~ f) and in which every boolean expression "*"/ has associated with it an 
assertion further bounding the value of / to a single value is called a normal form enabling condition. If 
/ is a persistent flow, the can be omitted and only the assertion bounding the value of / is required. 
• 
The next restriction applies to entire FDFD's. It limits the domains of abstract types and requires 
normal form enabling conditions. 
Definition (3.2.3.2): .A. Reduced Formalized Data Flow Digram (RDFD) is an FDFD in which 
(i) every abstract type modelled and referenced in the FDFD has a finite domain, (ii) sequences and 
tuples are restricted to a finite maximum length and (iii) every enabling condition is a normal form 
enabling condition. • 
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Because of the finite domain and the length restriction of sequences zmd tuples every assertion in 
predicate calculus becomes solvable since the two quantifiers V juid 3 are bound to a finite number of 
objects available. We want to stress again that, even though we do not allow sequences of arbitrary (or 
infinite) length as a single object, we do not prevent the production of infinite mciny objects of a fixed 
length on any of the flows. 
Fincdly, we restrict RDFD's to preclude persistent flows: 
Defmition (3.2.3.3): An RDFD that does not have any persistent flows is called a persistent 
flow-free Reduced (Formalized) Data Flow Diagram (PFF-EIDFD). • 
It is PFF-RJDFD's that is shown to be Turing equivalent in [SB96a]. In the following three sections 
we argue that these restrictions can be made without loss of generality. 
3.3 Transformation of FDFD's with Non—Atomic Components into PFF— 
In this section we show how to replace the test for empty flows (Example 3.3.1), persistent flows 
(Example 3.3.2), and stores (Example 3.3.3) by features provided by PFF-RDFD's. These examples 
could be easily extended to more complex situations. Obviously, another feature of FDFD's, i. e., infi­
nite domains for flow values, can be resolved, for example, by using the unary or binary representation 
of objects. This type of encoding is called a Godel numbering, after the logician Kurt Godel. Thus, any 
object can be represented as a finite sequence of O's and I's. 
Example (3.3.1): This example contains two bubbles. One of them (P) can always fire, producing 
I's on its outflow /. The other bubble (C) will produce the vedue 0 on its outflow out as long as its 
inflow / is empty and the value 1 if it is not empty. The output possible on flow out is {0,1}*. 
RDFD's 
/ out 
Figure 3.1: Example with Test for Empty Flow. 
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The assertions for the FDFD shown in Figure 3.1 using the test for empty flows ("/) are specified as 
follows: 
Process P: 
true : 
[=/' = ! 
Process C: 
- f :  
[= out' = 0; 
+ / A / = 1 :  
1= out' = 1 
Initial State: 
~f A ~  out 
To replace the ~f in the enabling condition of bubble C, we use a controller bubble Z in our PFF-RDFD 
(see Figure 3.2) to determine whether flow / is empty or not. When bubble P produces a value on /, it 
also produces a signal /produced on Pdone to inform Z on the existence of a new value on /. However, 
the value on / will not immediately be available for C since Z continues to send fisempty on flow Cenab 
as long as /count = 0 holds. Instead, Z has to consume the signal on Pdone first and increment the 
counter /count. Then, since /count > 1 holds, the next value on Cenab will be /notempty, allowing C to 
consume the value on /. The output possible on flow out is {0,1}' as in the original example. 
/count Iset 
Penab Pdone 
Cdone Cenab 
out 
Figure 3.2: Example without Test for Empty Flow. 
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For the ease of our description we informally use the unbounded integer variable /count. Using the 
unary or binary representation of this variable would solve the problem of an infinite number of integer 
objects but it would also extend the coding of this example which is not desired. 
Initially,/counf contains 0, i. e., no value is available on flow /. Flow Iset indicates which bubbles are 
idle, i. e., initially P eind C. Possible values on the flows are PC, P, C, and 0 (which indicates neither 
P nor C is idle) on Iset, Jisempty cind /notempty on Cenab, /consumed and no/consumed on Cdone, go 
on Penab, and /produced on Pdone. 
Process Z: 
[set A Iset = PC A"*" /count A /count = 0 : 
f= Penab' = go A  Iset' = C A /count' = /count 
O Cenab' = fisempty A Iset' = P A /count' = /count : 
•*" Iset A  Iset = PC A+ /count A  /count > 1 : 
^ Penab' = go A  Iset' = C A  /count' = /count 
O Cenab' = /notempty A Iset' = P A /count' = /count; 
•*" Iset A  Iset = P A"*" /count A  /count > 0 : 
^ Penab' = go A  Iset' — O A  /count' = /count; 
^Iset A Iset = C A"*" /count A /count = 0 : 
^ Cenab' = fisempty A  Iset' — O A  /count' = /count; 
•*" Iset A  Iset = C A"*" /count A  /count > 1 : 
t= Cenab' = /notempty A Iset' = 0 A/count' = /count; 
Pdone A  Pdone = /produced A"*" Iset A  Iset = 0 A"*" /count A  /count > 0 : 
^ Iset' = P A /count' = /count + 1; 
Pdone A  Pdone = /produced A"*" Iset A  Iset = C A"*" /count A  /count > 0 : 
^ Iset' — PC A  /count' = /count + 1: 
"*• Cdone A  Cdone = no/consumed A"*" Iset A  Iset = 0 A"*" /count A  /count > 0 : 
[= Iset' = C A  /count' = /count; 
Cdone A  Cdone = no/consumed A"*" Iset A  Iset = P A"*" /count A /count > 0 : 
^ Iset' = PC A  /count' = /count; 
Cdone A  Cdone = /consumed A""" Iset A Iset = 0 A"*" /count A  /count > 1 : 
^ Iset' = C A /count' = /count — 1; 
Cdone A Cdone — /consumed A"*" Iset A Iset = P A"*" /count A /count > 1 : 
[= Iset' = PC A/count' = /count — 1 
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Process P: 
"^Penab A Penab = go : 
\= f = I A Pdone' — /produced 
Process C: 
•*" Cenab A Cenab = fisempty : 
[= out' = 0 A Cdone' = nofconsumed; 
Cenab A Cenab = fnotempty A"'" / A / = 1 : 
^ out' = 1 A Cdone' = /consumed 
Initial State: 
/count = 0 A /sef = PC A" / A" ouf A~ Penab A~ Pdone A~ Cenab A~ Cdone * 
Example (3.3.2): As in the previous example, this example also contains two bubbles. Here 
bubble .4 can always fire, producing O's and I's on its persistent outflow /. Bubble B will produce the 
value 0 on its outflow out if it reads a 0 on its inflow / and the value I if it reads a 1. The output 
possible on flow out is {0,1}'. 
out 
Figure 3.3: Example with Persistent Flow. 
The assertions for the FDFD shown in Figure 3.3 are specified as follows: 
Process A: 
true : 
N/ '  =  o  
•/' = 1 
Process B: 
/  =  0 :  
1= out' = 0: 
/ = !  :  
^ out' = 1 
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Initial State: 
(/ = 0 V / = 1) A" out 
This time, we use the controller bubble Z in our PFF-RDFD (see Figure 3.4) to inform bubble B on 
the latest value that has been generated by bubble A. However, instead of writing this new value on 
a persistent flow, A forwards this new value to Z. Once Z has read this value from its inflow Adone, 
it will be stored on flow fval. The next value on flow Benab will be the value currently stored in fval. 
The output possible on flow out is {0,1}' as in the original example. 
We are using the somewhat sloppy notation 0/1 where we mean that either the value 0 or the value 1 
is available. It should be obvious how to extend this notation such that the mappings are in accordance 
with our definition of a PFF-RDFD. 
fval Iset 
.Aenab .Adone 
Bdone Benab 
out 
Figure 3.4; E.>:ample without Persistent Flow. 
Initially,/I'o/ contains either a 0 or a 1. Flow Iset indicates which bubbles are idle, i. e., initially A and 
B. Possible values on the flows are .AB. .4. B. and 0 (which indicates neither .4 nor B is idle) on Iset. 
0 and 1 on Benab, done on Bdone, go on .Aenab. and 0 and I on .Adone. 
Process Z: 
Iset A Iset = .AB A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 ; 
^ .Aenab' = go A Iset' = S A fval' = fval 
OBenab' = fval A Iset' = A A fval' = fval: 
Iset A Iset = .4 A"*" fval A fval = O/I : 
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^ Aenab' = go A Iset' = 0 A fval' = fval; 
"•"/set A Iset = S A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 : 
^ Benab' = fval A Iset' = 0 A /uaZ' = fval; 
^Adone A Adone = 0 A"*" /set A Iset = 0 A"*" /uaZ A fval = 0/1 : 
^ /sef' = A A /uaZ' = 0; 
^ Adone A j4£/one = 1 A"*" Iset A /sef = 0 A"^ /ua/ A fval = 0/1 : 
^ Iset' = A A fval' = 1; 
^ Adone A Adone = 0 A"^ /sef A /set = S A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 : 
^ Iset' = AB A fval' = 0; 
^ Adone A Adone = 1 A"^ Iset A Iset = B A"*" fval A /ua/ = 0/1 : 
^ Iset' = AB A fval' = 1: 
Bdone A Bdone = rfone A"*" Iset A /se/ = 0 A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 : 
f= Iset' = B A /t;aZ' = fval: 
^ Bdone A Bdone = done A"*" /sei A /se/ = A A"*" fval A fval = 0/1: 
1= Iset' = AB A fval' = fval 
Process A: 
Aenab A Aenab = go : 
^ Adone' = 0 
• Adone' = I 
Process B: 
Benab A Benab = 0 : 
^ out' = 0 A Bdone' = done: 
Benab A Benab = 1 : 
^ out' = I A Bdone' = done 
Initial State: 
(fval = 0 V fval = 1) A Iset = AB A~ out A~ Aenab A~ Adone A~ Benab A~ Bdone * 
Stores are a common feature of traditional DFD's. They are usucilly used to represent persistent 
data, often with the intended implementation using files. Thus stores are usually represented with 
inflows representing data to be added to the store and outflows with data retrieved from the store. 
Since there has been no formalism for representing diff'erent "constructor" operations to add to a store 
and no formalism for representing different "selector" or "query" operations for getting data from a 
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store, stores have not been included in FDFD's in [LWBL96], although a possible extension has been 
mentioned. 
However, the question of whether stores, i. e., the usual way stores are used in traditional DFD's, 
can be modeled using just the features of PFF-RDFD's is pertinent. 
Example (3.3.3): This excimple demonstrates how to replace the common notion of stores as 
used in DFD's. Here, we have two bubbles A and B that both read from and write to the same store 
Store. Note that, due to the two phase firing semcintics of FDFD's, the value of a flow is read in step 
1 while a new value of a flow is written in step 2. For example, when A issues a write command (the 
value 0), any number of reads from B may return the old value. Even a write from B (the VEilue 1) 
started later than >l's write may be completed earlier thsm .4's write, leaving the value 0 as the final 
value. 
.45 BS 
out 
SA SB 
Store 
Figure 3.5: Example with Store. 
The assertions for the FDFD shown in Figure 3.5 are specified as follows: 
Process .4: 
-SA : 
1= .45' = 0: 
5.4 = 0 : 
\= AS'= 0 
• ouf'^ = 0; 
5A = 1 : 
t= .45' = 0 
Oout'^ = 1 
Process B: 
-SB : 
N BS' = 1: 
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S B  = 0 :  
\=BS' = 1 
Oout'g = 0; 
SB = I: 
)=BS' = I 
Oout'g — 1 
Initial State: 
~5A A~ SB A~ .45 A~ BS A~ out a  a~ oute 
Once again, we make use of a controller bubble Z in our PFF-RDFD (see Figure 3.6). This time, it is 
used to guarantee that a write does not modify the stored value before all reads issued prior to or during 
the write have finished returning the old value. If one bubble issues a write while the other bubble's 
write has not yet finished, the order in which their values cire stored is determined nondeterministically. 
[set 
Aenab Adone Bdone Benab 
Senab Sdone 
.45 BS 
outs out A. 
SB 5.4 
fval 
Figure 3.6: E.xample without Store. 
Initially./ua/contains either a 0 or a 1. Flow Iset indicates which bubbles are idle, i. e., initially .4, B, 
and 5. Possible values on the flows are ABS. AS. BS. .4. B. S. and 0 (which indicates neither .4 nor 
B nor 5 is idle) on Iset. request and wnteO on .45, request and writel on BS. 0 and 1 on SA, on SB. 
and on fval. go on Aenab and on Benab, fread and fproduced on Adone and on Bdone, Aproduced and 
Bproduced on Senab. and .4 written and Bwrxtten on Sdone. 
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Process Z; 
"^Iset A [set = ABS : 
^ Aenab' = go A Iset' = BS 
OBenab' = go A Iset' = AS; 
Iset A Iset = .45 : 
^ Aenab' — go A Iset' = 5; 
"••/sef A /set = BS : 
^ Benab' = go A Iset' = 5; 
"•"Arfone A Adone = /rearf A"*" Iset A Iset = S : 
^ Iset' = AS; 
Adone A Adone = /read A"*" /sef A /sei = BS : 
^ Iset' = ABS: 
Adone A Adone = [produced A"*" Iset A Iset = S : 
^ Senab' = Aproduced A /set' = 0; 
Adone A Adone = /produced A"*" /se< A Iset = fl5 : 
^ Senab' = Aproduced A Iset' = B; 
"^Bdone A Bdone = fread A"*" /se< A Iset = 5 : 
1= Iset' = BS: 
Bdone A Bdone = fread A"^ /se< A Iset = .45 : 
Iset' = ASS; 
Bdone A Bdone = /produced A"*" Iset A Iset = S : 
^ Senab' = Bproduced A Iset' = 0; 
Bdone A Bdone = /produced A"*" Iset A Iset = AS : 
^ Senab' = Bproduced A Iset' = A; 
"^Sdone A Sdone = A written A"*" Iset A Iset = 0 : 
^ Iset' = AS; 
Sdone A Sdone = Awntten A"*" Iset A Iset = B : 
1= Iset' = ABS: 
Sdone A Sdone = Bwntten A"*" Iset A Iset = 0 : 
1= Iset' = BS: 
Sdone A Sdone = Bwritten A"*" Iset A Iset = .4 : 
^ Iset' = ASS 
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Process A: 
"^Aenab A Aenab = go : 
[= i45' = request 
OAS' = writeO A Adone' = fpmduced; 
+SA ASA = 0/1 : 
[= out'^  = SA A Adone' = fread 
Process B: 
^Benab A Benab = go : 
^ BS' = request 
OBS' = write I A Bdone' = /produced; 
+SB ASB =0/1 : 
^ out'G = SB A Bdone' = fread 
Process S: 
•••.45 A AS = request A^ fval Afval = 0/1 : 
[= SA' = fval A fval' = fval; 
A .45 = writeO A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 A Senab = Aproduced : 
^ fval' = 0 A Sdone' = Awritten; 
BS A BS = request A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 : 
 ^ SB' = fval A fval' = fval; 
•*"S5 A BS = write I A"*" fval A fval = 0/1 A Senab = Bproduced : 
^ fval' = 1 A Sdone' = Bwritten 
Initial State: 
(fval = 0 V fval = 1) A Iset = ABS A~ out a  A~ outg 
A~ Aenab A~ Adone A~ Benab A~ Bdone A~ Senab A~ Sdone A~ 5,4 A" SB A~ .45 A~ BS * 
3.4 Transformation of FDFD's with Infinite Domains into PFF—RDFD's 
While in the previous section we have considered non-atomic components of FDFD's that are of 
particular interest for the Structured .Analysis, we will now deal with a more theoretical issue, that is, 
infinite domains. We have mentioned several times that we have to restrict every abstract type to a 
finite domain and do not allow sequences, tupels, and sets of arbitrary (or infinite) length. The reasons 
for this restriction follow in the next four subsections. 
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3.4.1 Quantifiers over Unbounded Sets 
Consider the case where the enabling condition reads as 
+/ A 3xi : int ... 3x„ : int(P(ii,..= 0) ^ Ctrue 
where flow /is of type int, and P is a given polynomial of degree n +1. The above condition represents 
a diophantine equation. The problem, whether there exists a procedure which in a finite number of 
steps enables one to determine whether or not a given diophantine equation has an integer solution 
is known as Hilbert's 10th problem. It has been shown ([MatTO]) that this problem is undecidable. 
Therefore, we can express something as a condition for an FDFD, but we are not capable to provide 
an algorithm that allows us to decide whether this condition holds or does not hold. 
However, assume we define bounded_int = -Cminint, ..., man"Tit} cind redefine the enabling con­
dition as 
A 3xi : bounded_int ... 3i„ : boiiiided_int (P(ri,...,i„, /) = 0) ^ Ctrue 
where flow /is of type bounded.int, too. Now this condition becomes decidable for any possible value 
on flow / since there are only finite many cases that have to be considered. Even more, we could reduce 
this condition to our normal form enabling condition when designing the model, i. e., 
•'•/ A / = minint Ctrue 
•*"/ A / = minint + 1 ^ Ctrue 
"*"/ ^ / = minint -I- 2 ^ Ctrue 
••"/ A / = maxint ^ Ctrue 
where only those cases are listed that result in true in the original condition. 
3.4.2 Infinite Domziins 
.•\ssume we have a flow /of type unsigned int and only distinguish among the values 0,..., n: 
+/ A / = 0 t= Co 
+ / A / = l ^ C i  
+/ A / = n ^ C„ 
+ / A / > n h C > „  
.A.S we have mentioned several times, we can use the unary representation of (unsigned) integers, 
where the sequence of values {1 ,1.0) represents n. With the help of an additional flow last (initialized 
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with "0") , we can redesign the previous conditions: 
+/ A / = 0 A+ /a5f A last = "0" f= Co 
+/ A / = 1 A+ /asi A last = "0" \= last' = T 
+/ A / = 0 A+ last A last = T [= Ci 
+/ A / = 1 A+ last A last = T last' = "2" 
+/ A / = 0 A"*" last A /asf = ^ C„ 
+/ A / = 1 A"*" /as< A last = "n" /asf' = •'>n" 
+/ A / = 0 A"*" /asi A last = ''>n" ^ C>„ 
+/ A / = 1 A+ last A /asf = ''>n'' [= last' = ">n" 
Now the domain, i. e., the objects that are used on all flows, is finite, i. e., the set {0,1} U {"0", "1",..., 
"n",''>n"}. 
The idea to use the unary or binary representation of objects is used throughout the theoretical 
literature in computer science cind this type of encoding is called a Godel numbering, after the logician 
Kurt Godel. Of course, we can use the Godel numbering not only to distinguish among different cases 
as seen above, but also to do calculus directly based on this representation. 
3.4.3 Unbounded Sequences, Types, and Sets 
Assume the length of a sequence can grow beyond any bound during the execution of the FDFD, 
however it remains finite at any time. Instead of sending a single object of type secuence, we can 
remodel our FDFD such that each element of the sequence is written as a single object to the unbounded 
FIFO flow and an additional delimiter is used to indicate the end of the sequence. The same mechanism 
can be used for types and sets. 
3.4.4 Inimite Sequences. Types, and Sets 
•Assume a flow /of type set of int contains a single object int. i. e., the infinite many vjilues of 
the set integer. Consider a bubble that reads its input from flow / and produces some output on flow 
out is specified as follows: 
/\ f = int ^ out' = {i + 1 I J G /} 
Hence, this bubble is intended to produce the successor of each of the values of its input set. What is 
the semantics underlying the above construct? In an abstract world, we may assume that we can yield 
the successors of an infinte set in finite time. However, it is more realistic to assume that we need finite 
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time (> 0) to obtain the successor of each element. Thus, we need infinite time to yield the successors 
of an infinite set. Therefore, we should assume that this transition once enabled never terminates. 
This behavior to spend infinite time on determing the successors Ccin be remodeled the following 
way; One bubble produces the infinite set int on flow / using the unary representation introduced in 
Subsection 3.4.2. Another bubble consumes the head element from flow / and produces the output on 
flow out. Both bubbles will alternate between idle and working, but none of them is expected to reach 
a state where it finally remains idle. Thus, there exists an infinite firing sequence that only uses these 
two bubbles. Also, another bubble 6 that makes use of flow out as its input can be remodeled to proceed 
only if it reads an Euiditional delimiter on out. However, this delimiter will never be send, so 6 makes no 
overall progress (except reading from out and eventucilly storing these values on a flow with 6 as source 
and destination). The same mechanism can be used for sequences and types. 
3.5 Summary 
In this paper, we have shown how to remodel FDFD's into PFF-RDFD's. We have given examples 
where the test for empty flows (Example 3.3.1), persistent flows (Example 3.3.2), and stores (Example 
3.3.3) have been replaced by features provided by PFF-RDFD's. We have also shown why the use of 
another feature of FDFD's, i. e., infinite domains, has to be restricted, and how to do so using the 
unary or binary representation of objects. 
Even though we have not provided a general algorithm that transfers ciny given FDFD into a PFF-
RDFD, it should be obvious how our idea could be easily e.xtended to more complex situations. In 
particular, we know that PFF-RDFD's have the computational power of Turing Msichines ([SB96a]). 
From the given examples, it should be obvious that any additional non-atomic component only adds 
to the expressive power of the model but does not allow to model features unavailable for the basic 
PFF-RDFD and Turing Machine, respectively. 
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4 SUBCLASSES OF FORMALIZED DATA FLOW DLA.GRAMS: 
MONOGENEOUS, LINEAR, AND TOPOLOGICALLY FREE CHOICE 
RDFD'S 
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Abstract 
Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) and, especially, Reduced Data Flow Diagrzims (RJDFD's) 
are Turing equivalent ([SB96a]). Therefore, no decidability problem can be solved for FDFD's in general. 
However, it is possible to define subclasses of FDFD's for which decidability problems can be einswered. 
In this paper we will define certain subclasses of FDFD's, which we call Monogeneous RDFD's, Linear 
RDFD's, and Topologically Free Choice RDFD's. We will show that two of these three subclasses of 
FDFD's can be simulated via isomorphism by the correspondingly named subclasses of FIFO Petri 
Nets. It is known that isomorphisms between computation systems guarantee the same answers to 
corresponding decidability problems (e. g., reachability, deadlock, liveness) in the two systems ([KM82]). 
This means that problems where it is known that they can (not) be solved for a subclass of FIFO Petri 
Nets it follows immediately that the same problems can (not) be solved for the correspondingly named 
subclass of FDFD's. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) as given in [LWBL96] are a relatively new approach to the 
formalization of traditional Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's). Recently it has been formally established that 
FDFD's are Turing equivalent ([SB96a]) and their non-atomic components, e. g., stores and persistent 
flows, are not essential to the expressive power of FDFD's {[SB96b]). Unfortunately, this equivalence to 
Turing Machines prevents the analytical solution of decidability problems (e. g., reachability, deadlock, 
liveness) for FDFD's. 
However, there exist subclasses of another computational model with the computationail power of 
Turing Machines, FIFO Petri Nets (introduced in [MM81]), for which decidability problems can be 
solved. Mciny variations and restrictions of the basic model of FIFO Petri Nets have been considered, 
e. g., in [FM82], [Sta83], [Fin84], [FR85], [MF85], [Fin86], [Rou87], [CF87], [FC88], [FR88], and [Fan92]. 
Probably the most important work done with respect to this current paper was the survey on decidability 
questions for subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets in [FR88]. There, it was established which decidability 
problems can be solved for which subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets typically considered in the literature, 
that is, Monogeneous FIFO Petri Nets, Linear FIFO Petri Nets, and Topologically Free Choice FIFO 
Petri Nets. 
In this paper, we first summarize required definitions and main results for computation systems. 
FIFO Petri Nets, and decidability problems in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we define subclasses of Re­
duced Data Flow Diagrams (RDFD's), i. e., Monogeneous RDFD's, Lineeur RDFD's, and Topologically 
Free Choice RDFD's. From [SB96a] we know that every RDFD can be simulated by a FIFO Petri Net 
with respect to an isomorphism h. We will show that this isomorphism h actually maps Monogeneous 
persistent flow-free RDFD's and Linear RDFD's onto subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets of the same names. 
Moreover, from [KM82] we know that isomorphisms preserve many decidability problems. Therefore, 
we can conclude that a problem that is decidable for a subclass of FIFO Petri Nets is also decidable for 
the related subclass of FDFD's. Unfortunately, our isomorphism h does not map (Extended) Topolog­
ically Free Choice RDFD's to (Extended) Topologically Free Choice FIFO Petri Nets. We finish this 
paper with a summary on possible future research in Section 4.4. 
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4.2 Definitions 
In the next two subsections, we summsirize definitions and results from [KM82]. Please refer to this 
work for a more detailed explanation of symbols cind for additional definitions. A short summary of 
[KM82] is given in [SB96a]. We assume that the reader is familiar with [SB96a] since our notations, 
definitions, EUid proofs of theorems are closely related to this reference. In Subsections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, 
we summarize definitions for FIFO Petri Nets and related decidability problems. In Subsection 4.2.5, 
we deal with subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets. 
4.2.1 Computation Systems 
Definition (4.2.1.1): A computation system S = (S, Z?,i, ) consists of a set D, cin element x 
of D, a finite set S of operations, and a function " " from E to the set of particd functions from D to 
D. That is, for each a 6 E, a is a partial function from D to D. The function " " is extended to E' 
b y A =  i d e n t i t y ,  a l 3 { y )  =  a  •  8 { y )  =  0 { a { y ) ) ,  a  •  0  , y  E  D .  •  
4.2.2 Decidability Problems for Computation Systems 
Definition (4.2.2.1): For a given computation system 5 = (S, £),x, ), we are interested in 
answers to the following decidability problems: 
( i )  Reachabi l i ty:  For y G D, is y E. Rs? 
( i i )  Deadlock:  Does  there  exist  an q  G Cs such that ,  for  every a  G E,  aa  ^  Cs? 
( i i i )  Terminat ion:  Is  Cs finite? 
( iv)  Finiteness:  Is  Rs  f ini te?  
(v)  Equivalence of  sets  of  computat ion sequences:  For y , z  £  D ,  is C s { y )  =  Cs(^)? 
(vi )  Liveness:  For any q € Cs and a € E. does there exist a i? 6 E' such that a0a G Cs? 
(vi i )  Exceedabi l i ty:  With D a partially ordered set^ and given y E D, does there exist a ; G R s  such 
that : > y? * 
In this definition, Rs denotes the reachability set from x. Cs the set of all finite computation se­
quences  from X ,  and Cs(y)  the  set  of  a l l  f ini te  computat ion sequences  from y .  
^ ( D . > )  c a n  b e  a n y  p a r t i a l  o r d e r i n g  o n  t h e  s e t  D. 
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Definition (4.2.2.2): Let Si = (Ei,Z3i,xi, ) and S2 = {S2,Z?2>a:2. ) be computation 
systems. A homomorphism h = (r,/j) : 5i -+ 52 consists of a homomorphism r : EJ —>• EJ, and an 
injection p : Di D2 which satisfies the following conditions: 
p(xi )=X2 (4 .2 .2 .2 .1)  
Vy,  z  G Va 6  SI  :  (y  p(y)  p ( z ) )  ( 4.2.2.2.2) 
• 
Definition (4.2.2.3): Let h =  { T , P )  : Si St be a homomorphism. h is called cin isomorphism 
if there is a homomorphism h' = {r',p') : S2 -+ Si such that hh' : S2 —>• S2 and h'h : Si —»• Si are 
identities, i. e., r/ : S? r'r : EJ —SJ, pp' : D2 Z?2i and p'p : Di -¥ Di are identities. • 
Definition (4.2.2.4): Let H he a. class of homomorphisms. Let P be a problem of the form: 
Given a computation system S = (S,D,x. ), yi,...,yn S D, whether P(S,yi,...,y„)? We say 
that P is preserved by H under the following condition: For any Si zind S2, if there is an h £ H such 
that/i = (r,p) : Si-f So, then P(Si, yi,..., y„) holds if, and only if, P(S2, p(yi),...,/>(yn)) holds. • 
Theorem (4.2.2.5): Particular types of homomorphisms preserve the following decidability 
problems: 
( i )  .•X.  spanning homomorphism preserves  reachabi l i ty .  
( i i )  .A.  spanning homomorphism preserves  deadlock.  
( i i i )  \  spanning homomorphism preserves  the  terminat ion property .  
( iv)  surject ive  homomorphism preserves  f ini teness .  
(v)  .A.  pr incipal  homomorphism preserves  equivalence of  sets  of  computat ion sequences .  
(v i )  X principal  homomorphism preserves  l iveness .  
(v i i )  An order preserving spanning homomorphism preserves exceedability. 
Proof: Proofs are given in [KM82]. Section 4. • 
It should be noted that an isomorphism h is also a bijective (hence injective, surjective, hence span­
ning), length preserving, and principal homomorphism. Thus, an isomorphism h preserves decidability 
problems ( i )  to  (vi ) .  
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4.2.3 FIFO Petri Nets 
In some sense, FIFO Petri Nets (introduced in [MM81]) are Petri Nets (see [PetSl], for example) 
where places contain words instead of tokens and arcs are labelled by words. More formally, we maJce 
use of the definition of FIFO Petri Nets as given in [Rou87]. 
Definition (4.2.3.1): A FIFO Petr i  Net  is a quintuple FPN = (P, T,B,F,  Q)  where P is a finite 
set of places  (also cal led queues) ,  T is a  f inite  set  of  t ransi t ions  (disjoint  from P),  Q is  a.  f inite  queue 
alphabet, and F : T x P Q' and B : P xT Q' are two mappings called respectively forward and 
backward incidence mappings .  •  
Definition (4.2.3.2): A marking M of a FIFO Petri Net is a mapping M : P  -¥  Q' .  
A treinsition t is fireable in M. written M{t >. if Vp G P : B{p,t) < M(p) (where u < x means u is a 
prefix of i). 
For a marking M, we define the firing of a transition f, written M(t > M',  if M{t  > and the following 
equation between words holds "ipE P '• B{p,t]M'[p) = M(p)F(t,p). That means, the firing of a tran­
sition t removes B{p, t) from the head of M{p) and appends F{t,p] to the end of the resulting word. • 
Definition (4.2.3.3): .A. FIFO Petri .N'et FP;V together with an initial marking Mq : P -+ Q* 
is  cal led a  marked FIFO Petr i  Net  and is  denoted by (FPN,  Mo).  
.As usual, the firing of a transition can be extended to the firing of a sequence of trcinsitions. We 
denote by F5(FPJV, MQ )  the se t  of  f i r ing sequences  of  this  FIFO Petri  Net .  The f ir ing of  a  sequence u 
o f  t r a n s i t i o n s  f r o m  a  m a r k i n g  A /  t o  a  m a r k i n g  M '  i s  w r i t t e n  a s  M { u  >  M ' .  
The set of markings that are reachable from . M Q  is called reachabi l i ty  se t  and it is denoted by 
Acc{FPN,Mo).  m 
In addition, the following two definitions from [FR88] are used within this paper: 
Definition (4.2.3.4): Let R { F P N .  . M Q )  denote the set of all markings that are reachable from M Q ,  
i.e., R{FPN,MQ) = {M 1 3x 6 T" : MQ(X > A/}. Let L (FP A'. .V/q) denote the language of the net or 
the set of all sequences in T' that are fireable from A/Q, i. e., L{FPN, MO) = {x | x £ T' A MG(J; >}. 
.\n element r G T" is said to be in the center of (FPN, MQ), denoted by C(FPN, MQ), if, and only if, 
.MQ(X > M and L(FPN.M) is infinite. • 
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However in accordance with many other references, we prefer the abbreviations FS for the set of 
firing sequences (language, set of computation sequences) and RS for the reachability set. Therefore, we 
d e n o t e  b y  F S { F P N ,  M o )  w h a t  i s  d e n o t e d  b y  L { F P N ,  M Q )  i n  [ F R 8 8 ]  a n d  w e  d e n o t e  b y  R S { F P N ,  M Q )  
what is denoted by R{FPN,Mo} in [FR88] and by Acc{FPN,Mo) in [Rou87]. 
Definition (4.2.3.5): The input  language of a place p in { F P N ,  M Q )  is defined as L i [ F P N ,  M Q ,  p )  =  
hp{FS{FPN,Mo))  with hp{t ]  =  F { t ,p) .  •  
4.2.4 Decidability Problems for FIFO Petri Nets 
The following definition is due to [FR88]. 
Definition (4.2.4.1): For a given marked FIFO Petri Net ( F P N , M Q ) ,  we define the following 
decidability problems: 
Totjd Deadlock Problem (TDP): Is F S ( F P N , M o )  finite? 
Partial Deadlock Problem (PDP): Is there a finite path in { F P N ,  M Q )  that can not be extended, 
i. e., does there exist an i 6 7" such that MQ{X > M where no transition in T is fireabie from 
M l  
Boimdedness Problem (BP): Is R S ( F P N ,  M Q )  finite? 
Reachability Problem (RP): For a marking M ,  is M  6 R S ( F P N , M o ) ' ?  
Quasi-Liveness Problem (QLP): Vi € 2", is there an i € T" such that M o {x t  >  ?  
Liveness Problem (LP): V M € R S [ F P N .  M Q )  "i t  E T ,  is there an r G T* such that M [x t  >  ?  
Center Problem (CP): Is there an algorithm that will generate a recursive representation of 
C(FP.V,A/o)? 
Regularity Problem (RegP): Is F S { F P N .  M Q )  regular? • 
Unfortunately, names for decidability problems for computation systems in [KM82] and FIFO Petri 
Nets in [FR88] differ. Other terms can be found within the literature. It should be noted that the 
following names for decidabilty problems are identical: 
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Computation Sytsem FIFO Petri Net 
Reachability 
Deadlock PDP 
RP 
Termination TDP 
Finiteness BP 
Equivalence 
Liveness LP 
Exceedability 
QLP 
CP 
RegP 
4.2.5 Subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets 
In this subsection, we summarize definitions and theorems related to Monogeneous FIFO Petri Nets 
(e. g., [Sta83], [Fin84], [MF85], [Fin86], [Rou87], [FR88]), Linear FIFO Petri Nets (e. g., [CF87], [FR88]), 
and and (Extended) Topologically Free Choice FIFO Petri Nets (e. g., [Fin86], [Rou87], [FC88], [FR88]). 
Monogeneous FIFO Petri Nets 
In this part, we follow the notation in [Fin86] and [FR88]. 
Definition (4.2.5.1): Let A be a finite alphabet. Let L be a language on .4. Let x and y be 
words in Z, .  x  is  cal led a  le f t  fac tor  of  y,  x  < y in symbols ,  i f  3  word r  6  .4'  :  xz  =  y.  
For a language L C A' .  we denote by LeftFactor[L)  the set of all left factors of words in L,  i. e.. 
LeftFaclor{L] = {x G .4' | 3y € i ; x < y}. • 
Definition (4.2.5.2): Let A be a finite alphabet. 
A language L C -4' is called s tr ic t ly  monogeneous if 3 words u.  i- G -4' : L C Lef tFactor[uv' ) .  
k language L C -4' is called monogeneous if it is equal to a finite union of strictly monogeneous lan­
guages, i. e.. L C [J LeftFactor(uiv'), where Vz g {1 k) : Ui,Vi € .4'. • 
1=1 k 
Definition (4.2.5.3): Let { F P N ,  M Q )  be a marked FIFO Petri Net. Let p 6 P be a place of 
F P N .  
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• p is called s tructural ly  monogeneous,  if 3 word Up £ A' such that "i t  £T : F{ t ,p)  G u*. 
• p is called s tr ic t ly  monogeneous if Lr[FPN,  AIo,p)  is strictly monogeneous. 
• p is called monogeneous if L[{FPN,Mo,p)  is monogeneous. 
{FPN,  Mo) is CEilled a Monogeneous {Structural ly  Monogeneous,  S tr ic t ly  Monogeneous,  respectively) 
FIFO Petri Net if, and only if, each of its plcices is monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly 
monogeneous, respectively). • 
Unfortunately, there exists no common understanding of these terms in the literature. In [Rou87] 
for e.xample, the term monogeneous is used instead of strictly monogeneous and semi-monogeneous is 
used instead of monogeneous. Even more confusing, in [Sta83] and [Fin84] the term monogeneous is 
used for the weaker s tructural ly  monogeneous.  
While undecidable in the general case, [Fin86] provides many sufficient and necessary conditions for 
a FIFO Petri Net to be monogeneous. 
Linear FIFO Petri Nets 
In this part, we follow the notation in [FR88]. 
Definition (4.2.5.4): Let A be a finite alphabet. A language L C -4' is called bounded or l inear  
i f  L is  included in aj  . . . for some ai , . . . ,  a„  g  .4 with i  ^  j  :  a,-  ^ aj .  •  
Definition (4.2.5.5): Let {FPN,  Mo) be a marked FIFO Petri Net. Let p G P be a pleice of 
FPN. p is called linear if its input language is bounded. 
{FPN,  Mo) is called a Linear  FIFO Petr i  Net  (LFPN) if. and only if, each of its places is linear and 
has as its initial marking an element of aj. • 
Definition (4.2.5.6): Let {FPN,  A/q) be a marked LFPN with FPN = {P,  T ,  B,  F,  Q) .  Let Si \I  
be a set of markings over P. SM is called a Structured Set of Terminal Markings (SSTM) with respect 
to {FP.W Mo) if, and only if: 
(i) membership in SM is decidable, 
(ii) A/oGSM, 
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(iii) Var, y G 7^ : (Mo(xy >  M  A M o {x >  M '  A M  £  S M )  = >  M' 6 S M  (i. e., each marking reached 
on a path into SM must be in SM), and 
(iv) \ /x  eV : {M € SM A M(x'  > M,-, f > 1 A M < Afi A Mi €  SM) => Vf > 1 : M.- G SM 
(i. e., any sequence of trcinsitions which when applied to a marking in SM terminates at cinother 
marking in SM and can be repeated indefinitely without leaving SM).  •  
The notation M < Mi relates to the definition of left factors. M < Mi if, and only if, for all places 
p E P the mcirking M of  p is  a  left  factor of  the marking Mi of  p.  
Defmition (4.2.5.7): Let ( F P N . M Q )  be a marked LFPN with F P N  =  ( P , T ,  B ,  F , Q ) .  Let S M  
be a  structured set  of  terminal  markings over P.  [FPN ,Mo :SM) is  cal led a  Linear  FIFO Petr i  Net  
having a Structured Set of Terminal Markings (SSTM-LFPN). The set of firing sequences (language) 
o f  ( F P N ,  M o , S M )  i s  F S { F P N ,  M o , S M )  =  { x  \  x  e T - ,  M o { x  >  M , M  E  S M } .  •  
The reachability tree for [ F P N ,  M o , S M )  is simply the reachability tree for [ F P N ,  M Q )  pruned by 
truncating a path whenever it leaves SM. Therefore, the following holds for the reaichability set of 
{FPN.M o , S M ) :  
RS{FPN.  Mo.  S . \ [ )  =  RS{FPN,  Mo) n  SM 
Topologically Free Choice FIFO Petri Nets 
In this part, we follow the notation in [FC88]. 
Definition (4.2.5.8): Let (FP.V. A/q) be a marked FIFO Petri Net. Let p 6 P be a place of the 
FIFO Petri Net. 
• The input  a lphabet  of p is the set of all letters that appear in the valuation of at least one input 
arc of p. 
• The output  a lphabet  of p is the set of all letters appearing in the valuations of the output arcs. 
• The alphabet  of p. denoted by .Ap. is the union of the input alphabet and the output alphabet. 
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Deimition (4.2.5.9): Let { F P N , M Q )  be a marked FIFO Petri Net. Let p 6 P be a place and 
f € T be a transition of the FIFO Petri Net. We define: 
r(p) = {u G r I B(p, t/) # A} 
r(i) = { v € P  \  
r-(p) = {uer I F(r, p )#A} 
r-(0 = {v  €  P \  B(v , i )  j!:  X}  m 
Oefinltion (4.2.5.10): Let (FPN,Mo) be a marked FIFO Petri Net. (FPJV, Afo) is called 
normalized if the following three conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Each place p 6 P is balanced, i. e., the input alphabet is identical to the output alphabet. 
(ii) Vp 6 P V< € r(p) : B[t ,p)  G Q, i- e.. each place is semi-alphabetic. 
(iii) " i p E  P  • •  M Q { P )  6 A p .  •  
Definition (4.2.5.11): Hack's  condi t ion for free  choice  Petr i  Nets  rejuds as follows: A place p in 
a Petri Net is free choice if. and only if, we have: 
| r ( p ) | > i  ^  v / G r ( p )  :  r - ( o  =  { p }  •  
Definition (4.2.5.12): Let (FPN.  M Q )  be a marked FIFO Petri Net. [FPN,Mo) is called an 
Extended Topologically Free Choice FIFO Petri Net (ETFC-FPN) if, and only if, the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
•  { F P N ,  M Q )  is normalized. 
• Vp € P : I .4p |> 1 => p satisfies the Hack's condition. • 
4.3 Subclasses of Formalized Data Flow Diagrams 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of FDFD's given in [LWBL96] and [SB96a]. 
-A. short summary of [LVVBL96] and definitions of Reduced Data Flow Diagrams (RDFD's) and persis­
tent flow-free Reduced Data Flow Diagrams (PFF-RDFD"s) is given in [SB96a] as well. Here, we will 
only provide three basic definitions related to FDFD's. 
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Defmition (4.3.1): A Formal ized  Data  Flow Diagram (FDFD) is a quintuple 
FDFD = (S, FLOWNAMES,  TYPES,  P,  F)  
where B is a set of bubbles .  FLOWNAMES is a set of f lows,  TYPES is a set of types ,  P  is the set 
{persistent, consumable} and F = B x FLOWNAMES x TYPES x B x P. The following notational 
convention for members from these domdns is used: 6 € B,fn G FLOWNAMES,T £ TYPES,p G 
P J € F .  •  
Defmition (4.3.2): A f i r ing sequence (computat ion sequence)  of an FDFD is a possibly infinite 
sequence {b i ,a i , j i )  E B x {C.  P}  x  N, i>  0.  such that ,  i f  transit ion j , )  is  f ired in state  {bm,  r . fs ) ,  
then 
(6m, r , fs )  —f {bm' .  r ' . f s ' ) .  
We introduce the notation (bm,r , fs ) [ {b .a . j ) ]  to indicate that transition {b .a , j )  is fireable in state 
(bm.r.fs) and (bm.r,fs)[{b,a,j)]{bm'.r',fs') to indicate that state {bm',r'.fs') is reeiched upon the 
firing of  transit ion {b ,a , j )  in state  {bm,r , fs ) .  
By induction, we extend this notation for firing sequences: 
(6mo,ro,/so)[(6i,ai,yi) (6„_i, an_i, (6n,an,Jn)] 
is used to indicate that transition (6n.an,Jn) is fireable in state (femn-i, given that 
(6mo,ro,/so)[(6i,oi, ji) (6n-i.an-i, 
holds. By analogy, we use 
{bmo.  ro,/so)[(6i,ai, ji) (in-an, r„,/s„) 
to indicate that state (6m„, r„,/s„) is reached upon the firing of the sequence (6i, ai, ji), -.., (6n, Qn, in)-
){Consume{bi ) ) j ^{fs .r ) ,  if a,-= C {Produce{bi})j^{fs, r), if a,- = P 
{ working,  if a, = C idle. ifa. = P 
6m'(6) = 6m(6) V6gB-{6.} 
and 
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Definition (4.3.3): The se t  of  f i r ing sequences  (se t  of  computat ion sequences ,  language)  of an 
FDFD, denoted by FS{FDFD,'rinitiai), is the set containing all firing sequences that aire possible for 
this FDFD, given "^initial — {bminitialt^initialtf^initial) ~ ''01/^0)> i-
FS(FDFD,-{ ini t ia l )  = {s I s € (B X {C,P}  x N)'  A 7,„,t,a([s]}-
An element s 6 (S x { C , P }  x N)'  is Sciid to be in the center of (FDFD,  ^ ini t ia l ) ,  denoted by 
C(FDFD,~finitial), if, and only if, 7fni£ia/[s]7 and FS(FDFD,~i) is infinite. • 
We give the next definition in aneilogy to Definition (4.2.4.1): 
Definition (4.3.4): For a given FDFD with initial state jinitiai = (bminitiai, ^initial, fsinniai), 
define the following decidability problems: 
Toted Deadlock Problem (TDP): Is FS(FDFD,- j ini t ia i )  finite? 
Partial Deadlock Problem (PDP): Is there a finite path in (FDFD,-iinitiai) that can not be ex­
tended, i. e., does there exist an s 6 (B x {C, P} x N)' such that 7ini£i"a/[s]7 where no transition 
(b,a,j) £ (B X {C, P) X IN) is fireable in state 7? 
Boundedness Problem (BP): Is RS(FDFD.-f ini t ia l )  finite? 
Reachability Problem (RP): For a state 7, is 7 € RS(FDFD,~fini t ia i ) '^  
Quasi-Liveness Problem (QLP): V(6, a, j )  E (B x {C,  P]  x IN) ,  is there an s 6 (B x {C, P} x N) '  
such that  7m,t ia/[s ,  (b .a . j ) ]  ?  
Liveness Problem (LP): V7 € RS(FDFD,- / ini t ia l )  '^(b ,a , j )  £  (B x {C,  P}  x  N) ,  is there an 
s E (B X {C, P} X iV)* such that 7(5, (6, a, J)] ? 
Center Problem (CP): Is there an algorithm that will generate a recursive representation of 
C(FDFD.- | in^t^al) '^  
Regularity Problem (RegP): Is FS(FDFD.Hnit ia i )  regular? " 
4.3.1 Monogeneous (PFF—)RDFD's 
Our definitions of Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD's are related to the definitions of monogeneous lan­
guages and Monogeneous FIFO Petri Nets as given in [Fin86] and [FR88], summarized in Subsection 
4.2.5. 
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Definition (4.3.1.1): For each flow / £ F of an FDFD, we define 
I f  :  [B X { C , P }  X N )  X {BubbleMode x  Read x  FlowState)  -f OBJECTSU {<>}  
such that 
If{ {b ,a , j ) , {bm,r , fs} )  =  
o, if a = P and {Produce{b )) j  = Out{o ,  f ,  b){ fs ,  r) 
<>, otherwise 
where [b ,a , j )  €  {B x {C,P}  x IN)  is a transition and [bm,r , fs )  €  {BubbleMode x Read x  FlowState)  
is a state of the FDFD. 
By induction, we define // for firing sequences: 
If  :  (B X {C,P}  X X (BubbleMode x  Read x  FlowState)  —»• (OBJECTS U {<>})*  
If ( { (bo,aQ, jo) , . . . , (bn- i ,an. i , jn- i ) , [bn,an, jn)) , {bm,rJs))  = 
//(((6o, ao.io),.. -, {6„_i,A„_i, J„_I)), (6m, T JS ) )  O If{ {bn,anjn) ,  ( .bm' ,  r 'Js ' ) ) ,  
where (bm,  r,/s)[(&o, OQ , jo),..., (6„_i,an_i, j„_i)](6m',r',/s') and "o" means the concatenation of words. 
Final ly ,  the input  language of  a  flow /  6 Fof an FDFD with init ial  state  - ini t ia l  — (bmini t ia i ,  r ini t ia t ,  f s inidat)  
is defined as 
Definition (4.3.1.2): Let / g F be a flow of an FDFD. 
• / is called s tructural ly  monogeneous if 3u/ € OBJECTS U {<>} V(6,a,j) € (B x {C.P}  x  
such that 
[ f  : =  I f ( F S ( F D F D , -( ini t ial) ,  7inicial)  
= { I f ( s , -( ini t ial)  I S e  F S ( F D F D , -( ini t ial)}  
N) (bm,r , fs )  6 (BubbleMode x  Read x FlowState)  :  
U f ,  if a = P and (Produce(b ) ) j  = Out(uf ,  f ,b) ( fs . r )  
<>, otherwise 
• / is called s tr ic t ly  monogeneous if I f  is strictly monogeneous. 
• / is called monogeneous if If is monogeneous. 
.\ structurally monogeneous flow of an FDFD is more restricted than a structurally monogenous 
place of a FIFO Petri Net. In the FDFD. a single object u/ € OBJECTS (or nothing) is appended 
to the flow, while in the FIFO Petri .N'et an entire word Up 6 .4' can be appended to the place. This 
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limited behavior of the FDFD is caused by the built-in restrictions on Produce (see [LWBL96]) that do 
not allow expressions such as Out[u},f,X){Out{uf,f,X){fs,r)), i. e., each outflow /can be addressed 
at  most  once in a  single  Produce case of  bubble X. 
Definition (4.3.1.3): A (PFF-)RDFD is called a Monogeneous (Structural ly  Monogeneous,  
S tr ictly Monogeneous, respectively) (PFF-)RDFD if, and only if, each of its flows f € F is mono­
geneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respectively). • 
Note that every Structurally Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD is also a Strictly Monogeneous (PFF-) 
RDFD, which is also a Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD, i. e., Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD's are the most 
general of these subclasses. If we state that a condition holds for Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD's this ob­
viously includes Structurally Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD's and Strictly Monogeneous (PFF-)RDFD's. 
Example (4.3.1.4): This example of an PFF-RDFD presents a simple communication protocol. 
Each participant, .4 and B, can initiate the communication but then has to wait for an acknowledgement 
from the other participant that matches its own message. It should be obvious that in this example we 
always have Head(fs(BA]]  =  Head{fs( las ta ) )  i f  both are not  ± ,  and Head{fs{AB))  =  Head{fs{ las tb ) )  
if both are not L. In a system where erraneous channels are modeled instead of flows AB and BA, the 
current specification of bubbles A and B will most likely produce several deadlock states. 
The mappings Enabled, Consume, and Produce for the FDFD shown in Figure 4.1 are defined as: 
Enabled(A) = A/s . 
{ - i [sEmpty{ int tA)  A Head(fs[ ini ta))  =  a)  
V{ -<IsEmpty(BA} A Head{fs[BA))  =  a 
A-<lsEmpty{ las t^)  A Head[fs{ las ta ) )  =  a)  
y[^lsEmpty(BA) A Head(fs(BA))  = 6 
A-' lsEmptyl las tA)  A Head(fs[ las tA])  =  6) 
Enabled(B)  =  Xfs  .  
{ - •IsEmptyi inUB) A Head(fs( ini tb ) )  = a) 
y(- 'IsEmpty(AB) A Head[fs{AB))  =  a 
f \ -<lsEmpty( las tB)  A Head[fs{ las tb ) )  — a)  
\ / ( ->lsEmpty{AB) A Head(fs(AB))  =  b 
A- 'IsEmptyl las tB]  A Head{fs( las tb))  = 6) 
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in i tA 
las t  J 
AB 
BA 
ini ta  
las te  
Figure 4.1: Example of a Strictly Monogeneous PFF-RDFD. 
Transition 
Consume(A)  = A(/s, r). 
{if { - ' IsEmptylmi t^)  A Head^fs i ini t^))  = a) 
then ln{ ini tA.  A){fs , r )  (A, C, 1) 
fi, 
if [ ->IsEmpty{BA) A Head[fs(BA))  =  a 
t \ -<IsETnpty { las ta )  A Head(fs ( l as tA) )  =  a) 
then /n(BA.A)(In(lastA.A)(/s.r)) (A. C. 2) 
fi. 
if (^fsEmpty(BA) A /fead(/slBA)) = 6 
A-'Is  Empty  ( las t  a )  A //ea£/(/s(/asZ^)) = 6) 
then ln{BA.  A)( ln{ las tA.  A){fs . r ) )  (A, C. 3) 
fi 
} 
Consume(B)  =  X{fs .  r )  .  
{if { - i IsEmptyi ini tB)  A Head{fs( tnt tB))  = a) 
then ln{ t m t B - B){fs .r )  (B, C, I) 
fi. 
if ( - i l sEmpty(AB) A Head(fs{AB))  = a 
A-<[sEmpty( las tB)  A Head(fs{ las lB))  = a) 
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then In[AB,  B){In{lastB,  B){fs ,  r)) (B, C, 2) 
fi, 
if { -^IsEmpty(AB) A Head(fs{AB))  = 6 
t \ - ' l sEmpty{ la s tB)  A Head{fs { l a s t B ) )  = 6) 
then In(AB,B){In ( l a s tB ,B){fs , r ) )  (B, C, 3) 
fi 
} 
Produce{A]  =  A(/s, r) . 
{if r(A)(inifA) =a 
then Out{a .  AB,  A)(Out(a .  A){fs , r ) )  (A, P, 1) 
fi, 
if r(A)(BA) = a A r(.4)(/asf^) = a 
then Out{b ,AB,A)(Out{bJastA,A){fs , r ) )  (A, P, 2) 
fi. 
if r{A)(BA) = 6 A r{A){ las t / i )  = 6 
then Out(a .  AB,A)(Out(a . las ty i ,A)( fs , r ) )  (A, P, 3) 
fi 
} 
Produce{B)  = A(/s. r). 
{if r(B)(zniifl) = a 
then Out{a ,  BA.  B){Out{a .  las tB.  B)( fs , r ) )  (B, P, I) 
fi, 
if r(S)(.4B) = a A r{B ) { l a s t B )  =  a 
then Out{b.  BA. B ){Oul{b. laslB.  A)(fs .r ) )  (B, P. 2) 
fi. 
if r(B){BA) = 6 A r(.4)(/as/B) = b 
then Out(a .  BA,  B){Oul{a .  las ts .  B)(fs .  r j )  (B, P. 3) 
fi 
} 
Initially, initA and inits contain an a. All other flows are empty. Valid firing sequences are, for example, 
(A.C, l ) , (A.P. l }JB.C. l ) . (B.P. l ) .  
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{A,  C,  2) ,  (A,  P ,2) ,  (B,  C,  2) ,  (5 ,  P,  2) ,  (A,  C,3) ,  (A,  P,  3) ,  [B,  C,3) ,  (B,  P,  3) ,  
(A,  C,2) ,  (A,  P ,2) ,  (B,  C,  2) ,  (S ,  P ,  2) ,  (B,C,  3) .  (B,  P .3) ,  (A,  C,3) ,  (A,  P ,3) , . . .  
£Uld 
(B,C,1) , (A,C1) , (A,P,1) , (B,P,1) ,  
(B,C,2) ,  (B,  P ,2) ,  (A.C,2) ,  (A,  P ,  2) ,  (A,  C,3) ,  (B.  C.3) ,  (B,  P ,3) .  (A,  P ,3) ,  
(A,  C,  2) ,  (B,  C,  2) ,  (B,  P ,2) ,  (A,  P ,  2) ,  (B,  C,  3) ,  (A,  C,  3) ,  (B,  P ,  3) ,  (A,  P ,  3) , . . .  .  
We have = /,„ub = {a}  and Iab = = /iwts = LeftFactor{[ab) ' ) .  Thus, flows in i tA 
and in i tB are structurally monogeneous, and flows AB, BA, las t  a ,  and las tB are strictly monogeneous. 
Overcdl, the PFF-RDFD is strictly monogeneous. • 
Theorem (4.3.1.5): Every Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous. Strictly Monogeneous, 
respectively) PFF-RDFD can be simulated by a Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous, Strictly 
Monogeneous, respectively) FIFO Petri Net with respect to cin isomorphism h. 
Proof: In [SB96a] it has been shown that every PFF-RDFD can be simulated by a FIFO Petri Net 
with respect to an isomorphism h. Therefore, we only have to show that this isomorphism h maps 
every monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respectively) flow / G F of the 
PFF-RDFD to a monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respectively) place of 
the FIFO Petri Net. 
First, we want to recall from [SB96a] that the set of places Ppp.w of the related FIFO Petri Net can 
be split into three disjoint subsets, (i) representing the flows of the PFF-RDFD, (ii) the idle working 
mode of the bubble, and (iii) the working working mode (including the values that have been read) of 
the bubble, i. e., 
PFP.\' = {/I //} 
U{6l,id/e, - • - .frd.id/e} 
U U working i  1 Consume(bi)  is of type Ci} 
b]  ^  
^{^i.u/orfcing I» - • - , ^i,u;orfcing:Tn, i ConSUTTie{^b{)  is of type C*2, 
mi = of cases  in Consume{bi) ) }^ 
.\ow. we consider each of the subsets of places in Ppps-  with h given as in Theorem (3.1.1) in [SB96a]: 
(i) P e {/i //}: 
Since Mppsip)  = /s(p) by definition, the contents of each place of the FIFO Petri Net is identical 
to the contents of the corresponding flow of the PFF-RDFD. .A.lso, a new value is appended to 
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place p if, and only if, the related value is appended to the corresponding flow. Hence, since 
flow p is monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respectively), place p is 
monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respectively), too. 
(ii) p € bb,idle}-
The only value that is appended to place p is /. Therefore, p is structurally monogeneous (which 
implies that it is strictly monogeneous and monogeneous). 
(iii) p 6 {bi  ,working:l j  •  •  •, ? - • - > ^i.ioorking:! > • - • t ^6,u;orfctng:m» } • 
The only value that is appended to place p is W. Therefore, p is structurdly monogeneous (which 
implies that it is strictly monogeneous and monogeneous). 
So, since the PFF-RDFD is monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respec­
tively), i. e., each of its flows is monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous. respec­
tively), the FIFO Petri Net is monogeneous (structurally monogeneous, strictly monogeneous, respec­
tively), too. • 
Example (4.3.1.6): The previous Theorem does not hold in general for RDFD's with persistent 
flows. Consider the RDFD given in Figure 4.2. 
l a s t  
Figure 4.2: Example of a Strictly Monogeneous RDFD with Persistent Flow. 
The mappings Enabled.  Consume,  and Produce are specified as follows: 
Enabled [A)  =  \ fs  .  
( ->IsEmpty{ las t )  A Head(fs( las t ) )  = 0) 
V{- i I sETnp ty { la s t )  A Head( f s ( l a s t ) )  = 1) 
EnablediB)  =  \ fs  .  
Head(fs( f ) )  = 0 V Head(fs( f ) )  =  1 
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ConsuTne{A)  =  ^ ( fs ,  r ) .  
{if ( -^IsEmpty( las t )  A Head(fs( las t ) )  = 0) 
then In( las t ,A)( fs , r )  
fi, 
if { - •IsEmpty{ las t )  A Head(Js{ las t ) )  = 1) 
then In{ las t .  A){fs , r )  
fi 
} 
Consume{B)  = A(/s, r) . 
{if Head{fs[ f ) )  =  0 
then In(f, B){fs, P) 
fi, 
i f  Head{fs( f ] )  =  1 
then In{f, S)(/s, r) 
fi 
} 
Produce(A)  = A(/s,r) . 
{ifr(.4)(/asO = 0 
then Out{ l , f ,  .4)(0ut(l, las t ,  A)( fs ,  r)) 
fi. 
if r(A){ las t )  =  1 
then 0ut(0 , f ,  .4)(0uf(0, las t .  A){fs .  r)) 
fi 
} 
Produce(B)  =  A(/s, r) . {(/s, [6, •-). A/ . ±]r)} 
Initially, / and las t  contain a 0. Obviously, Iia,t = h — i'e/<^acfor((01)'), i. e., flows las t  and / 
are strictly monogeneous. Overall, the RDFD is strictly monogeneous. The equivalent FIFO Petri Net 
constructed according to  [SB96a] is  given in Figure 4 .3 .  Since L[(FPN,  Mo. las t )  =  Lef tFactor{(01) ' ) ,  
place last is strictly monogeneous, but since L[(FPN.AIo,f) = LeftFactor((Q'^l'^)'), place /is not 
strictly monogeneous (it is not even monogeneous). • 
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las t  
'w: l  
any 
any' 
Figure 4.3: FIFO Petri Net Equivalent to a Monogeneous RDFD with Persistent Flow. 
Corollary (4.3.1.7): The following problems are decidable for Monogeneous (Structurally Mono­
geneous, Strictly Monogeneous, respectively) PFF-RDFD's: TDP, PDP, BP. RP, QLP, LP, and RegP. 
The center of a Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous, Strictly Monogeneous, respectively) PFF-
RDFD is effectively realizable, i. e., the CP is decidable. 
Proof: .\11 problems are decidable with respect to Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous, Strictly 
.Monogeneous, respectively) FIFO Petri Nets ([Fin86], [FR88]). We have shown that there e.xists an 
isomorphism h between Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous, Strictly Monogeneous, respectively) 
PFF-RDFD's and Monogeneous (Structurally .Monogeneous, Strictly Monogeneous, respectively) FIFO 
Petri Nets. 
• .According to the note following Theorem (4.2.2.5), h preserves TDP, PDP, BP, RP, and LP 
([KM82]). 
• QLP is decidable since LP is decidable with 7 = Unit iai-
• CP is decidable for Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous. Strictly Monogeneous. respectively) 
FIFO Petri Nets ([FR88]). 
Since p is bijective, x G C(PFF-RDFD,-i ini t iat)  <=> p(-c) € C(FPN. M Q )  where J V / Q  = p(yiniciai)-
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• RegP is decidable for Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous, Strictly Monogeneous, respec­
tively) FIFO Petri Nets ([FR88]). 
Since r is bijective, FS[PFF-RDFD,i ini t ia i )  is regular T { F S ( F P N , M O ) )  is regular where 
•Wq = pil ini t ia l ) -  ® 
Without giving a definition of a Petri Net (see [PetSl], for example), we state the next corolljiry: 
Corollary (4.3.1.8): Every Monogeneous (Structurally Monogeneous, Strictly Monogeneous, 
respectively) PFF-RDFD can be simulated by a deterministic Petri Net. 
Proof: In [Sta83] and [Fin84] it is shown that every Structurally Monogeneous FIFO Petri Net can 
be simulated by a labelled Petri Net.'' In [FR88] it is shown that every Monogeneous FIFO Petri Net 
can be simulated by a deterministic Petri Net. Therefore, we can simulate any given Monongeneous 
PFF-RDFD by a Monogeneous FIFO Petri Net which is then simulated by a Petri Net. • 
The key point in this series of simulations is that every solvable decidability problem for Petri Nets 
remains decidable for Monogeneous FIFO Petri Nets ([Fin84]) and for Monogeneous PFF-RDFD's. 
Solution techniques such as the reachability tree and matrix equation approaches can be used to de­
termine other properties such as safeness. boundedness, conservation, and coverability for Petri Nets 
([PetSl]). Therefore, we immediately have solution techniques to answer related questions for Mono­
geneous PFF-RDFD's. 
4.3.2 Linear RJDFD's 
Our definitions of Linear RDFD's are related to the definitions of Linear FIFO Petri Nets as given 
in [FR88], summarized in Subsection 4.2.5. 
Definition (4.3.2.1): Let / € F be a flow of an FDFD. / is called l inear  i f  its input language is 
bounded. • 
Definition (4.3.2.2): .\n RDFD is called a Linear  RDFD (L-RDFD) if, and only if, each of its 
f lows is  l inear and has as  i ts  init ial  f low state  an element of  aj .  where Oi €  OBJECTS.  •  
•*.•*4016 that in these two references the term monogeneous is used insteeid of the term structural ly  monogeneous which 
is used within this paper. 
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Definition (4.3.2.3): Let 70 6 F be the initial state of an L-RDFD. Let 5R be a set of states 
over r = {BubbleMode x Read x FlowState). SV is called a Structured Set of Terminal States (SSTS) 
with respect to {L-RDFD, fo) if, cind only if: 
(i) membership in 5r is decidable, 
(ii) 70 € ST, 
(iii) Vx,y € (S X {C, P} X iV)* : (7o[x,y]7 A 7o[x]7'A 7 € ST) => • /S  ST (i. e., each state reached 
on a path into 5r must be in 5r). and 
(iv) V r € (S X {C,  P}  x  N) '  :  {y  E ST A 7[r']7< , i>  1A 7 < 71 A 71 G ST) => Vi > I : 7,- € ST (i. e., 
any sequence of transitions which when applied to a state in ST terminates at another state in 
ST and can be repeated indefinitely without leaving ST). • 
Definition (4.3.2.4): Let 71 = (bmi,ri,fsi),~i2 = {bm2,r2,fs2) € F be states of an FDFD. We 
say that 71 < 72 if, and only if, the following three conditions hold: 
• V6 6 6 : 6mi(6) = bm^ib) 
. ^ b e B ^ f e F :  r i ( 6 ) ( / )  =  r o ( 6 ) ( / )  
•  ^ f  E.  F : f sy{f )  <  /sji/). i. e., fs^(f )  is a left factor of fs^if ) .  •  
Definition (4.3.2.5): Let 70 € F be the initial state of an L-RDFD. Let SF be a set of states 
over F =  {BubbleMode x  Read x FlowState) .  {L-RDFD, "<10,  ST)  is  cal led a  Linear  RDFD having a  
Structured Set of Terminal States (SSTS-L-RDFD). The set of firing sequences oi {L-RDFD,"/o, ST) is 
FS{L-RDFD,fo, ST) = [s \ s e {B x {C. P} x A')'A 7o[s]7 A 7 € SF}. • 
Theorem (4.3.2.6): Every (SSTS-)L-RDFD (with a Structured Set of Terminal States SF) with 
initial state linitiai can be simulated by a Linear FIFO Petri .N'et (with a Structured Set of Terminal 
Markings />(SF))  with respect  to  an isomorphism h.  
Proof: Similar to the proof of Theorem (4.3.1.5). we distinguish among four different types of places 
in Pfp-v: 
( ' )  p  G { f i ,  • •  • ,  f / }  A Consumable{p):  
Since M f -p . \ {p )  = fs{p)  by definition, the contents of each place of the FIFO Petri Net is identical 
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to the contents of the corresponding flow of the L-RDFD. Also, a new value is appended to place 
p if, and only if, the related value is appended to the corresponding flow. Hence, since flow p is 
linear, place p is linear, too. 
(ii) p€ [ f i , . . . ,  f f }  A  - ^ C o n s u m a b l e ( p ) :  
Since M f p n {.p ) = /^(p) t>y definition, the contents of each place of the FIFO Petri Net is identical 
to the contents of the corresponding flow of the L-RDFD. A new value is appended to place p if, 
and only if, one of two possible cases occurs: 
(a) The related value is appended to the corresponding flow. Then, since flow p is linear, place 
p is linear, too. 
(b) A value is read from the corresponding persistent flow (but it is not removed from this flow). 
This relates to removing the head element and appending the new vcilue (which is the same 
as the value which has been removed) to this place upon firing of a transition of the FIFO 
Petri Net. Since our mapping from RDFD's to FIFO Petri Nets guarantees that places 
representing persistent flows contain exactly one token at a time, this new value appended to 
place p is automatically the he£ui element of this place. Therefore, if in the L-RDFD the word 
.. .a"' .. - occurs as input to flow p, the word .. .a""a,a"''..., where n,i > 1, n, = nn + n.o, 
will occur as input to place p in the FIFO Petri Net. Hence, place p is linear. 
(iii) p6 {bi,idie,...,bb.idie}: 
The only value that is appended to place p is /. The input language of p is /' with initial marking 
I. Therefore, p is linear. 
( i v )  p €  {bi  .working:  I  ? -  •  -  •  ^ l .u;orA:tng;mi,  -  -  -  •  bb,  war king:  I ,  •  •  - .  bb.ujorking:Tnb }  •  
The only value that is appended to place p is \ V .  The input language of p is W  with initial 
marking <>. Therefore, p is linear. 
So. since the L-RDFD is linear, i. e., each of its flows is linear, the FIFO Petri Net is linear, too. Now, we 
still have to show that p(5r) is aStructured Set of Terminal Markings with respect to [FPN, pinni t iat))  •  
Since p is bijective, 7 6 5r o p(t) € p(5r). Since r is bijective, s € FS(L-RDFD,finitial, ST) o 
r{s) E FS{FP.\',p{~fiTiitiai),p{ST)). Therefore, p(5r) is a SSTM of the FIFO Petri Net since SF is a 
SSTS of the L-RDFD. • 
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Formally, we can incorporate the notation of a Structured Set of Terminal States ST into the 
transitions rules (see [LWBL96], [SB96a]) that are allowed between configurations of FDFD's. The 
modified transition rules now read as follows: 
6m (6) = id le ,  
Enabled {b)( fs )  =  true,  
bm' = [6 1-^ working]bm,  
{ fs ' , r ' )  €  Consume{b){fs , r )  
(bm 'y , fs ' )€ST 
{bm,r , f s )  — y  {bTn' , r ' , f s ' )  
and 
6m (6) = working,  
bm'  = [6 id le]bm,  
( fs ' , r ' )  e  Produce(b){ fs , r )  
{bm' ,r ' , f s ' )£ST 
(6m,r, /s)  —>• {bm' ,r ' , f s ' )  
Of course, it must be decidable whether (bm' ,r ' , f s ' )  € 5r holds. 
There are two obvious advantages of having a SSTS for FDFD's (cind not only for L-RDFD's): 
• A computerized evaluation of a given FDFD, for e.Kample by using the software described in 
[VVah95], may be restricted to those states that are of particular interest to the system analyst. 
• The introduction of an SSTS is an additional approach to modify the qualitative behavior of 
an FDFD. For e.xample, consider an FDFD where a communication protocol with erraneous 
channels has been modeled. Assume we also have been able to identify a set of error states, 
ES. Then, if we want to analyze a similar communication protocol where no erraneous channels 
occur, we do not have to modify the FDFD itself, but just have to introduce the SSTS SF = 
RS{FDFD,-)initiai) — ES. such that it is impossible for the system to enter any of the error 
states. 
Corollciry (4.3.2.7): The following problems are decidable for (SSTS-)L-RDFD's; TDP, PDF, 
BP. RP. and QLP. 
Proof: All problems are decidable with respect to (SSTM-)LFPN's ([FR88]). We have shown that 
there e.xists an isomorphism h between (SSTS-)L-RDFD's and SSTM-LFPN's. 
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• According to the note following Theorem (4.2.2.5), h preserves TDP, PDP, BP, and RP ([KM82]). 
• QLP is decidable for (SSTM-)LFPN's ([FR88]). 
Since T  and p  are bijective, V(6, a , j )  G [ B R D F D  x { C ,  P }  x N )  3S € [ B R O F D  x {C, P }  X IV)" : 
7tn.t iaj[s ,  (6 ,a , i ) ]  holds £ TFPN :  Mo^XT >  holds,  where MQ = p[ i ini t ia i ] ,  
i = r((6,a,j)), and X = r(s). • 
4.3.3 Topoiogically Free Choice RDFD's 
Our definitions of Topoiogically Free Choice RDFD's are related to the definitions of Topoiogically 
Free Choice FIFO Petri Nets as given in [FC88], summarized in Subsection 4.2.5. 
Definition (4.3.3.1): Let / € F be a flow of an FDFD. 
The output  a lphabet  .40/ of a flow / is defined as 
AOj = {o 1 36  6  B 3j  6  IV :  {Consume{b)) j  =  . . .  Head{fs{ f ) )  =o. . . } .  
The input  a lphabet  AI / of a flow / is defined as 
Alf  =  { i  \  3b  £  B 3j  Q.  N : {Produce(b)) j  =  . . .  Out{ i ,  f ,b) . . . } .  
The alphabet  Af  of a flow / is defined as .4/ = .40/ U AIj .  •  
The output alphabet AOj is a subset of OBJECTS that might be read from a flow / in accordance 
with the mapping Consume. The input alphabet AIj is a subset of OBJECTS that might be written 
to a flow / in accordance with the mapping Produce. These definitions are only related to the static 
structure of the FDFD. It is not necessarily required that all OBJECTS a E Aj will actually appear 
on this flow for any firing sequence or any initial state linitiai • 
Definition (4.3.3.2): The set of flows F of an FDFD with initial state tinitiai = 
/^initial) Called normal ized ,  if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
• each flow / G F is balanced, i. e., AIj  = .40/ = -4/ (the input alphabet is equal to the output 
alphabet). 
•  •• fS ini t ,a i i f )eA' j .  m 
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The definition of a normalized FIFO Petri Net requires that each picice p G P is  semi-alphabetic, 
i. e., at most one element of the alphabet A is consumed from p in each step. However, this is already 
part of our definition of RDFD's which states that for a bubble 6 G S, the mappings Enabled(b) and 
Consume {b) only make use of the head element of a flow / 6 Inputs (b). Hence, each flow is semi-
alphabetic  in an RDFD. Actual ly ,  i t  is  even alphabetic  s ince a  simil iar restrict ion prevents  Produce(b)  
to  write  more than one element at  a  t ime to a  flow /  6 Outputs{b) .  
In particular, the restriction to a set of normcilized flows is no restriction of the power of RDFD's but 
guarantees, a priori, that there will never be an object o G OBJECTS which can not even potentially 
be removed from a flow f £ F, in at least one Consume{b) case. Of course, it must hold that all other 
flows in this Consume(b) case have the appropriate head element before this object jictually can be 
removed. 
In analogy to Hack's definition for free choice Petri Nets we extend this definition for RDFD's: 
Defmition (4.3.3.3): Let / G F be a flow of an FDFD and 6 G S the bubble where / G Inputs{b) .  
f is called free choice (it satisfies the Hack condition) if, and only if, it fulfills one of two possible 
conditions: 
• .A. statement of the form ..  Head[fs{ f ) ) . .occurs only in one single case in Enabled/Consume 
of bubble 6, or 
• for all cases in Enat/erf/Consume of bubble 6 that contain .  . H e a d { f s ( f ,  / is the only flow 
that is used for this case (throughout the statement we have "-'IsEmpty(fs{f)) f\ Head(fs(f)) = T 
for some I's). * 
The main idea of this definition is to allow only controlled conflict. In general, conflict occurs when 
several cases in bubble b E B could potentially read from the same flow f € F. By the definition of free 
choice RDFD's. if a flow / occurs in several cases in Enabled I Consume of bubble 6 (potential conflict), 
then it is the only flow accessed in any of these cases. Therefore, all of the conflicting cases that require 
"Head(fs(f)) = T are simultaneously activated, or none of them is activated since the flow is empty. 
This allows the choice (conflict resolution) to be made freely which case is to be selected. It does not 
depend on the presence of other OBJECTS on other flows. 
Definition (4.3.3.4): An RDFD is called an Extended Topological ly  Free  Choice  RDFD (ETFC-
RDFD). if, and only if. the following two conditions are satisfied: 
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• the set of flows F is aormalized, and 
•  Vf  E F :  \  Af  \>  1 ^  f is  free choice (it satisfies the Hack condition). • 
Since the set of flows is normalized, there exists for each flow / G F of an FDFD cind b E B the 
bubble where / 6 Inputs{b) at least one case in Enabled/Consume that can make use of the hejid 
element of /, thus potentially go from idle to working, provided / and, if / occurs only in a single case, 
all other flows that occur in this case, cire not empty. 
Unfortunately, our construction of FIFO Petri Nets based on a given EFCT-RDFD fails to provide 
an EFCT-FIFO Petri Net. The problem is structurally inherited from the definition of the isomorphism 
h. For each bubble in the RDFD, we introduce additional places in the FIFO Petri Net to store the 
bubble's working mode and the values that have been read ([SB96a]). The place of the FIFO Petri Net 
that represents the idle working mode of the RDFD causes the problem since it typically is not the 
only input to serveral transitions of the FIFO Petri Net. Consider the following exeunple: 
Example (4.3.3.5): .A. simple FDFD with only two bubbles A and B connected by a flow /. 
The mappings Enabled.  Consume,  and Produce for the FDFD shown in Figure 4.4 are specified as 
follows: 
Enabled(A)  = A/s . t rue  
Enabled(B)  =  Xfs  .  
( - • [sEmpty(f )  A Head{fs( f ) )  = 0) 
V{-'lsEmpty(f) A Head(fs(f)) = I) 
Consume(A)  =  \ ( fs . r )  .  {(/s.r)} 
Consume(B) = X{fs. r) . 
{if [ - ' l sEmpty(f ]  A Head(fs( f ] )  = 0) 
t h e n  I n ( f ,  B ) { f s .  r )  
f  
Figure 4.4: EFCT-RDFD. 
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fi, 
if { -<IsEmpty{f )  A Head{fs{ f ) )  = 1) 
then I n { f ,  B ) { f s ,  r )  
fi 
} 
Produce(A)  = A(/s, r). 
{Out{Q,f ,  A){fs . r ) ,  
O u t { l , f , A ) ( f s , r ) }  
Produce{B)  =  X(fs ,  r). {(/s, [B >-y  Xf  .  -L]r)} 
Initially, flow / is empty. According to [SB96a]. the given RDFD trcinsforms into the following marked 
FIFO Petri  Net  FPN = {{P fpn^^fpn,  Bfps  ^ pFPff iQFPN)-  ^ ^o. fpn) ' -
PFPN = {/} U 
T f p n  =  { C a i , C b i , C b 2 } ^  { P a i ,  P a 2 ,  P b i ,  P b 2 }  
The initicil marking M q ^f p n  is such that; 
M o , F P N { A i )  =  M o , F P N { B i )  —  I  
m o . f p a r ( . 4 u , : i )  =  m o _ f p n ( B w : i }  =  m o . f p \ ( B W  2 )  = < >  
M o , F P N i . f )  = < >  
B f p N : P f p n , and Q f p n  can be gained from Figure 4.5. 
m;! 
Pax 81 
Figure 4.5; FIFO Petri Net. 
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The resulting FIFO Petri Net is normalized. We have: 
A / =  { 0 , 1 }  
A A ,  =  A B ,  =  { / }  
= As.,, = A b „.2 = 
Each plawre is semi-alphabetic and the condition for the initial marking M q ^f p n  is fulfilled. Since 
\ Aj 1= 2, we have to verify that / satisfies the Hack condition. Unfortunately, it does not. We have 
r(/) = {Cb,,Cb,} and | r(/) 1= 2 > 1, but T-MCsj = r-i(CBj = {/,s.} {/}. • 
4.4 Summary 
The basic idea of this article was not to define completely new subclasses of RDFD's, but to extend 
known subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets towards RDFD's. Once defined, we have seen that Monogeneous 
PFF-RDFD's and Linear RDFD's are related to Monogeneous FIFO Petri Nets and Linear FIFO 
Petri Nets, respectively, through isomorphisms. These isomorphisms maintain solutions of decidability 
problems, thus allowing us to answer problems such as TDP, PDP, BP, RP, QLP, LP, RegP, and 
CP for Monogeneous PFF-RDFD's and problems such as TDP, PDP, BP, RP, and QLP for Lineeir 
RDFD's, based on methods and algorithms already available for FIFO Petri Nets. Unfortunately, our 
mapping from RDFD's to FIFO Petri Nets fails for ETFC-RDFD's. We are working on a different 
homomorphism h' between ETFC-RDFD's and ETFC-FIFO Petri Nets that hopefully will allow us to 
answer decidability problems for ETFC-RDFD's based on their solution for ETFC-FIFO Petri Nets. 
Future work is expected to move in the following directions: It is desirable to identify further 
subclasses of RDFD's that allow the solution of (some) decidability questions. These new subclasses of 
RDFD's will also relate to additional subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets. Therefore, it would be reasonable 
to join research efforts on FDFD's and on FIFO Petri Nets. 
So far. there remain several open decidability problems for subclasses of RDFD's, since the related 
problem is open for the corresponding subclass of FIFO Petri Nets. It is conjectured ([FR88]) that most 
of these problems are decidable even though no proof or algorithm exists at this time. Further work 
has to be done to identify which problem is (or is not) decidable for which subclass of RDFD's/FIFO 
Petri Nets. Another interesting approach would be the extension of a method well-known for Petri 
.\ets — the reduction of the number of places of the Petri Net (e. g., [BR76]) — towards subclasses of 
RDFD's/FIFO Petri Nets with the intent to solve decidability questions more efficiently. 
Finally, we must admit that there was no effort made so fcir that deals with the comple.xity and 
efficiency of the decidability algorithms. Even though many problems have been identified as decidable 
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for particular subclasses of RDFD's, no ef&cient algorithm has yet been given. It is desireable to 
determine (lower and upper) bounds for (time and space) complexity of possible algorithms and evaluate 
given current (and future) algorithms with respect to these bounds. 
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5 TIMED DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS 
A conference contribution submitted to Ada-Europe '97. London. UK (June 1997) 
Jiirgen Symanzik^ and Albert L. Bciker-
Abstract 
Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) are widely used in industry to express requirements specifications. 
However, as used in practice, there has been no precise semantics for DFD's, let alone Em incorporation 
of a model of time. In this paper, we augment the Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) defined 
in [LWBL96] by adding a deterministic (or stochastic) time behavior for the consumption of values 
from in-flows to processes and the production of values to the out-flows from processes. We call our 
new FDFD model Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's). We identify two 
factors in determining how time can affect the choice of how an FDFD can change state. The first 
factor has to do with when the decision is made as to which state transition will be next occur. The 
two possibilities are a Preselection Policy and a Race Policy. The other timing factor is the past history 
of  an FDFD e.xecution.  We identify three alternatives:  Resampl ing,  Work Age Memory,  and Enabl ing 
Age Memory. Certain combinations of these Edternatives allow us to model systems where components 
are competing for limited resources. Other combinations allow us to model systems where components 
work concurrently. Preemption can also be modeled using these alternatives. Major results for the 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of TDFD's can be borrowed from the literature on Timed Petri 
N'ets. 
Keywords 
Statistical Software Engineering, Formal .Methods, Concurrent and Distributed Systems, Software 
Specification, Formalized Data Flow Diagrams, Timed Petri Nets. 
' Primary resesircher and author. 
^Professor, Department of Computer Science. Iowa State University. 
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5.1 Introduction 
If formal specification methods, at an appropriate level of abstraction, could support 
• reasonable and convenient modeling of system timing behavior and 
• direct specification execution 
their use would be far more prevalent. The results presented in this paper provide a formalization of an 
already widely-used specification method that supports modeling of the timing behavior of concurrent 
and distributed systems cind that can be directly executed. Our approach is to integrate models of 
timing behavior and semantic rigor with traditional Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's). 
DFD's are the basis of the softwcire development methodology known as "Structured Analysis" 
(SA) ([DeM78], [WM85a]). DFD's are popular because their graphical representation and hierarchiccd 
structure zdlow some comprehension by users with non-technical backgrounds and they can also serve 
as an initial characterization of softwcire architecture. 
The primary components of DFD's are bubbles and flows. In the graphical representation, bubbles 
are drawn as circles while flows are drawn as arcs connecting the bubbles. Hence, formally, a DFD 
is a directed bipartite graph. Within this model, bubbles can represent processes in a distributed 
or concurrent system. Flows can then represent message paths. A bubble consumes the information 
(values) on its in-flows, and produces information on its out-flows. 
Numerous formalizations of DFD's have appeared in the technical literature, e. g., in [DeM78], 
[WM85a], [WM85b], [Har87], [TP89], [You89], [Har92], and [Har96]. In this paper we use the definitions 
of Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) developed by Coleman, Wahls, Bciker, and Leavens in 
[Col9I]. [CB94], [WBL93], and [LWBL96]. [VVar86] introduces a transformation schema that allows to 
represent the control and timing aspects of a real system modeled as a DFD. However, this approach 
has very little in common with computational models such as Timed Petri Nets (TPN's) or the concept 
of time in FDFD's, introduced in this paper, where time is used to describe the behavior and to analyze 
quantitative properties of the real system. In particular, for the definitions and example in this paper, 
we use the notation from [L\VBL96]. The potential for direct execution of these FDFD's is presented 
in [VVBL94]. 
It has been shown recently that a subclass of FDFD's, so called persistent flow-free Reduced Data 
Flow Diagrams (PFF-RDFD's) is Turing equivalent ([SB96a]). On the other hand, features such as 
persistent flows, stores, and the facility to test for empty flows that are widely used in applications of 
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FDFD's, only add to the expressive convenience of FDFD's, and do not raise the power of the model 
beyond that of Turing Machines ([SB96b]). 
To-date, and to the best of our knowledge, there does not exist any extension of DFD's that 
includes the notion of time. We have augmented FDFD's to include timing, and refer to such DFD's as 
Timed Data Flow Diagrcims (TDFD's) or Stochastic Data Flow Diagrams (SDFD's) acknowledging the 
stochastic models we adopt for time. Because of the wide use of DFD's for requirements specifications, 
we completely maintain the original syntax and semantics of FDFD's and, in what we hope is both an 
intuitive and general manner, add a model of time to the operational semantics of FDFD's. 
We have borrowed from the work on Timed Petri Nets (TPN's), in particular from [MBB'''85], for 
incorporating a model of time into FDFD's. However, TPN's are used primarily to capture the requisite 
synchronization in concurrent and distributed systems, but do not usucdly represent the full functioned 
behavior of the systems. Thus, if one is developing a client server system with replicated servers, TPN's 
can be used to indicate the synchronization of communication between servers in satisfying a client 
request, but would not capture the particulars of the data interchanged between servers, nor the actual 
responses to clients. By relating the e.xisting analytical results for TPN's to our model of time in 
TDFD's, people who currently use DFD's as a specification technique can immediately use the more 
powerful timed model and achieve the same type of results for issues like deadlock and race conditions 
available for analogous TPN's. 
.A. reasonable approach to the modeling of time in FDFD's is to define a stochastic time behavior 
for the consumption of in-fiow items as well as a stochastic time behavior for the production of items 
on the out-flow. In a different approach, we could assign message passing times to the FDFD. Other 
models for times, or mi.xtures of several approaches, might be adopted. In this paper we only use 
the first approach. But it is worth noting that we have found our model of time to be expressively 
convenient and that the particular choice may not be of theoretical importance. It is established in 
[BR90] that, on a fundamental level, any type of TPN is sufficient, as long as it contains nonzero 
delays. We elsewhere ([SB96a], [SB96c]) argue the tight relationship between (subclasses of) FDFD's. 
Petri Nets (e. g.. [PetSl]), and FIFO Petri .N'ets (introduced in [MM81]). 
The work presented here covers one of the interrelated aspects of Statistics and Softweire Engineering, 
combined in the new interdisciplinary field "Statistical Software Engineering"^. The introduction of 
liming and the related statistical analysis will allow as early as in the Specifications phase of the spiral 
^Statistical Software Engineering: "The interdisciplinar>- field of statistics and software engineering specializing in the 
use of statistical methods for controlling and improving the quality and productivity of the practices used in creating 
software." ([Nat96], p. 5) 
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software development process model ([Nat96], p. 63) to decide whether quantitative requirements of the 
software system are fulfilled. 
In Section 5.2 of this paper, we will summarize basic definitions for FDFD's. Timed (Stochastic) 
Data Flow Diagrams will be introduced in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we describe a Producer/Consumer 
Model as a TDFD and consider possible execution policies. We conclude this paper with an overview 
on future work in Section 5.5. 
5.2 Definitions 
The definition of FDFD's from [LWBL96] is: 
Definition (5.2.1): A Formal i zed  Data  Flow Diagram (FDFD) is a quintuple 
FDFD =  {B.  FLOWNAMES,  TYPES,  P ,  F) ,  
where fl is a set of bubbles .  FLOWNAMES is a set of f lows ,  TYPES is a set of t ypes ,  P  is the set 
{persistent, consumable} and F = B x FLOWNAMES x TYPES x B x P. The following notational 
convention for members from these domains is used: b 6 B,fn G FLOWN AMES ,T 6 TYPES, p 6 
P. feF.  •  
While a more rigorous definition of the mappings used to define the e.xecution behavior of FDFD's 
is contained in [LWBL96], a less formal explanation follows. 
Consumable flows are modeled as infinite queues of values and persistent flows are modeled as shared 
variables for which the source bubble can write the value and the destination bubble can read the value. 
Intuitively, the semantics of FDFD's is based on a two-step firing rule for bubbles. Each bubble 6 is 
either in one of two modes: idle or working. The state of an FDFD is the current value on aJl the flows 
and the  current  mode of  each bubble  (a long with  what  values  were  consumed by bubbles  in  the  work ing  
mode,  a t  the  point  they  went  from id l e  to  work ing) .  
If bubble 6 is id l e ,  then its change of state to work ing  is predicated by an enabling rule, Enabled  
which is just an assertion over the values on its in-flows. If Enabled is satisfied for bubble 6 ajid the 
values of the in-flows to 6. then 6 is a candidate for firing. If 6 is selected for firing, then the values on 
the in-flows to b which satisfied the enabling rule are consumed (or copied from persistent flows), and 
6 enters working mode. 
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If a bubble 6 is work ing ,  it is cilso a candidate for firing. When b  is selected for execution, the vaJues 
that were previously consumed (or copied) are used in a postcondition assertion that defines the values 
to be output from 6 on out-flows from 6. 
From this basic definition of FDFD's, we Ccin define a sequence of firing steps in the execution of an 
Definition (5.2.2): A f i r ing  sequence  ( computa t ion  sequence)  of an FDFD is a possibly infinite 
sequence (61, a, , j,) 6 S x {C. P} x N, i > 0, such that, if transition (6,-, a,-, j,) is fired in state (6m, r,/s). 
{bm,r , f s )  —+•  { bm' , r ' , f s ' ) .  
We introduce the notation (6m, r,/s)[(6, a, j)] to indicate that transition (b ,a , j )  is fireable in state 
(bm.r.fs) and (6m, r,/s)[(6,a, j)](6m'. r',/s') to indicate that state (6m',r',/s') is reached upon the 
f ir ing  o f  trans i t ion  (b .a , j )  in  s tate  (bm,r , f s ) .  
By induction, we extend this notation for firing sequences: 
(6mo. ro,/so)[(6i,ai, ji) (6„_i, a„_i, j„_i), (6„, a„, j„)] 
is used to indicate that transition (bn,an,jn) is fireable in state (6m„_i, r„_i,/s„_j), given that 
(  6mo, ro,  /So)[(6i  , f l l ,J l)  (6n — 11 ' in — 11 Jn — 1 )](6mn — 1,  Tn — 1,  /s„_  ^ )  
holds. By analogy, we use 
(6mo,ro,/5o)[(6i.ai, ji) (6n, an, Jn)](6m„, r„,/s„) 
to indicate that state (6m„. r„,/s„) is reached upon the firing of the sequence (61, ai, ji),..., (6n, a„, j„). 
• 
Definition (5.2.3): The se t  o f  f i r ing  sequences  ( se t  o f  computa t ion  sequences ,  language)  of an 
FDFD, denoted by FS(FDFD.-(initiat)- is the set containing all firing sequences that are possible for 
FDFD: 
then 
(Consume(b {) ) j , ( f s ,  r), if a,- = C 
(Produce(b i ) ) j^(fs ,  r ) .  i f  a , -  =  P 
work ing ,  i f  a , -  =  C 
bm'(b)  =  bm(b)  V6 6 S - {6.} 
and 
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this FDFI), given y in i t ia l  — { ,^^in i t ia l t  ^ in i t iaCt  
FS{FDFD,f in i t ia l )  = {s 1 S 6 (5 X {C,P} X N)'  A 7mftiai[s]}. • 
Definition (5.2.4): The Reachabi l i t y  Se t  of an FDFD, denoted by RS{FDFD,y in i t ia i ) ,  is the 
set of states 7 = {6m, r,fs) that are reachable from finitiai = i. e., 
RS[FDFD, i in i t ia i )  = {7 I 7€R A3S€ FS{FDFD, t i„ i t ia i )  •  7MIT,A/[S]7}. •  
Definition (5.2.5): Let E N ( f )  C  B  x  { C , P }  x  N  he the set of transitions that are enabled in 
state 7 = {bm, r,fs). i. e., 
E N { - f )  = {5 I s G (S X {C, P }  X N )  A 7[s]}. • 
5.3 Stochsistic Data Flow Diagrams 
We will make use of random veiriables to specify the time behavior of FDFD's. Therefore, Stochastic 
Data Flow Diagram (SDFD) is a more appropriate name for our new model. We try to follow the 
general approach of Stochastic Petri Nets given in [MBB'^85] when defining SDFD's, when considering 
the impact of different execution policies on the semantics of the model, and when allowing a general 
time distribution that induces an associated stochastic process. 
We start to describe the behavior of a TDFD by describing a possible timed firing sequence of an 
FDFD. 
Definition (5.3.1): A t imed  f i r ing  sequence  (TFS) of an FDFD with initial state Uni t ia i  is a pair 
tfs = (s.r), where s € FS{FDFD.-nnitiai] and r is a non-decreasing sequence (of the same length) of 
real non-negative values representing the instants of firing (called epochs) of each transition, such that 
consecutive transitions (6,.at,j;) and (6i+i.ai+i.j,+i) correspond to ordered epochs r, < r,+i. The 
time intervals [r, , r,+i) between consecutive epochs represent the periods in which the FDFD remains 
in  s tate  7^ (assuming tq  =  0) .  A his tory  o i  the  FDFD up to  the  ^-th  epoch Tk i s  denoted by  Z{k) .  •  
The introduction of a stochastic time behavior for FDFD's will allow us to describe (in a probabilis­
tic sense) the future behavior of a system from the knowledge of the past history and the current state. 
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Definition (5.3.2): Let Z_= Z[k)  be a history of the FDFD up to (and including) the fcth epoch, 
and 7 = 7fe be the state entered by firing transition {bk,ak,jk)- We assume that for all cind 7, the 
following joint distribution functions can be uniquely determined: 
Fr.A -((6.a, i ),x 1= Pr{T =  (b ,aJ) ,X  < i | 7,^ ( 5.3.2.1) 
• 
The distribution above depends on two rjindom variables: The discrete random vziriable F represents 
the transition that will fire. The sample space for F is the set of transitions enabled in 7, i. e., 
Qr = EN{~f). The continuous random variable A' represents the time that elapses from entering 7 up 
to the next transition epoch, i. e., the time interval Tit+i —fk- The sample space for A' are positive real 
numbers including 0 (same time as previous transition) and 00 (never), i. e., Qx = 
Note that 7 is known from ^  but we have explicitly indicated the dependence on 7 since quite often. 
7 is the only component that influences the joint distribution functions (5.3.2.1). These distributions 
must  be  def ined for  a l l  trans i t ions  (b ,a , j )  £  ENi j ) -
We define the marginal probability function of selecting (6, a , j )  to be the next transition to fire as 
P(6.aj)(7,D = ^'•(F = (6,a,i) I 7,^ 
= lim Fr,A-((6,a,j).< I 7,^ £-•00 — 
00 
diFr .x ( {b ,aJ) ,x  | 7,^ ( 5.3.2.2) 
and the marginal distribution function of the time spent in state 7 before the next epoch is reached as 
Fx(X\2,Z) = T Fr,A-(s,r |7,^. (5.3.2.3) 
'€ENh)  
Definition (5.3.3): A Stochas t i c  Data  Flow Diagram (SDFD) is an FDFD (with initial state 
Uni t ia t )  with  a  set of specifications for calculating the joint distribution functions Fr,x({b, a,j),x | 7,^ 
for all 7 and Z, and with an initial probability distribution on the Reachability Set RS{FDFD,  "y in i t ia i ) -
• 
Due to this definition, the ensemble of possible executions of a SDFD, together with the proba­
bility measure induced on it by assigning the firing distributions Fr,jc((6, a,j), r 1 7,^), describes a 
stochastic process with a discrete state space isomorphic to a subset of RS(FDFD,jinitiai) of the 
associated FDFD. For the initial probability distribution on RS(FDFwe assume that 
Pr(system is in state Unitiai at time TQ = 0) = 1. 
- L  
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When in a given state 7 only one transition is enabled, say (b ,a , j ) ,  the calculation of 
Fr.x{ {b ,aJ) ,x  |  7 ,^  
requires only to determine the distribution of the time spent in 7, possibly conditioned on the past 
history Z. 
When a state 7 enables at least two transitions, the computation of the distributions 
Fr.x{ {b ,a , j ) ,x  \  7 ,^  
requires the knowledge of the policy used for the selection of the transition that fires. We consider two 
possible policies: 
Definition (5.3.4): The Prese lec t ton  Po l i cy .  When the SDFD enters state 7, a transition s is 
selected among those in EN(~f) according to its probability Then, s will fire after a random 
delay with distribution FA'|r(^^ I 5,7,^. Thus, the selection of the transition that actually fires does 
not depend upon the associated delay. Otherwise, once a transition has been selected, the sojurn 
time in 7 does not depend upon the delays associated to the other transitions. Therefore, a model 
with preselection policy requires the specification of both the probabilities Ps(t,^ cind the conditional 
distributions I 
Equation (5.3.2.1) can be rewritten as 
Fr.x ( s ,x  I 7,Z) =p, (2^^ • F 'x \ r {x  | 5,7,^ ( 5.3.4.1) 
where Fx\r  represents the conditional distribution of the firing delays conditioned on i ,Z^  and the fact 
that s is the transition that will actually fire. Obviously, 
s ,€EN{2)  
Definition (5.3.5): The Race  Po l i cy .  When the SDFD enters state 7, for each transition 
s, 6 EN(i) a random sample J,- from 9i is e.xtracted from the joint distribution 
<59, •^|£^V(2)| I 7.^ = Pr(d i  < < •^ieJV(Tr)| I 7.:^ ( 5.3.5.1) 
The minimum of the samples «?i, '^|£,v(-,)| determines two properties: the transition s,- which will 
actually fire and the sojorn time in 7. We consider only the case where all random variables 0, are 
stochastically independent. Then, (5.3.5.1) is uniquely determined by the marginal distributions 
Oi(r I 7.Z.) = Pr{di < -c I 7,:^.' = 1 1 E^'{x) I- ( 5.3.5.2) 
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Now, the joint distribution function (5.3.2.1) can be expressed as 
Fr.x{si,x\2,Z)= f I JJ |7,:D1 (5.3.5.3) 
I«N(2)I ^ 
Therefore, the maxginal probability function (5.3.2.2) cein be rewritten as 
PJ. (7, Z)  =  lim Fr,x ( s i , < I J. ^  
\ 
(5.3.5.4) 
t-t-OO 
o o f  
~ f \ n ii'^] 
I  1=1  IBWCt)!  
\ • 
and the marginal distribution function (5.3.2.3) can be expressed as 
F a - ( x | 7 , D  =  1 -  n  P r ( e j > x \ 2 : ^  
j=y  |BW(i)i 
= 1- n (5.3.5.5) 
j = i  i e ^ ( i ) l  
Thus, a model with race policy requires the specification of the margind distributions ip,(r | 7,^, i  =  
1,..., I EiV(2) I, only. • 
Now, we consider three possible ways to deal with the past history Z: 
Resampling: The distributions Fr.A'((6, a. j), x | 7,^) are independent of Z, but they may depend on 
the current state 7. 
Work Age Memory: The distributions Fr.x{ { l> ,a , j ) ,x  \  7,^ depend on the past history Z through 
a new variable, a so-called work age variable, associated with each transition {b,a,j). The work 
age variables accumulate the work done — for each transition from its last firing up to the 
considered epoch. The distributions Fr,x{(l>,a,j).x \ ~i-Z) represent the residual times needed 
for the transitions to complete. 
Enabling Age Memory: The distributions Fr,A'({6. a, j), x \ ' \ .Z}  depend on the past history Z through 
a new variable, a so-called enabling age variable, associated with each transition {b,a,j). The 
enabling age variables accumulate the work done — for each transition from the last instant at 
which it has become enabled up to the considered epoch. The distributions Fr,A'((^i j). x | 7, Z) 
represent the residual times needed for the transitions to complete. 
Combining the two policies for selecting a transition that fires with the three methods of dealing 
with the past history Z results in six different execution policies. Four of them are intuitively easy to 
understand while two of them are more complex and can be neglected for practical purposes. 
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Race Policy with Resampling (RR): This execution policy best describes the behavior of a set 
of parallel competing (conflicting) transitions. The first transition to terminate determinates a 
change in the system state. The work done by all other transitions that do not complete is lost. 
Therefore, this policy seems to be interesting only in the case of conflicting transitions that make 
use of the szime resources. Note that this only happens for FDFD's if for a given input that has 
been read a bubble can nondeterministicdly select among two or more alternatives which output 
to  produce  when changing i t s  mode from work ing  to  id l e .  
Race Policy with Work Age Memory (RW): Here, simultaneous transitions are described. The 
first transition to terminate determines a change in the system state. However, the work done 
by all other transitions that do not complete is not lost. Instead, it is assumed that cill the work 
done by each transition is being accumulated from when it is first enabled up to the current firing. 
After this firing, a transition will resume its work in the next state that enables it, from the point 
at which it has been interrupted. Therefore, this execution policy is useful in situations where 
conflicting and concurrent transitions can happen. 
Race Policy with Enabling Age Memory (RE): Once again, simultaneous transitions are de­
scribed. The first transition to terminate determines a change in the system state. However, 
in this case, the work done by all other transitions that do not complete is lost, unless they re­
main enabled in the new state that is reached through the current firing. Therefore, this e.xecution 
policy is useful in situations where conflicting and concurrent transitions can happen, but it also 
allows preemption. 
Preselection with Resampling (PR): This e.xecution policy can be used when a set of conflicting 
transitions can not perform in parallel. Before the system can enter a new state, it has to choose 
which of the conflicting transitions will fire next. Once choosen, this transition will perform until 
completion and the system will enter the new slate. 
Preselection with Work Age Memory (PW): In this execution policy, the transition that will 
determine the stage change is choosen immediately when a new state hcis been reached. Then, 
this transition performs until completion and the system will enter the next state. .\I1 other 
transitions that were enabled but have not been choosen e.xecute in parallel to the choosen one 
until the state change caused by the choosen transition occurs. Each transition will resume work 
in the next state where it is enabled, continuing from the point that has been reached when 
the state change occurred. Of course, this may cause some paradoxon: It may happen that the 
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choosen transition performs longer than some of the transitions that have not been choosen cind 
have terminated without being allowed to induce a state change. 
Preselection with Enabling Age Memory (PE): Similarly, the tremsition that will determine the 
stage change is choosen immediately when a new state has been re2iched. Then, this trjmsition 
performs imtil completion and the system will enter the next state. All other transitions that were 
enabled but have not been choosen execute in parallel to the choosen one until the state chzmge 
caused by the choosen transition occurs. However, if a transition is not enabled in the new state 
that is reached through the current firing, all its accumulated work is lost. The szmae paradoxon 
as in the previous case may occur. 
5.4 Example of a Producer/Consumer Model 
The example in this section shows a Producer/Consumer model where the producer can work when­
ever it is ready, while the consumer has to wait for inputs from the producer. The given distributions do 
not really provide a useful application, but have been choosen to demonstrate the different behavior of 
the model under different execution policies. In fact, for most of the policies, the producer will produce 
items at a faster rate then the consumer can consume, resulting in a (permanently) increasing queue 
length of flow /. 
Figure 5.1: Example of a SDFD. 
The mappings Enabled .  Consume,  and Produce  for the SDFD shown in Figure 5.1 are specified as 
follows: 
Enabled{P)  = A/s . t rue  
Enabled(C)  =  Xfs  .  { -< l sEmpty ( f )  A Head( f s ( f ] )  = 0) 
Vi- i I sEmpty i f ]  A Head( f s ( f ) )  = 1) 
s t ,  
Consume(P)  =  X{fs . r )  .  { ( f s , r ) }  (F, C, 1) 2 
Consume(C)  = A(/s. r) . 
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{if ( - • I sEmpty{ f )  A Head[ f s { f ) )  = 0) 
then/n(/, C)(/s, r) (C, C, 1) 4 
fi. 
\ f  ( -^IsEmpty{ f )  A  Head{ f s { f ) )  = 1) 
then/n(/, C)(/s, r) (C, C, 2) o 
fi 
} 
Produce(P)  =  X{fs , r )  .  
{Out [OJ ,P) ( f s , r ) ,  (P, P, 1) 2 
Out( lJ ,P) { f s . r ) }  (P, P,2) 3 
Produce{C)  =  X{fs , r ) .  
{ifr(C)(/)=0 
then Out{a ,  ou t ,C) { f s , r )  (C, P, 1) 3 
aOut (b ,ou t ,C) { f s , r )  (C, P, 2) 4 
fi, 
ifr(C)(/) = I 
then Out(c .  ou t .C) { f s , r )  (C, P, 3) 6 
fi 
} 
Now. we consider the effect of different execution policies on this basic model. The symbol y/ marks 
the transition that actually fires. With ~Acc" we denote the time accumulated for a transition that did 
not fire. 
Race Policy: 
We define the following marginal distributions <3,{x | 7.^ for the race policy: 
Pr(e ,  = <, I 7.^ = 1 Vs G £.V(7) V7 VZ 
All these distributions are Dirac distributions. From the statistical point of view, they are degenerate 
distributions where all the mass is assigned to the point t,. From the applied point of view, these 
distributions are used to express a deterministic time for each transition. 
Race/Resampling 
There is only one possible timed firing sequence t f s  = (s. r) for this execution policy; 
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I 0 1 2 3 4 
r 0 2 4 6 8 
5 (P. C, 1) (P, P. 1) (P, C, 1) (P, P, 1) 
£i\r(7) (P. C, 1)7 (P. p. 1)V (P, c, Dv' (P. P. 1)7 (P, C, 1) 
(P. P, 2) (C, C, 1) (P, P, 2) (C. C, 1) 
(C, C, 1) 
• ri = 2: (P, C, 1) is the only possible transition and executes at time 2. 
• rv = 4: (P, P, 1) emd (P. P, 2) compete and will terminate at time 4 and 5, respectively. Therefore, 
(P, P, 1) executes at time 4. 
• r3 = 6: (P, C, 1) and (C. C, 1) compete cind will terminate at time 6 and 8, respectively. Therefore. 
(P, C, I) executes at time 6. 
• 74 = 8: (P, P, 1), (P. P, 2), cind (C, C, 1) compete and will terminate at time 8, 9, cind 10, 
respectively. Therefore, (P, P, 1) executes at time 8. 
• 7-5 = 10: In analogy to T3. 
Race/Work Age 
We indicate the timed firing sequence t  f s  =  (s .  r) for the first 5 epochs: 
i  0 1 2 3 4 5 
T 0 2 4 6 7 8 
S (P, C, 1) (P. P. 1) (P. C. 1) (P, P, 2) (C. C, 1) 
EN{j ) / \ cc  {P, C. l)/0 7 (P. P. l)/0 (P. C. l)/0 7 (P, P, l)/0 (P. C, l)/0 (P, C. l)/l 
(P, P, 2)/0 (C, C. l)/0 (P. P, 2)/2 (c. c, i)/3 y (C, P, l)/0 
(C, C. l)/2 (C, P, 2)/0 
->EN{- ) ) /Acc (P, P, 2)/2 (P. P, 1)/1 (P. P. 1)/1 
• 7-1=2: (P, C, I) is the only possible transition and e.xecutes at time 2. 
• "2=4: (P, P, 1) and (P. P, 2) compete and will terminate at time 4 jmd 5. respectively. Therefore, 
{P, P. 1) executes at time 4. (P, P, 2) accumulates 2 time units of work, but is not enabled past 
rn - 4. 
• 7*3 = 6: (P, C, 1) and (C. C, 1) compete and will terminate at time 6 and 8, respectively. Therefore, 
(P, C, I) executes at time 6. (C, C, 1) accumulates 2 time units of work and is enabled past ra = 6. 
(P. P. 2) is enabled again past ra = 6. 
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• r4 = 7: (P, P, 1), (P, P, 2), cind (C, C, 1) compete and will terminate at time 8, 7, and 8, respectively. 
Therefore, (P, P, 2) executes at time 7. (P, P, 1) accumulates 1 time unit of work, but is not enabled 
past r4 = 7. (C, C, 1) accumulates 1 time unit of work and is enabled past = 7. 
• Ts = 8: (P, C, 1) cuid (C. C. 1) compete and will terminate at time 9 and 8. respectively. Therefore, 
(C, C, 1) executes at time 8. (P, C. 1) accumulates 1 time unit of work and is enabled past rs = 8. 
(P, P, I) remains disabled past rs = 8. 
Race/Enabling Age 
We indicate the timed firing sequence t f s  = (s, r) for the first 5 epochs; 
i  0 1 2 3 4 5 
T 0 2 4 6 8 10 
S (P, C, 1) (P. P. 1) (P, C. 1) (P, P. 1) 
(C, C, 1) 
(P, C, 1) 
£yV(7)/Acc (P, C, l)/0 y (P, P. i)/o ^/ (p, c, i)/o y (p, p, i)/o y (P, C, l)/0 s j  (P. P, l)/0 
(P, P, 2)/0 (C. C, l)/0 (P, P. 2)/0 
(C, C. l)/2 ^ 
(C, P, I)/0 
(C, P, 2)/0 
(P, P, 2)/0 
(C, P, l)/2 
(C. P, 2)/2 
• ri = 2: (P, C. I) is the only possible transition and executes at time 2. 
• To = 4: (P, P. 1) and (P. P, 2) compete and will terminate at time 4 and 5, respectively. Therefore, 
(P, P, 1) executes at time 4. (P, P, 2) looses the work accumulated so far since it is not enabled 
past T2 = 4. 
• t3 = 6: (P. C. I) and (C, C, 1) compete and will terminate at time 6 and 8, respectively. Therefore, 
(P. C, 1) executes at time 6. (C. C, 1) accumulates 2 time units of work and is enabled past ra = 6. 
• r4 = 8: (P. P, I). (P. P. 2). and (C. C, I) compete and will terminate at time 8, 9, and 8, respectively. 
We have to consider two cases: 
- (P, P, 1) e.xecutes at time 8, then (C, C, I) executes at time 8. 
- (C. C, 1) e.xecutes at time 8, then (P, P, 1) e.xecutes at time 8. 
Since both transitions depend on different resources and the execution of one of them does not 
disable the other one, the results are the same. (P, P, 2) looses the work accumulated so far since 
it is not enabled past 7-4 = 8. 
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• rs = 10: (P, C, 1), (C, P, 1), and (C, P, 2) compete and will terminate at time 10, 11, and 12, 
respectively. Therefore, (P, C, 1) executes at time 10. (C, P, 1) accumulates 2 time units of work 
and is enabled past rs = 10. (C, P, 2) accumulates 2 time units of work and is enabled past 
rs = 10. 
Preselection Policy: 
We consider three different cases of the Preselection/Resampling policy. 
• First, we define 
and 
P5(7,D = 1 
m-f) I 
Vs e  EN(y)  V7 VZ 
M  s , 7 . ^  =  1  v s  e  en(2)  V7 vz. 
Here are all possible timed firing sequences t  f s  =  ( s ,  r) according to this policy and distribution 
for the first 4 epochs: 
s ; r 
0 1 3 
2 : (P, C, 1) 4 : (P. P, 1) 6 : (P. C, 1) 8 
9 
10 
8 : (C, C. I) 10 
11 
12 
5 : (P. P. 2) 7 : (P. C. I) 9 
10 
12 : 
10 : (C. C, 2) 12 : 
16 
(P. P, 1) 
(P, P, 2) 
: (C, C, 1) 
: (P, C, 1) 
: (C, P, 1) 
: (C, P, 2) 
(P, P, 1) 
: (P, P, 2) 
(C, C, 2) 
 (P, C, 1) 
: (C. P, 3) 
Now. we change the selection probabilities to 
P ( P . c . i ] i ± - i . ]  = 1 V-v : ( id le {P) )  VZ 
P {P .P . i ) {~ i 'K . )  = 1 V7 : (work tng(P) )  VZ 
and 
Ps{ l_ -Z_)  = 0 for all other s G EN{t )  VZ 
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but maintain the delay 
Pr{X = I s,7,^ = 1 Vs 6 EN[2)  V7 VZ. 
We make use of O-probabilities to disable some transitions that are possible firing candidates 
according to EN{-y). Actually, we only allow bubble P to proceed. This yields exactly the same 
timed firing sequence as for the Race/Resampling policy. 
• Finally, we consider a more realistic model by choosing the following selection probabilities 
P{P.c . i )h<Z^ = 1 V7 :  { id le (P)  A id l e {C)  A IsEmpty{ f ) )  " iZ ,  
P(P.P.i)(l-D = 1 :  (work ing{P) )  
P(C.C.1)(7.Z) = 1 V7 : ( td le {P)  A id l e (C)  A->IsEmpty{ f ) )  VZ 
P(C,p,i)(2-:^ = 1 V7 : (u;orfang(C)) VZ 
and 
P s  (7.^=0 for all other s £ E N (7) VZ 
but maintain the delay 
P r ( X  =  t , \ s . 2 . Z ]  =  l  V5 € E N ( 2 )  V7 VZ. 
Once again, we make use of 0-probabiIities to disable some transitions. The effect of this policy 
and distribution is a timed firing sequence where (P, C. 1). (P. P, 1), (C, C. 1), and (C, P, 1) alternate 
in this order. 
5.5 Future Directions 
One of the first things to be done in the future is an overview of the types of stochastic processes 
associated to our TDFD. similar to the characterization of the stochastic process that is underlying a 
Stochastic Petri Net ([CGL94]). Different types of probability distributions and execution policies will 
result in stochastic processes of different flavors, some of them easy to analyze and some of them difficult 
to capture. For Timed Petri Nets (TPN's), most work has been done for Exponential distributions (e. g., 
[MC87]). associated to a Markov process which is usually easy to analyze. Reasonable analytical results 
also can be gained for Phase-Type distributions. Other time behavior that can be found in the literature 
for TPN's. e. g.. Deterministic timing (e. g.. [.\IC87]). mixture of Deterministic and Exponential timing, 
and interval timing, should result in reasonable results for TDFD's. too. 
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Many problems that occur during the analysis of TDFD's have been known for a long time when 
analyzing TPN's. Some of these problems concern the state explosion and undecidability. However, 
there exists a large number of automated tools that help evaluate, analyze, and solve TPN's. To 
mention only a few, in [Chi85] a softwcire peickage is introduced that dlows the steeidy state and 
transient. anaJysls of generalized Stochastic Petri Nets. [Cum85] describes a software package for the 
analysis of Stochastic Petri Nets models where transition firing times cire distributed as Phase-Type. 
[Men85] provides a tool for the analysis of TPN's where firing only occurs within the limits of time 
defined by the interval [a, 6], 6 > a. In [GM95], TimeNET, a tool especially designed for non-Markovian 
Stochastic Petri Nets is presented cind a comparison with other Petri Net tools is given. It should be 
possible to reuse and extend methods, algorithms, and tools known from TPN's for TDFD's. Once 
adapted, one might hopefully automatically evaluate, analyze, and solve these TDFD's. Depending on 
the types of distributions that are allowed for the firing times, one might consider to provide software 
that is capable of doing an analytical analysis if a Markov chain or a (semi) Mcirkov process is associated 
with the TDFD. Or, one might do simulations if everything else fails. 
In addition to a quantitative cmalysis (performance, throughput, average load of a bubble, etc.), 
mostly affected by the choice of the probability distributions, TDFD's also invite a qualitative analysis 
(deadlock, reachability, termination, finiteness, liveness, etc.). Some answers to qualitative questions 
may be gained from the related FDFD (e. g., there is no deadlock state for the TDFD if the FDFD 
has no deadlock state), but others are not immediately achievable (it is not guaranteed that the TDFD 
can reach a particular state even though it can be reached for the FDFD). Future research should be 
directed towards the question how decidability problems for TDFD's and FDFD's are related, similar 
to the discussion in [God82] where liveness properties of Petri Nets and Timed Petri Nets are compared. 
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6 STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF PERIODIC TIMED DATA FLOW 
DLA.GRAMS WITH MARKOVIAN TRANSITION TIMES 
A paper submitted to the IEEE Treinsactions on Software Engineering 
Jurgen Symanzik 
Abstract 
Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's) introduced in [SB96d] are an 
extension of the Formalized Data Flow Diagrams, defined in [LWBL96]. This extension allows us to 
assess the quantitative behavior (e. g., performance, throughput, average load of a bubble, etc.) as 
well as the qualitative behavior (e. g., deadlock, reachability, termination, finiteness, liveness, etc.), 
eventually depending on different types of transition times, for the system modeled through the TDFD. 
In this paper, we consider Markovian transition times for the consumption of in-flow items and for the 
production of items on the out-flow. Moreover, we require the TDFD to be periodic and irreducible 
and it must have a finite reachability set. For these models, we have been able to apply an aggregation 
principle of [Sch84], extended for periodic Markov chains by [VVoo93], to efficiently determine stationary 
probabilities. e.\pected waiting times, and limiting process probabilities. 
Keywords 
Statistical Software Engineering, Formalized Data Flow Diagrams, Embedded Markov Process, Em­
bedded Markov Chain, Aggregation Principle. Periodicity. 
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6.1 Introduction 
In [SB96d] we introduced Timed (or Stochastic) Data Flow Diagrams (TDFD's or SDFD's) as an 
extension of Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's), defined in [LWBL96]. In SDFD's, time is 
modeled through the definition of a stochastic time behavior for the consumption of in-flow items as 
well as a stochastic time behavior for the production of items on the out-flow. We followed the general 
approcich of Stochastic Petri Nets given in [MBB''"85] when defining SDFD's. 
In this paper we consider one particular subclass of TDFD's, i. e., those that are periodic, irreducible, 
and have Markovian transition times. We call these SDFD's periodic Markovizm Timed Data Flow 
Diagrams (periodic M-TDFD's). We will demonstrate how stationary probabilities, expected waiting 
times, and limiting process probabilities can be derived for M-TDFD's. The periodicity of the Markov 
chain, embedded in the Markov process (which is embedded in the given periodic M-TDFD), plays an 
important role for a computationally efficient analysis of interesting questions. This analysis is based 
on the aggregation principle of [Sch84]. Similarly, [Woo93] (Chapter 2) used this aggregation principle 
and the periodicity of .V-stage stochastic service systems (it appears, as pointed out in [Woo93], that 
[Paf,64] first noted this periodicity) to efficiently derive stationsiry probabilities and limiting process 
probabilities for 3- and 4-stage Markovian production lines. 
Some work has been done to exploit the periodic functioning of Timed Petri Nets. In [Hil90] for 
example, results have been obtained for the performance evaluation of multi-stage production systems 
where this periodic functioning often occurs. [Yua86] defines process periods for Petri Nets and uses 
those to describe the system behavior. However, to our best knowledge, there exists no prior approach 
to aggregate the state space of periodic Timed Petri Nets or similar computational models in a manner 
suggested by the aggregation principle of [Sch84] and the extension for periodic Markov chsuns by 
[\\^o93]. 
The typical two-step firing behavior of FDFD's has been applied to Timed Petri Nets as well. [RP84] 
allocates both an enabling time and a firing time to each transition. After a transition is enabled, it 
has to wait for a time (called the "enabling time") before it absorbs all tokens from its input bag. The 
tokens remain absorbed for the 'liring time" after which the transition places tokens in the appropriate 
output bag. The idea of alternating enabling and firing time points is also built into the work of [HT91]. 
The work presented in this paper can not only be applied to periodic M-TDFD's, but it can be 
directly used for the previously described Petri Nets with alternating enabling and firing time points. 
However, since our background is in Software Engineering, in particular in "Structured .Analysis" (SA) 
(e. g.. [DeM78], [WM85a]) where traditional Data Flow Diagrams (DFD's) are probably the most widely 
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used specification technique in industry today ([BB93]), we wanted to present our resTilts in this context. 
Even though little work has been done on TDFD's to date, we want to encourage the reader to consider 
TDFD's as a helpful model for complex time dependend systems. It does not matter for the stochastic 
analysis whether the Markov process cind Markov cheiin under consideration result from a TDFD or a 
Timed Petri Net. Thus, memy known methods smd results for the stochastic analysis of Timed Petri 
Nets Ccin be directly applied to TDFD's. Moreover, several advantages of TDFD's over Timed Petri 
Nets make them the more natural selection for software engineers as it has been pointed out in [SB96d]. 
The work presented in this paper relates to the new interdisciplinary field "Statistical Software 
Engineering", introduced in [Nat96]. We use statistical techniques that allow us to reduce computations 
when we analyze in the Specifications phase of the spiral softwcire development process model ([Nat96], 
p. 63) whether quantitative requirements of the softwcire system are fulfilled. 
In Section 6.2, we will summarize basic definitions required within this paper. Section 6.3 deals with 
the characterization of periodic FDFD's. In Section 6.4, we demonstrate how to apply the aggregation 
principle of [Sch84] to periodic and irreducible M-TDFD's with finite reachability set. We conclude 
this paper with an overview of future work in Section 6.5. 
6.2 Definitions 
6.2.1 Stochastic Data Flow Diagrams 
Data Flow Diagrams have been formalized at multiple places within the technical literature, e. g., 
in [De.VI78], [WM85a], [WMSob], [HarST]. [TP89]. [You89]. [Har92], and [Har96]. Within this paper, 
we make use of the definitions of Formalized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) developed by Coleman, 
Wahls. Baker, and Leavens in [Col91], [CB94]. [WBL93]. and [LWBL96]. In particular for our examples, 
we use the notation from [LWBL96]. This cited paper also contains a more detailed explanation of the 
underlying operational semantics of FDFD's and an extended example. 
In addition, we need the following defintions from [SB96d]: 
Definition (6.2.1.1): A f i r ing  sequence  ( computa t ion  sequence)  of an FDFD is a possibly infinite 
sequence  (6 , .a , , j , )  6  Bx {C.  P}  ^ N, i>  0.  such that ,  i f  trans i t ion  (6 , - ,  a , - ,  j , )  i s  f ired  in  s tate  {bm,r , f s ) ,  
then 
(Consume(b i ) ) j , { f s , r ) ,  if a,-= C 
{Produce(b i ) ) j^(fs . r ) .  i f  a ,  =  P 
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( work ing ,  if a,- = C id l e ,  i f  a , -  =  P 
bm'{b)  =  bm{b)  —{6t"}  
and 
{bm,r , f s )  - f  {bm' , r ' , f s ' ) .  
We introduce the notation (6m, r,/s)[(6,a,j)] to indicate that transition (6,a,j) is fireable in state 
(bm,r,fs) ajid (6m, r,/s)[(6, a,j)](6m', r',/s') to indicate that state (6m', r',/s') is reached upon the 
f ir ing  o f  trz ins i t ion  {b .a , j )  in  s tate  {bm,r , f s ) .  
By induction, we extend this notation for firing sequences: 
(6mo. ''O,/5O)[(6I, fll, Jl). - • -, (6n —I, Qn —it Jn —L)t [bnj "FIT Jn)] 
is used to indicate that transition (6„,a„,j„) is fireable in state (6m„_i, r„_i,/s„_i), given that 
(6mo, ^0, fSQ)[(bi, ai,Ji),...,(6n —1, On —li/n ——1< — — 
holds. By analogy, we use 
(6mo,ro,/so)[(6i,ai,ji),...,(6„.a„,j„)](6m„,r„,/s„) 
to indicate that state (6m„, is reached upon the firing of the sequence (6i,ai, ji),..(6„,a„,y„). 
• 
Definition (6.2.1.2): The se t  o f  f inng  sequences  { se t  o f  computa t ion  sequences ,  language)  of an 
FDFD, denoted by F5(FDFD,7,„.£,o/)- is the set containing all firing sequences that are possible for 
this FDFD, given "^Unitial  ~  {bniinit iah  ^ imtial* f^init iat)  ^ 
F S ( F D F D , - l i n i t i a l )  = {s I S G (S X {C, P} X N ) '  A 7mi£ia/[s]}. 
By analogy, we define 
F S i ( F D F D . - l i n i t i a l )  = {s  I S € (B X {C. P} X NY A 7m.tia/[s]}, i > 0. 
the set of firing sequences of length i  when starting in 7,niMa(- • 
Definition (6.2.1.3): The Reachabi l i t y  Se t  of an FDFD. denoted by RS(FDFD,~f in i t ia i ) ,  is the 
set of states 7 = (6m,r,/s) that are reachable from -nmtiai = (6m,„,£,o(, r,„,£,a/,/s,„,j,a;), i. e., 
R S ( F D F D . - l i n i t i a l )  =  { •  1  "  €  r  A  3 s e  F S ( F D F D . - ( i n i t i a l )  •  7mi£ia/[s]7}-
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By cinalogy, we define 
RSi(FDFD,f in i t ia l )  = { 7 | 7 € r A 3 s 6  FSi[FDFD,- f in i t ia l )  •  7«nf£«a/[s]7}i » > 0, 
the set of states that zire reachable in i  steps when starting in t in i t ia l -  • 
Deiinltioii (6.2.1.4): Let EN[- i )  C  B  x  {C ,F}  x  N  he  the set of transitions that are enabled 
in state 7 = (6m, r,fs), i. e., 
EN{- ( )  = {s 1 s € (S X {C .P}  X N)  A7[s]} = FSi {FDFD, j ) .  •  
Now, we specialize our definitions from [SB96d] with respect to Markovian treinsition times. 
Defiiiition (6.2.1.5): A t imed  f i r ing  sequence  (TFS) of an FDFD with initial state j in iua i  is a pair 
tfs = (s, r), where s 6 FS{FDFD.-(initial) and r is a non-decreasing sequence (of the same length) of 
real non-negative values representing the instants of firing (called epochs) of each transition, such that 
consecutive transitions (6,-,a,-,j,) and (6i+i,a,>i,j,+i) correspond to ordered epochs n < n+i. The 
time intervals [r,, r,+i) between consecutive epochs represent the periods in which the FDFD remains 
in  s tate  7, -  (assuming tq  =  0) .  A his tory  o (  the  FDFD up to  the  kth  epoch Tk i s  denoted by  Z{k) .  •  
Definition (6.2.1.6); A Markov ian  T imed  Data  Flow Diagram (M-TDFD) is a SDFD with 
associated FDFD and initial state Uniciai where the selection of the transition that fires is based on the 
Race Policy with marginal distributions (that do not depend on state 7 and past history ^ 
Oi(x )  = 6i(x  I 7, ZJ = Eip{x:  A,), I = 1 | £'iV(7) | V7 VZ 
and with an initial probability distribution on the Reachability Set RS(FDFD,f in i t ia l ) -  Exp{x;Xi )  
represents the Exponential distribution with probability density function f(x) = A,-exp(—A,i)/(o,oo)(2;) 
and cumulative distribution function F{x) = (1 — exp(—A,j:))/(o oo)(2^) for ^i >0. • 
Because of the memoryless property of the Exponential distribution, we do not have to distinguish 
among the possible cases introduced in [SB96d] how 10 deal with the past history Z. We have the same 
behavior for Resampling, Work Age Memory, and Enabling Age Memory. 
This definition introduces the embedded  Markov  process  of the M-TDFD with a one-on-one mapping 
between the discrete state space and the reachability set RS[FDFD.~fi„itiai)- We refer to this state 
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space together with the rules for state changes (implied by the mappings Enabled ,  Consume,  and 
Produce of the M-TDFD) as the embedded Markov chain of the M-TDFD. For the initial probability 
distribution on RS{FDFD,-finitial), we assume that Pr(system is in state finitial at time ro = 0) = 1. 
6.2.2 Periodic Markov Chains 
In this section we will summarize definitions and theorems on periodic Mairkov chains given in 
[IM76], Chapters 2 and 3. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic notations for Markov 
chains. 
Defmition (6.2.2.1): A subset, C,  of the state space, 5 is called c losed  if p.-fc = 0 for all i € C 
and k  ^ C.  I f  a  c losed set  cons is ts  o f  a  s ingle  s tate ,  then that  s tate  i s  ca l led  an  absorb ing  s ta te .  •  
Definition (6.2.2.2): A Markov chain is called i r reduc ib le  if there exists no nonempty closed set 
other  than S i t se l f .  I f  S has  a  proper  c losed subset ,  i t  i s  ca l led  reduc ib le .  •  
Definition (6.2.2.3): Two states, i  and j ,  are said to in tercommunica te  if for some n > 0, 
p|"' > 0 and for some m > 0, >0- • 
Theorem (6.2.2.4): A Markov chain is irreducible if and only if all pairs of states intercommu­
nicate. 
Definition (6.2.2.5): State j  has per iod  d  if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) pj"' = 0 unless n =  md for some positive integer m and 
(ii) d  i s  the largest integer with property (i). 
State j  is called aper iod ic  when cf = 1. • 
Theorem (6.2.2.6): State j  has period d  if and only if d  is the greatest common divisor of all 
those n's for which p^"' > 0 (that is. d = G.C.D.{n | p^"' >0}). 
Lemma (6.2.2.7): The state space of a periodic irreducible Markov chain of period d  can be 
partitioned into d disjoint classes Do. D\ Dd-i such that from Dj the chain goes, in the next step. 
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to Dj+i for J = 0,1,..., rf — 2. From Dj-i the chain returns in the next step to Do- • 
Finally, we indicate the following Theorem, introduced as Proposition 6-28 and proved in [KSK76]. 
Theorem (6.2.2.8): The period of a recurrent chain for the state i  is a constant independent of 
the  s tate  i .  
6.2.3 Periodic Formalized Data Flow Diagrams 
Similiar to Subsection 6.2.2, we now define related terms for an FDFD with initicd state finitiai- It 
should  be  obvious  that  there  ex is ts  a  one-on-one  mapping between the  reachabi l i ty  se t  RS{FDFD,  t in i t ia i )  
of an FDFD and the discrete state space of a Markov chciin. We refer to this state space together with 
the rules for state changes (implied by the mappings Enabled, Consume, and Produce of the FDFD) as 
the embedded Markov chain of the FDFD. 
Definition (6.2.3.1): A subset C, of the reachability set, RS{FDFD,  f in i t ia i ) ,  is called c losed  if 
for all 7i 6 C and ~fk ^ C there exists no transition s 6 (B x {C, P} x N) such that 7:[s]7fc. If a closed 
set consists of a single state, then that state is called a deadlock state. • 
Definition (6.2.3.2): .A.n FDFD with initial state tinitiai is called i r reduc ib le  if there e.xists no 
nonempty closed set other than RS{FDFD.finitial) itself. If RS{FDFD,finitial) has a proper closed 
subset ,  i t  i s  ca l led  reduc ib le .  •  
Definition (6.2.3.3): Two states, n and t j  £  RS{FDFD.Hni t ia i ) ,  said to in tercommunica te  
if for some firing sequences s and t. 7: [s]7j and 7j[<]7i- • 
Theorem (6.2.3.4): .A.n FDFD with initial state tinmai 's irreducible if and only if all pairs of 
states intercommunicate. 
Proof: Follows directly from the embedded .Markov chain. • 
Definition (6.2.3.5): .A.state7i 6 iJS( FDFD. 7,„it,a/) has penorf tf if the following two conditions 
hold: 
(i) 7:M7I does not hold unless s 6 F S n ( F D F D . f i ]  where n = md for some positive integer m and 
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(ii) d  is the largest integer with property (i). • 
Note that the period d of a state 7,- is related to the times at which the FDFD might return to state 
7,-. It does not mean that the FDFD with current state 7,- can return to this state upon the firing of ex­
actly d transitions nor does it mean that the FDFD will ever return to this state. Also, we do not have 
to define an aperiodic state 7,, where rf = 1. This case can never happen as we show in the next theorem. 
Definition (6.2.3.6): .A.n FDFD with initial state f in i t ia i  is per iod ic  w i th  per iod  d  if all of its 
s tates  7  6  R S { F D F D , ' ( i n i c i a t )  have  per iod d .  •  
Theorem (6.2.3.7): .\n FDFD with initial state finitiai is either aperiodic or it is periodic with 
period d> 2, where d is even. 
Proof: It is impossible that the state does not cheinge upon the firing of a transition. Even if nothing 
is consumed and nothing is produced upon the firing of a transition, at least one bubble changes its 
BubbleMode. Every bubble has to move from idle to working (working to idle) before it can return to 
idle (working). Therefore, d>2. Through the execution of every transition, the BubbleMode of exactly 
one  bubble  i s  a l tered.  Thus ,  af ter  an  odd number of  trans i t ions ,  a t  least  one  bubble  has  a  BubbleMode  
different from its BubbleMode in the starting state. Thus, d is even. However, if the FDFD contains a 
deadlock state, if it can never return to some previously reached state, or if some states have different 
periods, then it is aperiodic. • 
Corollary (6.2.3.8): .-Vn irreducible FDFD with initial state tinitiai and finite reachability set is 
periodic with period d > 2, where d is even. 
Proof: Since the FDFD is irreducible, it has no deadlock state and all pairs of states intercommunicate. 
It is possible to return to any state in RS(FDFD,finitial)- This means, the embedded Markov chain is 
recurrent since the state space (the reachability set of the FDFD) also is finite. According to Theorem 
(6 .2 .2 .8) ,  a l l  s tates  have  the  same per iod d .  But  then,  as  we  have  seen in  the  previous  Theorem,  d>2  
and d is even. • 
6.3 Characterization of Periodic FDFD's 
For the results in Section 6.4 we will assume that a given M-TDFD with initial state tinitiai is 
periodic, irreducible, and has a finite reachability set. However, what does a M-TDFD with these 
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features look like, what are the necessaury criteria it has to fulfill? To answer these questions, we will 
first demonstrate the unpredictable behavior of FDFD's in Subsection 6.3.1 and indicate how the period 
d C2in be determined for FDFD's with finite reachability set in Subsection 6.3.2. 
6.3.1 Unpredictable Behavior of FDFD's 
As we have seen in [SB96a], FDFD's are computationally equivalent to Turing Machines. This 
implies that all interesting decidability problems such as resichability, termination, deadlock and liveness 
properties, and finiteness, that are undecidable for Turing Meichines are also undecidable for FDFD's. 
Unfortunately, the questions whether an FDFD is periodic, irreducible, Eind has a finite reachability set 
are directly related to these decidability problems. 
In the next example, we will see that the question whether an FDFD is periodic, irreducible, and has 
a  f in i te  reachabi l i ty  se t  does  not  only  depend on the  s tructure  and the  mappings  Enabled ,  Consume,  
and Produce, but it depends on the initial state 7,nitto/ as well. Moreover, an FDFD with initial state 
linitiaii might be periodic, irreducible, and might have a finite reachability set, but the Scime FDFD 
with initial state ~iinitiai3 may not have any of these features. 
Exeunple (6.3.1.1): This e.xample shows an FDFD whose features highly depend on its initial 
The mappings Enabled .  Consume,  and Produce  for the FDFD shown in Figure 6.1 are defined as: 
Enabled(A)  = A/s . ( - ' l sEmpty (BA)  A Head[ f s (BA))  =  d)  
Enabled(B)  = A/s . ( -^ l sEmpty (AB)  A Head{ f s (AB))  =  a)  
V ( -^IsEmpty lCB)  A Head( f s {CB))  = c) 
s ta te  '^ in i t ia l '  
Figure 6.1: E.xample of an FDFD Highly Depending on Unitiai-
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V { -<[sEmpty{AB)  A Head{ f s {AB))  =  a  
A ->IsEmpty{CB)  A Head{ f s (CB))  
V { - • [ sEmpty (AB)  A Head{ f s {AB))  =  a  
A - ' I sEmpty{DB)  A Head( f s {DB])  
Enabled{C)  = A/s  .  (^IsEmpty{BC)  A Head{ f s {BC))  =  b)  
Enabled{D) = A/s . (-<IsEmpty{BD) A Head(fs{BD)) = e) 
Consume(A) = \ { f s . r )  .  
{if { -^[sEmpty (BA)  A Head[ f s [BA))  =  </)  
then In{BA.  A) { f s ,  r )  
R  
} 
Consume(B)  = A(/s. r) . 
{if { -^IsEmpty (AB)  A Head{ f s (AB))  = a) 
then In{AB.  B) { f s .  r )  
fi, 
if { -^IsEmpty (CB)  A /fea£/(/s(CS)) = c) 
then In(CB.  B) { f s . r )  
fi. 
if { ->IsEmpty{AB)  A Head{ f s (AB)]  =  a  
/ \ - ' l sEmply [CB)  A Head{ f s {CB))  — c) 
then /n(.4B.S)(/n{CS.B)(/s.r)) 
fi, 
if ( - ' I sEmpty (AB)  A Head{ f s {AB))  =  a  
f \ -> l sEmpty [DB)  A Head( f s (DB))  =  / )  
then /n(.45.S)(/rj( iDS.B)(/s.r)) 
fi 
} 
CoTi sume(C)  =  A ( / s . r )  .  
{if ( - ' I sEmpty (BC]  A Head( f s (BC))  = 6) 
then In{BC.C) ( f s . r )  
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} 
Consumei^D)  =  X{fs ,  r). 
{if ( -<IsEnip ty {BD)  A Head[ f s (BD))  = e) 
then In(BD,  D)(/s, r) (D, C, 1) 
fi 
} 
Produce(A)  = A(/s, r) . 
{if r(.4)(5yl) = d  
then Out(a .  AB,  A) { f s , r )  (A, P. 1) 
fi 
} 
Produce{B)  =  A(/s,r). 
{if r(B)(^B) = a 
then Out{b ,  BC,  B) ( f s ,  r) (B, P, 1) 
fi, 
if r(B)(CS) = c 
then Out(d ,  BA,  B) ( f s .  r) (B, P, 2) 
fi, 
ifr(B)(.4S) = a A r (B)(CS) = c 
then  Out (e .  BD.  B) ( f s . r )  {B, P, 3) 
fi, 
if r(S)(.4fi) = aAr iB) {DB)=f  
then Out(b .  BC.  B) ( f s . r )  (B. P, 4) 
fi 
} 
Produce{C)  = A(/s, r) . 
{ifr(C)(5C) = b  
then  Out (c .CB.C) ( f s . r )  (C, P. 1) 
fi 
} 
Produce(D)  =  X(fs . r )  .  
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{ifr(D)(S£>) = e 
then Out(f, DB, D){fs, r) (D, P, 1) 
fi 
} 
We consider three initial states 
•{initiate = {(tdle, idle, idle, idle), (±, ±, ±, ±, ±, ±), ((a), (), (), (), (), ())), 
Unitiaij = [[idle, idle, idle, idle), (±, ±, ±,±, ±. ±), ((aa), (), (), (), (), ())), 
and 
Jinitiati = {(idle, idle, idle, idle), (±, ±, L, ±, ±, ±), ((aaa), (), (),(), (),()))• 
Note that the only difference between these initial states is the number of times the OBJECT "or" 
initially appears on flow AB. This notation indicates 
{bminitial,  ^ initalt f^inital) ~ 
((6m(.4), bm{B), bm{C), bm{D)), 
{r(B){AB), r{C){BC), r{B){CB),r{A){BA), r{D){BD), r{B){DB)), 
{fs{AB),fs{BC),fs{CB),fs{BA),fs{BD),fs{DB))). 
For -finitiah, the reachability set RS{FDFD, Unitiaii) consists only of the following eight states 71,..., 73: 
. 71 = [{idle. idle, idle, idle),{L. L. ±. ±. L. ±). ((a), {), (), (),(), ())) = -fi^itiau 
• 72 = {{idle, working, idle, idle), (a, ±. ±, L, L, ±), ((), (), (). (),(), ())) 
.  73  =  {{idle, idle, idle, idle),{L. L. ± .  ± .  ± ,  ± ) ,  { ( ) ,  ( 6 ) ,  ( ) , ( ) ,  ( ) ,  ( ) ) )  
• 14 = {{idle, idle, working, idle), {L. b. L. L. !.).{(), {),{),{), {),{))) 
.  75  =  {{'die, idle, idle, idle), {L, ±. ±, ±. ±), ((), (), (c), (), (), ())) 
• 76 = {{idle, working, idle, idle), {L. J.. c.L.±.L), {{),{),{),{), {),{))) 
• 77 = {{idle. idle. idle, idle), (±. ±. ±, ±. ±. ±), ((),(),(), (d). (), ())) 
• 78 = {{idle, idle, u;orAnng, id/e), (±, ±, ±, (f, X. ±), ((),(),(),(),(), ())) 
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At any time during the execution of the FDFD, we have | EN{-yi) | = 1, i = 1,..., 8, i. e., the FDFD 
behaves deterministicaliy. Therefore, upon the execution of the firing sequence 
51 = ((B, C, 1), (S, P, 1), (C, C, 1), (C, P, 1), (B, C, 2), (B, P, 2), {A, C, 1), [A, P, 1)) 
the FDFD returns to finitiah when started in i. e., 7,„it,oii[si]7in.tfoZi- Trivially, the FDFD 
with finitiaii is irreducible, periodic with period 8, zind has a finite reachability set of size 8. 
Now we consider the FDFD with Unitiai,- Since only an OBJECT on a flow has been repli­
cated but no OBJECT has been removed in comparision with finitiaiu it should be obvious that 
7intt«ai3[si]7mi£ia/j holds. But, is the FDFD with 7{„,t,a/j still irreducible and periodic? Consider 
52 = ((B, C 1), (B, P, 1), (C, C. 1), (C. P, 1), (B, C, 3), (B, P, 3), (D, C, 1), (£», P, 1)). 
We have -iinitiaiAs2hdead, where -ydead = ((irf/e, Jtf/e, irf/e, tdZe), (±, ±, ±, ±. ±), ((),(),(),(),(), (/))) 
denotes a deadlock state. Hence, the FDFD with tinitiai, is not irreducible, -fdead has no period d and 
thus the FDFD with finitiah is not periodic. 
Finally, we consider the FDFD with -jinitiaii- Again, one OBJECT on a flow has been replicated 
twice and no OBJECT has been removed in comparision with finitiaii- We consider sn first. We have 
7in.tiaij[s2]7no£-^iea<i, where inot^ead = {{idle, idle, idle, idle), {L, J., ±, L, 1.), {{a),{),{),(),{), {/))) 
represents a state that is not a deadlock state. Instead, we have jnot^ead[{B, C, 4), (B, P, 4)]73, where 
73 is identical to the state of the same name in RS{FDFD,-finitiaii)- Once 73 has been resiched, only 
those states can be reached that are also reachable for the FDFD with finitiaii- But none of these states 
intercommunicates with finitiaii for example, thus the FDFD with finitiaii can not be irreducible. We 
leave it to the reader to determine whether the FDFD with -Unitiah is periodic and which deadlock 
states can possibly be reached. This e.^unple illustrates how such small changes in the initial state result 
in quite different behavior. We leave it to the reader to imagine how inpredictably a more complex 
FDFD might behave. • 
Based on the previous example, it becomes obvious that our initial assumption that the period d (if 
the FDFD is periodic at all) might depend on the number of bubbles and flows does not hold at all. We 
found several examples where the period d is proportional to (2 #6u66/es), allowing each of the bubbles 
to alter between tdle and working for the same number of times. However, we can not generalize from 
these examples to the general behavior of FDFD's. Especially since the period does not only depend 
on the structure but on the initial state as well. This is reasonable when recalling the fact that FDFD's 
have the same computational power as Turing Machines. Anything can happen. 
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6.3.2 Determination of d 
As we already pointed out earlier, FDFD's are computationally equivalent to Turing Machines 
([SB96a]). Therefore, we can not generally answer the questions whether an FDFD is periodic, ir­
reducible, and has a finite reachability set. However, we can indicate an algorithm that determines 
whether the reachability set is finite or terminates after a fixed number of steps if the reachability set 
has not been fully e.xploited by then. If the reachability set is finite, we can determine whether the 
FDFD is irreducible, and if so, what period d it has. 
First we want to introduce a definition from graph theory (e. g., [AHU74], p. 189): 
Definition (6.3.2.1): Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph. We Ccin partition V into equivalence 
classes, K , 1 < i < r. such that vertices v and w are equivalent if and only if there is a path from v to 
w and a path from w to v. Let E, , 1 < i < r, be the set of edges connecting the pairs of vertices in Vj . 
The graphs G, = (Vi, £",) are Ccilled the strongly connected components of G. Even though every vertex 
of G is in some K , G may have edges not in any E,-. A graph is said to be strongly connected if it has 
only one strongly connected component. • 
Obviously, the question whether an FDFD with initial state -{initial is irreducible is equivalent to 
the question whether its reachability graph is strongly connected. 
We can summEirize the procedure that eventually returns the period d in four steps: 
Step 1 : Determine the reachability set RS[FDFD,tinitiai) 
This can be done using the following breadth-first algorithm: 
J = 0; Newi = {imitiaj}: Reachedi = Newi; Examinei = Newi 
while (i < MAXSTEPS and Examinei {}) 
{ 
Newi+i= RSi(FDFD.-t) % all states reachable in one more step 
7€^xamine, 
Reachedi+i = Reachedi U Newi+i % all states reached so far 
Examinei+i = Newi+i — Reached, % all states not yet examined 
2- = 2 + 1 
} 
if Examinei = {} e.xit "Reachability set is finite." 
else exit "No solution found." 
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We stop if we find no solution. 
Step 2 : Determine whether the reachability graph is strongly connected 
Let G = [V,E) with V = RS{FDFD,'fi„itiai) and E the set of edges implied by the mappings 
Consume cind Produce be the (directed) reachability graph of the related FDFD with initieJ state 
Unitiai- Let Ti = number of vertices = | RS{FDFD,-finitial) I and e = number of edges. We can 
apply tin algorithm that finds the strongly connected components of G. For example, Algorithm 
5.4 in [AHU74], p. 193, performs this task in 0{MAX{n,e)) time. We stop if G is not strongly 
connected, i. e., if the FDFD with finitiai is not irreducible. 
Step 3 : Determine the shortest return path 
For every ~/i € RS{FDFD, ~finitiai),i = 1,. -., n, we determine the shortest path from 7,- to 7,- with 
length di > 0. This can be done applying Dijkstra's Algorithm (e. g., Algorithm 5.6 in [AHU74], 
p. 207, or Section 6.4 in [PS82]) to every 7,- in time O(n-). We could also use the Floyd-Warshall 
Algorithm (e. g.. Section 6.5 in [PS82]) that finds the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in 
O(n^) time. 
Step 4 : Determine the period d 
.According to Corollary (6.2.3.8) the FDFD with -yinitiai is periodic with period d>2, where d is 
even. We can determine d as G.C.D.{di I i = I n}. 
Obviously, this 4-step approach is not the most efficient one. For example, we do not really need 
Dijkstra's .\lgorithm or the Floyd-Warshall .\lgorithm to determine the shortest path since the cost 
for each step is the same, no matter which edge is selected. Moreover, it should be possible to combine 
Steps 1 to 3 into a more efficient algorithm. However, this goes beyond the scope of this paper. 
6.4 Analysis of Periodic M—TDFD's 
6.4.1 The Aggregation Principle 
The idea presented in the following extract from [Sch84] is commonly referred to as the aggregation 
principle: 
"Let 5 be a finite or countably infinite set and .V = {.V„; n > 0} a homogeneous irreducible 
recurrent Markov chain on 5 with transition matrix P = (pij)- Let S' be a nonempty subset 
of 5. and denote by ni. no,... the successive random times at which .Y is visiting 5'. Then 
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X' = {XnijXn,, - • -} is a homogeneous irreducible recurrent Markov chain on S' ([KSK76], 
p. 164^). Its transition matrix, P', is given by 
(1.1) p'.j=pij+ ^ Pikrkj, iJeS', 
kes-s' 
where rkj,k € S — S',j € S', is the probability that X will first hit S' at state j given start 
in k. Likewise, pjj is the probability for X to first reenter S' at j given start in i. If X is 
ergodic, so is X' (but not vice versa). X' will be said to arise from X by watching X on 
S', only. The equations (1.2) z = xP and (1.3) x' = x'P', x and x' denoting row vectors, 
possess strictly positive solutions p, p' which are unique up to multiplicative constants, emd 
for which (1.4) pj = cp,-, i € S', c a. constant ([KSK76], p. 164^). The p,p' shall be assumed 
to denote probability vectors in the ergodic case." 
6.4.2 Application to Periodic M-TDFD's 
.A.S pointed out in [Woo93|, in the case of a periodic Markov chain, if 5' is taken as a periodic subset 
of S, then the constant c in [Sch84] (1.4) is simply the period d of the Markov chain. 
We can summarize the process to analyze a periodic and irreducible M-TDFD of period d with 
initial state ^initial and finite reachability set RS(FDFD, in the following dgorithm: 
(i) Determine the d equivalence classes of states of the FDFD associated with M-TDFD (the periodic 
subsets) Si,...,Sd- It is 
c e t l ( \ R S ( F D F D .  
Sj = y RSid+j(FDFD.finitiai)J=l,---,d, 
1=0 
and 
d 
•^ = U ~ RS{FDFD,~linitial)-
(ii) Determine P, with columns and rows representing states 7 i , . . . , 7„ ,  n =| RS{FDFD.tinitiai] I, 
ordered according to the periodic subsets, starting with Sd-Si,.. .,Sd-i- It is 
P.J = 1 "• 
Va,  
1=1 
such that ti[(6fc. ak, A-)]Tj and 7,[(6(= 1 m. where m =\ EN(7,-) | and XkAi, 
are the rates of the Exponential distributions related to the transitions (bk,ak,jk),(l>i,ai,ji),..., 
[bm-amjm)- respectively. 
'The reference [KSK76], p. 164. refers to Exercise 5 on page 164. [n addition, the definition of on page 133 and 
Lemma 6-6 on page 134 of the same reference are required to understand the reasoning in [Sch84]. 
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(iii) Let S' be any of the periodic subsets Si,...,Sd such that | S' |<| Sj | Vj = 1, — ,d. Let 
AS = S — S'. Derive P' according to [Sch84] (1.1). rfey, related to states -yk € A5,7j € 5', can 
be determined via the products of pijs related to a firing sequence from state fk to state jj that 
does not reach any other state 5 € S', summed up over all possible firing sequences of this type. 
Note that all firing sequences to be considered are those with d — 1 or less steps. Now, solve 
i' = x'P' where solutions p' are strictly positive and can be normalized such that p'l = 1, where 
1 represents a vector of all I's. 
(iv) From [Sch84] (1.4) and by using P, we get the stationary probabilities p: 
Pi = 2^'i : 7.- 6 S' 
Pi = ^ P'j^ji '• fi € A5 
J -rjes' 
(v) The expected waiting times in the states 7,, i = 1,..., n, can be computed as 
't'. = "• 
5: A, 
(=i 
where m  = (  E N { f i )  \  and Ai,..., are the rates of the related E.xponential distributions (as in 
(ii) above). 
(vi) Based on the specialisation in [Woo93] for the general case of ergodic stationary semi Markov 
processes with countable state space ([.A.DSS]). we can compute the limiting process probabilities 
n,- = lim Pi{t) of the states fi,i = 1 n. i. e., the probabilitv that the system is in the state 
t—fOO 
fi for t —>• 00. as 
Pi"^' • , n. = -s .«= 1 1-
Tpj^j 
7=1 
6.4.3 An Example 
This e.xampleof an M-TDFD represents a Producer/Consumer problem with bounded buffer of size 
2 (Figure 6.2). This means, the Producer can only produce two more items than the Consumer has 
consumed. 
The mappings Enabled. Consume, and Produce are defined as: 
Enabled(P) = A/s . Is Empty [Done] A Head{fs(Done)) — Yes) 
Enabled(C) = A/s . (-'IsEmpty(f) A Head(fs(f)) = 1) 
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Done 
Figure 6.2: Example of a Periodic and Irreducible M-TDFD. 
Transition Rate 
Consume(P) = Hfs. r) . 
{if [->[sEmpty(Done) A Head[fs{Done)) — Yes) 
then. In{Done, P)[fs,r) (P, C, 1) Ai 
fi 
} 
Consume(C) = A(/s. r) . 
{if (-•fsEmpty(f) A Head{fs{f)) = I) 
then/n(/,C)(/s.r) (C, C, 1) A, 
fi 
} 
Produce(P) = A(/s.r) . 
{if r[C)[Done) = Yes 
then Out{l.f.P)(fs,r) 
fi 
} 
Produce(C) = A(/s, r) . 
{if r(C)(/) = I 
then Out( Yes. Done. C)(fs. r) 
fi 
} 
Initially, we have 
"Jl = -/in.tia/ = (bmin ,tiai,ri„,taiJSi„itai) = ((idle, idle), (±, ±),((), [YesYes))). 
This notation indicates 
(P,  P,  i )  A3 
(C, P, 1) A4 
( ( b T n {P). bm{C)). (r(P)(Done). r(C)(f)),(fs(f),fs(Done))). 
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The reachability set RS{FDFD,-ri„itiai) consists of the following eight states: 
. 71 = {{idle, idle), (±, L), ((), {Yes Kes))) 
• 74 = {{working, idle), (yes. X), ((), (Ves))) 
• 76 = {{idle, idle), (J., L), ((1), (Kes))) 
• 77 = {{working, idle), (Yes, 1), ((1), ())) 
• 78 = {{idle, working), (±, 1), ((), (Ves))) 
• 72 = {{idle, idle), {L, L), ((1 1), ())) 
•  73  =  {{working, working), (Yes, 1 ) ,  ( ( ) ,  ( ) ) )  
•  75  =  {{idle, working), (X, I), ((1), ())) 
According to Step 1 in Subsection 6.3.2 the reachability set has been gained in the following way: 
i New Reached Examine 
0  {71} {71}  {71} 
I {74} {71, 74 }  {74} 
2  {76} {71,74,75} {76} 
3 {77,73} {71,74,76,77,73} {77 ,73}  
4 {72 ,73, 71 }  {71, 74 ,76. 77 ,73 ,72, 73 }  {72 ,73} 
5 {75 ,74} {71. 74 , 76, 77 .  78, 72, 73 .  75}  {75}  
6  {76} {71. 74 ,76, 77 ,73 ,72 ,73 .75}  { }  
Following Steps 2 to 4 in Subsection 6.3.2 reveals that the FDFD with finitiat is irreducible and 
periodic with period d = 4. The same can be seen in the reachability graph (Figure 6.3). 
We follow the algorithm from Subsection 6.4.2 to further analyze this M-TDFD: 
(i) The d— A equivalence cicisses of states are: 
•  5 i  =  { 74 .75}  
• 82 = {75} 
• Sz = {77.78} 
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(C, P. 1): A4 
(P, C, 1): Ai 
(P, R 1): A3 
(P, P, 1): A; 
Figure 6.3: Reachability Graph of a Periodic and Irreducible M-TDFD. 
• 54 = {71-72,73} 
• S = {-II I s }  
(ii) P  can be determined using the reachability graph. It is arranged such that 71 appears in the first 
row/column and appears in the last row/column: 
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P = 
c 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Ai 0 0 0 
A3+A4 A3+A< 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
A, A^ 
A1+A3 AI+A2 
0 
A4 
Ai A-» 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0
 
0
 
Aj+Aj 
0 
A3+A3 
At 
0
 
0
 AI+X4 AI+A4 
0
 
0
 
(iii) We select 5' = 5^ = {76}- Then AS = {71.72,73,74,75,77,78}- We have 
P' = .(Pse) 
= I P66 + ^ P6krk6 J 
\ ke^S / 
= (0 + PS-^TG + P68'*86) 
\ A i  +  A o  +  - ^ 3  
A4 
+ 
+  A o  \ A i  +  A 4  
• 1 - 1  +  
Ao + A3 A3 + A4 
Ai A4 
• 1  +  
-^2 + A3 A3 A4 
-^3 
Ai + A4 A3 + A4 
1 + 
Ai + A4 A3 + A4 0) 
= (1) 
and p' = (I). 
(iv) The stationary probabilities p are: 
P6 = 
Pi = 
P2 = 
P3 = 
PA = 
A4 
1 
4 
1 Ao 
4 A1 -f- Xn A1 4" A4 
1 At A3 
4 Ai 4* Ao Ao "f* A3 
Ao 
+ A3 
Ao 
1 f Ai 
4 \ Ai -f- Ao Ao 
1 f—hi 
4 Ui + 
+ 
•^1 
Ai "i" Ao Ai "i" A4 
A4 A. 
+ 
A4 
+ 
A4 
1 
P5 = 7 
Ao Ao A3 A3 -j- A4 Ai 4" Ao Ai + A4 A3 + A4 Ai -i" Ao Ai 
Ai A3 Ai Ao A3 Ao Ai 
P7 
Pa 
4 V '^1 -^2 *^2 -^3 
I Ai 
• 1 + + 
+ A4 
A3 
Ai + Ao Ao + A3 A3 T A4 Ai + Ao Aj + A4 A3 + A. 
4 Ai Ao 
1 Ao 
4 Ai 4" Ao 
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(v) The vector of expected waiting times $ is: 
( Ax' A2' A3 + A4 A3' A4 Ai + A2 Ao + A3 Ai + A4 1 1 1 1 1 1  1  1  ) 
(vi) The limiting process probabilities are calculated as: 
8 
j=i 
(vii) If we assume that we have identical rates Ai = Ao = A3 = A4 = 1, we get 
^  ~  4  V 4 ' 4 ' 2 ' 2 ' 2 ' ^ ' :  
i (2.2,1.2,2.1,1.1), and 
n  =  - ^ ( 1 . 1 . 1 . 2 . 2 , 2 , 1 . 1 ) .  
1 / 1 1 1 1 1 .  ( 
6.5 Future Directions 
In this paper we have demonstrated how the aggregation principle from [Sch84] can be used to 
analyze periodic and irreducible M-TDFD's with finite reachability sets. Especially for large models, 
this approach is very helpful to efficiently determine stationary probabilities, expected waiting times, 
and limiting process probabilities. So far. we have used this approach only to aneilyze periodic and 
irreducible M-TDFD's with finite reachability sets. Future work can be directed into two directions: 
• Analysis of M-TDFD's with infinite reachability sets: Many real systems behave like queueing 
systems or queueing networks with finite or infinite queue lengths and tend to be periodic and 
irreducible. M-TDFD's representing such systems might be candidates to be analyzed in a manner 
similiar to the one described in this paper. 
• .Analysis of TDFD's with arbitrary transition times: The main idea in [Sch84] was the application 
of the aggregation principle to queueing systems and networks with arbitrary service and inter-
arrival times, approximated through mixtures of Erlang distributions. We might be capable to do 
a computationally efficient analysis of TDFD's where transition times are modeled as mixtures of 
Erlang distributions, using the aggregation principle in its original context. 
Finally, there exist several types of real systems that are good candidates to be correctly modeled 
and analyzed through (periodic and irreducible) .M-TDFD's. while currently still being modeled and 
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analyzed through Timed Petri Nets. Examples for these systems are communication protocols (e. g., 
[MAT^TT], [MB83], [Wal83]) eind complex computer systems (e. g., [ZubSO]). Another type of system 
that might work quite well are general Producer/Consumer systems or networks of these, e. g., multi­
stage production systems (e. g., [HiI90]). 
However, many systems modeled through Data Flow Diagrams, e. g., the case study of an elevator 
system in [You89], the cruise control system, the bottle-filling system, the pocket-sized logic cinaJyser, 
and the defect inspection system, all in [WM85b], probably would have non-Markoviem transition 
times. For models like these, an approximation of the real time behavior through mixtures of Erlang 
distributions might be possible and an analysis based on the aggregation principle should be preferable 
to results gained from simulation runs based on the TDFD. 
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7 GENERAL SUMMARY 
7.1 Discussion of Results 
The papers that make up this Ph.D. dissertation establish a firmer theoreticzd foundation for For­
malized Data Flow Diagrams (FDFD's) and extend FDFD's to include a gener£j notation of time. The 
main results of each of the five papers are. briefly stated: 
• PFF-RDFD's are Turing equivalent. 
• Stores, persistent flows, tests for empty flows, and infinite domains are not essential for FDFD's. 
• Subclasses of FDFD's are equivalent to known subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets, immediately fur­
nishing the decidability results for subclasses of FIFO Petri Nets to the corresponding subclasses 
of FDFD's. 
• A general stochastic model of time for FDFD's (called Timed Data Flow Diagrcims — TDFD's) 
is defined, allowing not only a description of the relative likelihoods of various execution times, 
but also descriptions of the possible joint firing behavior of transitions. 
• .A.n aggregation principle can be used for an efficient stochastic analysis of periodic TDFD's with 
Markovian transition times. 
The relation among computational models defined in this Ph.D. dissertation and other well-known 
models are summarized in Figure 7.1. The notation A' ~ V means that models X and V' are computa­
tionally equivalent. The notation A' —^ V is used to indicate that model A' can be simulated by model 
Y. \ model .Y that is at the top end of a connecting line | is more powerful than a model Y at the 
bottom end of such a line. Models that have been introduced in this Ph.D. dissertation are labeled with 
bold letters while those models that were previously known are labeled with italic letters. Similarly, 
for simulations that have been introduced in this Ph.D. dissertation, thick arrows have been used while 
thin arrows have been used for previously known simulations. 
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FIFO Petri Net ~ Petri Net with Program Machine Turing Machine FDFD 
Inhibitor Arcs 
RX)FD 
PFF-RDFD 
Petri Net Monogeneous 
FIFO Petri Net 
Monogeneous 
PFF-RDFD 
Linear Linear 
FIFO Petri Net (PFF)-RDFD 
Topologically Free Choice Topologically Free Choice 
PFF-RDFD FIFO Petri Net 
Figure 7.1: Relation among Computational Models. 
In Figure 7.2 the relation between timed computational models and stochastic processes has been 
summarized. The same symbolism as in Figure 7.1 has been used with the exception that the notation 
X —>• V" now is used to indicate that model A' is mapped to the (stochastic) model Y. 
7.2 Further Resesirch 
This research leaves several interesting questions unanswered. It was not intended to solve any of 
the following problems for this dissertation. In addition to the proposals for future research given at 
the end of each chapter (paper), we want to highlight a few topics that are of particular interest for 
further investigations. 
In Chapter 4, it is shown that some decidability problems for subclasses of FDFD's are solvable by 
solving the corresponding problem for FIFO Petri Nets. Moreover, we know criteria from the literature 
to determine whether a given FIFO Petri Net belongs to any of these subclasses. There also exist 
algorithms that solve some of the decidability problems for FIFO Petri Nets. On the other hand. 
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Timed (Stochastic) 
Data Flow Diagram 
Timed (Stochastic) 
Petri Net 
Stochastic Process 
Figure 7.2: Relation among Timed Computational Models. 
we have an operational (i. e., executable) semcintics for FDFD's ([WBL93]). It should be possible to 
implement efficient algorithms that (i) check whether a given FDFD belongs to any known subclass of 
FDFD's. and (ii) if so, that solve the interesting decidability problems. Hopefully, an implementation 
does not require the formal mapping from an FDFD onto a FIFO Petri Net. 
There might be additional subclasses of FDFD's that do not map to FIFO Petri Nets, but there 
might be decidability problems that are solvable for these subclasses. For example, "conflicts", i. e., 
activities competing for the same resources, occur only in few FDFD's. There might be some decidability 
problems that can be solved for FDFD's without conflicts. 
For TDFD's, all calculations done so far have been done manually. It is desirable to implement 
algorithms (e. g., the one introduced in Chapter 6) that make use of the TDFD representation and 
evaluate and analyze the model. One might wish to obtain software that is capable of doing an smalyticcd 
analysis of the TDFD as well as simulations if an analytical approach is impossible. 
lot of work has been done to analyze Timed Petri Nets. Many of those methods and algorithms 
could be easily adapted for some subclasses of TDFD's. It is desirable to classify such subclasses. 
.\nother question deals with the cidequacy of the model in comparison to the real distributed system. 
How well do system and model match? If they match well, is the model still analytically andyzable or 
is simulation the only %vay to receive interesting answers? 
So far. we have completely neglected decidability problems for TDFD's. Whenever the reachability 
set of a TDFD is identical to the reachability set of its underlying FDFD, it is sufficient to consider 
the FDFD only. Diff"erences occur if the reachability sets differ. This can happen because of 0-
probabilities to select a possible transition and because of distributions of time that do not cover the 
entire real coordinate axxis but only a limited subset. In particular, Dirac distributions that represent 
a deterministic time for each transition can result in a completely different behavior of the system. 
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States that have been reachable for the FDFD may not be reachable for the TDFD. One might wish to 
implement software that is capable to cinswer decidability problems for subclasses of TDFD's. 
And finally, we have to consider questions about the "expressive convenience" of FDFD's/TDFD's 
in comparison to (Timed) Petri Nets. What kind of system aneilyst is more likely to use what type 
of model for a real system. What are the reasons for selecting a particular model? What kind of real 
system is easy to model within one model but hardly to model within the other? These questions will 
hopefully be answered when a larger number of system analysts has gjuned further experience with 
both types of computational models. 
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